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INTRODUCTION TO LAB
Welcome to the Thermal Laboratory located in Building 13, Room 203. The first objective
of each heat transfer lab is to give you hands-on experience with thermal science experiments. This
includes working with standard facilities and instrumentation commonly found in thermal science
laboratories. The second objective of each lab is to learn how to use experimentally collected data
to either validate an analytical model for a range of conditions or to characterize the performance
of a thermal system. This includes learning about experimental design and instrument selection
concepts needed to achieve the goals of each lab. The third objective is to continue to develop your
ability to effectively document your results. There are a total of eight experiments presented in
Sections 1 through 9. The lab manual is organized to prepare you for performing each experiment,
thus it is critical that you read each manual section prior to attending lab.
Experiments in this lab manual are organized as follows: (1) Objectives, (2) Introduction,
(3) Experiment, (4) Report, and (5) References. The objective describes the goals of the
experiment. The introduction gives background information for the lab, describes general lab
procedure, outlines each measurement along with required data reduction steps, and develops
models for data comparison. For the data reduction and modeling, we will begin by applying the
basic governing conservation equations. Derivations for these equations can be found in your
textbooks. The experiment section gives detailed step-by-step instructions needed to run the
experiment and collect data. The report section gives detailed instructions for reducing the
experimental data, producing tables and/or figures, and performing additional calculations that will
be used when completing the report. Be advised that the experimental procedure and report
requirements listed for the experiment can be changed at the discretion of your instructor. If in
doubt, ask your instructor for guidance.
There are three types of documentation that this class will typically require: (1) lab report,
(2) technical memo, and (3) assignment. A lab report is a formal presentation of your results and
includes a complete description of your experiment, results, and conclusions. A technical memo is
a less formal and more concise presentation of your results. For both the lab report and technical
memo you should assume your audience is your boss and coworkers that are NOT familiar with
the details of each experiment. Thus, you must give sufficient information so they can understand
your document and could reproduce your results. An assignment is an informal presentation of
your results where you submit answers to specific questions, similar to a homework assignment.
Your lab instructor will select the type of documentation required for each lab and if they should
be completed by a group or individually.
Safety is a top concern in executing these lab exercises. The thermal lab contains equipment
that uses electricity, heaters, pressure systems, compressed air, and rotating machinery. All
equipment must be operated in a safe manner and all required personal protective equipment (PPE)
must be used. The instructions in the General Lab Practice Procedures included next in this
Introduction section identifies any potential hazards and outlines safe operating procedures to
complete each lab. However, if you have any questions about how to operate the equipment
safely please ask the instructor prior to use.
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General Lab Safe Practice Procedures
1. Read the following course Safe Practice Procedures information:
Water and other fluids are used in close proximity to electrical equipment in the thermal lab.
Combing electricity and fluids can result in a significant electrical hazard. Lab outlets are
protected by ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs) that switch off the electrical supply if a
spike in current is detected to reduce the severity of any electrical shock received by an
operator. However, you should not rely on them functioning correctly. Immediately report any
liquid spills to the instructor. In addition, the electronic consoles for the Polytropic Process in
an Open System with Subsonic Flow and the Saturation Properties labs also incorporate
Residual Current Devices (RCDs) that have the same purpose as GFCIs. At least once a month,
check that each RCD is operating correctly by pressing the TEST button to trip the circuit
breaker. Failure to trip means that the operator is not protected and the equipment must be
repaired by a qualified electrician.
a. Polytropic Processes: All three experiments are run with compressed air where it is
possible to puncture the eyes at 30 psig and to puncture skin at 100 psig (possibly
resulting in air in the blood stream). The closed system and subsonic flow experiment
both operate at pressures below this, but for the sonic flow system the vessel is filled with
air to a maximum pressure of 100 psig. The primary risk for this experiment is
completely blocking, or “dead-ending,” the orifice while the compressed air is
discharging. Keep all body parts away from the orifice exit during discharge and wear
safety glasses.
b. Saturation Properties: The saturation pressure apparatus is used to study the relationship
between pressure and temperature of saturated steam, thus distilled water is boiled at high
temperatures (up to 170 ˚C) and pressures (up to 8 bar). A transparent protective guard is
fitted to the equipment to prevent inadvertent contact with the high temperature
components and to protect the operator in the event of a leak of steam. However, caution
must still be exercised when using the equipment because of the potential exposure to hot
surfaces. In particular, do NOT touch any surfaces close to “Hot Surfaces” warning
labels. If the system needs to be drained, before beginning turn off the pump and allow
the equipment to return to room temperature.
c. Thermal Property Measurement: A resistance heater is used to heat one end of a metal
rod. If the power supply is left on, a thermostat in the system is installed to disconnect the
heater from the power supply. However, if the thermostat malfunctions high temperatures
can be reached that are skin burning and fire hazards, thus always turn off the power
supply after the data has been collected. Avoid exposure to hot surfaces and ensure the
power supply is turned off after each run.
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d. Vapor-Compression Refrigeration Cycle: The compressor surface will get hot during
normal operation. Do not completely close the expansion valve to avoid overheating the
compressor. Make sure exposure to hot surfaces is avoided and the power is turned off at
the end of the experiment.
e. Reciprocating Engine: Peak Temperature and Pressure: This lab runs a Cooperative Fuel
Research (CFR) engine located in the Engines Laboratory at Cal Poly. CFR engines are
used extensively throughout the world for testing, research, and instruction in the
performance of fuels and lubricants for the internal combustion engine. They were at first
effective in creating a recognized standard for defining fuel quality. The engines are
relevant today for basic research in exhaust emissions and alternate fuels suitability.
Details for the safe operation of the CFR engine will be provided by the lab instructor.
f. Personal Computer Heat Sink: A resistance heater is used to heat a fin array. If the power
supply is left on and the fan is not operating, high temperatures can be reached with the
potential of destroying the heat sink, burning skin, and starting a fire. Make sure exposure
to hot surfaces is avoided and the power supply is turned off after each run.
g. Air/Water Parallel Flow Heat Exchanger: A resistance heater is used to heat the inlet air
stream. If the power is left on without cooling water being supplied, high temperatures
can be reached that are skin burning and fire hazards. Make sure exposure to hot surfaces
is avoided and the power is turned off after each run.
h. Air/Air Parallel and Counter Flow Heat Exchanger: A resistance heater is used to heat the
inlet air stream. If the power is left on without a minimum of 50 cfm of inlet air being
supplied, high temperatures can be reached that are skin burning and fire hazards. Make
sure exposure to hot surfaces is avoided and the power is turned off after each run.
2. Use proper Personal Protective Equipment (safety glasses or goggles, ear plugs, gloves, etc.)
when operating lab equipment or experiments as indicated in item 1.
3. Wear appropriate attire when operating equipment. Secure long hair around rotating
equipment or open heat sources and wear closed toe shoes in the laboratory.
4. No equipment shall be operated without the instructor’s permission.
5. No unsupervised use of laboratories without prior written authorization by the instructor.
6. No working alone in the laboratories.
7. Any accident or illness must be immediately reported to the instructor and the Mechanical
Engineering Department office.
8. Any unsafe or hazardous condition in lab (liquid spills, electrical hazards etc.) must be
immediately reported to the instructor.
9. In case of an emergency, use a phone to call 911 and tell the dispatcher:
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•
•
•

Nature of the emergency
Location of the emergency
Your name

Do NOT disconnect from the phone call until instructed to do so.
10. To evacuate the building in an emergency, exit the lab by either door in front of the lab and
follow the routes posted near the doors. For a fire/building emergency, all students are to
congregate in the parking lot west of Building 13. For a campus wide emergency, all students
are to congregate in the field northeast of Highland Drive and California Blvd.
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1. POLYTROPIC PROCESS IN A CLOSED SYSTEM
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Figure 1-1. Piston-cylinder device used to measure gas volume, pressure, and temperature of during a process.

I.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to (1) measure the volume, pressure, and temperature
of air in the piston-cylinder device shown in Figure 1-1 during a compression and expansion
process at different rates and lengths, (2) calculate the polytropic expansion coefficient from a
curve fit to the volume versus pressure data, (3) calculate the pressure, temperature, and work
predicted during each process using models for two limiting cases (either isentropic or isothermal),
and (4) compare the measurements to the model predictions to determine how the actual expansion
corresponds to the two limiting cases.
II.

Introduction

Many thermodynamic processes involve the compression or expansion of a gas such as the
air-fuel mixture inside the cylinder of an internal combustion engine or the rapid expansion of a
gas used as part of a refrigeration cycle. During these processes, pressure, temperature, and specific
volume (the inverse of density) can all change. Developing simple models for how they change is
useful for engineering system design. It is also important to understand when it is valid to model
the process using assumptions such as constant temperature (isothermal), constant pressure
(isobaric), constant volume (isometric or isochoric), and constant entropy (isentropic or reversible
and adiabatic, or with no heat transfer).

Nomenclature (with SI Units)
𝐴

area, m2

𝑐
𝑐.

specific heat, 𝑐 = 𝛿𝑄⁄(𝜌 𝑉 𝑑𝑇), J/kg•K
specific heat at constant pressure, 𝑐. = (𝜕ℎ⁄𝜕𝑇). , J/kg•K

𝑐1

specific heat at constant volume, 𝑐1 = (𝜕𝑢⁄𝜕𝑇)1 , J/kg•K

𝐸
𝐻

total energy, J
enthalpy, 𝐻 = 𝑈 + 𝑃 𝑉, J

𝐾𝐸

kinetic energy, J

𝑛

polytropic exponent, 𝑛 = :𝑐. − 𝑐<⁄(𝑐1 − 𝑐)

𝑝

pressure, Pa

𝑃𝐸
𝑄

potential energy, J
heat transfer, J

𝑅

gas constant for air, 𝑅 = 287.04 J/kg•K

𝑇
𝑈

temperature, ℃ or K
internal energy, J

𝑉
𝑊

volume, m3
work, J

𝛾

specific heats ratio, 𝛾 = 𝑐. ⁄𝑐1

𝜌
density, kg/m3
Subscripts and Superscripts
0
stagnation conditions
Experiment
For this experiment, the piston-cylinder device shown schematically in Figure 1-2 is
initially filled with air at atmospheric pressure and temperature. With the air valves closed, the
piston is either lowered or raised in order to compress or expand the gas in the cylinder,
respectively. For a compression process, while the volume of the air in the cylinder decreases the
pressure, temperature, and density all increase. For an expansion process, while the volume of the
air in the cylinder increases the pressure, temperature, and density all decrease. For this lab, you
will measure the volume, pressure, and temperature during several processes using transducers
and a computer data acquisition system (DAQ).
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Figure 1-2. Schematic diagram of pressure vessel and experimental equipment.

To determine the gas volume, a linear potential divider is mounted on the side of the piston
to measure its displacement. During operation an input signal (5 V, 1.5 A DC) is applied across
the potentiometer element. The voltage from the commutator brush is then used to indicate the
position of the piston. In addition, a transparent millimeter scale on the front of the cylinder is used
to directly measure the initial and final piston position. These readings are used to calibrate the
commutator voltage readings. The position location and face area are used to calculate the volume
of the confined gas. Finally, two removable pins are provided to vary the excursion of the piston
by liming the motion of the piston lever arm. Holes to store the pins when they are not being used
are provided above the central label.
To determine the gas pressure and temperature, two transducers are mounted on the base
that seals the bottom of the cylinder. Sealed against the lower surface of the base is a solid-state
pressure transducer. The active element of the transducer is a piezo-resistive device that forms part
of a bridge circuit. Mounted in the cylinder on the top of the base is the temperature sensor. The
active element is an extremely fine nickel wire that has a very high temperature coefficient of
resistance and a high surface area to mass ratio for rapid temperature response, however there can
still be a small-time lag. This wire is also one arm of a bridge circuit. The electronic circuitry used
for both readings consists of two excitation voltage supplies (10 V, 10 mA DC) and appropriate
amplifiers for the two bridge circuits. The amplifiers output analog voltages that are proportional
to the pressure and temperature, respectively. Calibration constants for both transducers are
provided by the manufacturer.
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Modeling
The compression or expansion of the gas inside the piston cylinder assembly is a
thermodynamic process. To model the process, we define the gas inside the cylinder as a closed
system and assume it is an ideal gas undergoing a quasi-equilibrium process (where properties are
uniform throughout the system at each point in time). We want to solve for the following three
variables for the gas in the system as a function of cylinder volume: density, temperature, and
pressure. To do this we need to use the following three equations (presented in your undergraduate
thermodynamics and fluid mechanics textbooks, Ref. 1-2): conservation of mass and energy (or
the 1st law of thermodynamics) applied to the system and an equation of state such as the ideal gas
law given by Eqn. (1-1)

p V = m RT .

(1-1)

From the resulting pressure-volume relationship, we can calculate the boundary work required to
compress the gas using

W = − ∫ ( p Ac ) dx = − ∫ p dV

(1-2)

where the force due to the pressure acting on the cylinder is integrated over the distance traveled
by the cylinder to calculate work.
Conservation of Mass
For a closed system the mass must be constant and can be solved for from the initial
volume, V0,1 = V0 ( t = 0 ) , initial pressure, p0,1 = p0 ( t = 0 ) , and initial temperature, T0,1 = T0 ( t = 0 ) ,
using Eqn. (1-1) as follows
m=

p0,1 V0,1
R T0,1

(1-3)

Note that the subscript 0 is used to indicate that the pressure, temperature, and volume are assumed
to be for a stagnant gas within the cylinder with uniform properties. The density at all other times
can then be calculated directly from the constant mass and known volume using

ρ0 ( t ) =

m
V0 ( t )

(1-4)

Conservation of Energy (or 1st Law of Thermodynamics)
For a closed system conservation of energy is given by

dE = δ Q + δ W
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(1-5)

where dE = dU + dKE + dPE is the change in total energy within the system that can include
changes in internal, kinetic, and potential energy, respectively. In addition, δ Q and δ W are the
net heat transfer and work interactions acting on the system boundary, respectively. To calculate
δ Q , recall that specific heat is defined as the ratio of thermal energy transfer to the resulting

(

)

temperature change per unit mass for a material, c = δ Q / m dT . Using this definition, assuming
negligible kinetic and potential energy changes, and substituting in Eqn. (1-2) for work we can
obtain

dU 0 = m c dT0 − p0 dV0

(1-6)

The specific heat for a constant volume process for the simple system defined above from Eqn. (16) is given by dU = m cv dT . The specific heat for a constant pressure process for the simple
system defined above from Eqn. (1-6) is given by dU + p dV = dH = m c p dT . These two
relationships for cv and cp can be combined with the ideal gas law to get R = c p − cv . Substituting
into Eqn. (1-6) for dU and simplifying we get

m ( c − cv ) dT0 = p0 dV0

(1-7)

next, use Eqn. (1-1) for p0 m and simplify to get

( c − c ) dT
v

0

⎛ R T0 ⎞
=⎜
⎟ dV0
⎝ V0 ⎠

(1-8)

⎛ c − c ⎞ dT dV
v
0
= 0
⎜
⎟
c
−
c
T
V0
⎝ p v⎠ 0

(1-9)

which can be integrated assuming constant specific heats to obtain
⎛ c−c ⎞ ⎛ T ⎞
⎛ V ⎞
v
0
0
⎜
⎟ ln ⎜
⎟ = ln ⎜
⎟
⎝ V0,1 ⎠
⎝ c p − cv ⎠ ⎝ T0,1 ⎠

(1-10)

which finally reduces to

T0 ⎛ V0 ⎞
=⎜
⎟
T0,1 ⎝ V0,1 ⎠

(1−n)

, n=

(

cp − c

(1-11)

cv − c

)(

)

To get this in terms of p, from Eqn. (1-1) use T0 T0,1 = p0 p0,1 V0 V0,1 to get
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n

⎛ ρ ⎞
p0 ⎛ V0,1 ⎞
=⎜
=⎜ 0 ⎟
⎟
p0,1 ⎝ V0 ⎠
⎝ ρ0,1 ⎠

n

or

pVn=

p
= constant
ρn

(1-12)

where n is the polytropic exponent for the polytropic process. There are several limiting cases
summarized in Table 1-1 defined as isobaric, isometric, isentropic, and isothermal processes.
Table 1-1. Four limiting cases for polytropic processes.

isobaric process
(constant pressure)

c = cp

n=0

p = constant

isometric process
(constant specific volume)

c = cv

n=∞

V = constant

isothermal process
(constant temperature)

c p = cv

n =1

p v = constant

c=0

n = c p cv = γ

p vγ = constant

isentropic process
(adiabatic and reversible)

Work Calculation
For a polytropic process, substitute Eqn. (1.12) given by p0 = K V0 n where K is a
constant into Eqn. (1-2) to get

W = − ∫ p0 dV0 = − K

dV0

∫V

n

(1-13)

0

integrate from the initial time to time t to get

K V0 ( )
W=
( n − 1)
1−n

V0

=
V0 , 1

n
p0,1V0,1

⎡ V (1−n) − V (1−n) ⎤
0,1
⎦
( n − 1) ⎣ 0

(1-14)

then simplify this result to get work in dimensionless form as
( n−1) ⎤
⎡
W
1 ⎢⎛ V0,1 ⎞
=
− 1⎥ .
⎥
p0,1V0,1 ( n − 1) ⎢⎜⎝ V0 ⎟⎠
⎣
⎦

(1-15)

For an isothermal process (where n = 1 and Eqn. (1-15) is indeterminate), substitute
Eqn. (1-1) given by p0 = m R T0 V0 into Eqn. (1-2) to get

(

)
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W = − ∫ p0 dV0 = −m R T0

∫

dV0
V0

(1-16)

integrate from the initial time to time t to get

W = −m R T0 ln ( V0 )

V0
V0 , 1

(1-17)

then simplify the result to get work in dimensionless form as
⎛ V ⎞
W
= − ln ⎜ 0 ⎟ .
p0,1 V0,1
⎝ V0,1 ⎠

(1-18)

For an isometric process the work is of course zero.
III.

Experiment

Equipment
Adiabatic Gas Law Apparatus, Pasco Scientific, Model TD-8565
Cylinder, acrylic
Piston, acetal, 4.40 cm diameter
Position transducer, 2.2 cm/V sensitivity, 5 cm offset (approximate)
Pressure transducer, 100 kPa/V sensitivity, ± 2kPa
Temperature transducer, 36.110 K/V sensitivity, 297.891 K offset, ± 2 K
Data acquisition system (DAQ), National Instruments, Model NI USB-6008
Equipment Setup
1. Ensure that the two DC adapters are plugged in that provide power to the potentiometer and
transducer circuits for the piston displacement, pressure, and temperature measurements.
2. Switch EXT POWER to the ON position on the electronics box attached to the base. NOTE:
The ON position for when using a battery (which is NOT installed) is opposite of that for use
with an external power supply (which is what we are doing).
3. Ensure that the limit pins for the lever arm are installed for the shortest range of travel (see
Figure 1-1 for storage location of the pins and location of limit holes).
4. Open the gas valve and raise the level arm to its uppermost position and verify that its height
is approximately 13.0 cm above the base using the scale on the front of the cylinder.
5. Close the gas valve.
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Data Acquisition (DAQ) System Configuration
1. Start the DAQ software by double clicking on the Compression icon on the desktop. This
will open the Compression.vi window and a window prompting you to Press button to
acquire initial voltages. Click OK to acquire 100 readings in approximately 1 second. These
readings are averaged and displayed under H initial (V) in the Compression.vi window in
the right-hand panel.
2. Another window will open prompting you to Press button to acquire voltages during
compression or expansion. (NOTE: When you open the program the default settings in the
top-middle panel of the Compression.vi window are 100 for Rate (Hz) and 200 for
N samples. This corresponds to 2 seconds of data collection.) After one team member clicks
OK, another team member then has 2 seconds to move the lever to its lowest position and
then hold it in place. The recorded voltages are then displayed on a graph in the upper lefthand panel of the Compression.vi window. You should observe that as the displacement
decreases, both the temperature and pressure should increase.
3. Another window will open prompting you to Press button to acquire final voltages. Click
OK to acquire 100 readings in approximately 1 second. These readings are averaged and
displayed under H final (V) in the Compression.vi window in the right-hand panel.
NOTE: If something goes wrong during the above sequence, a window will open with one of the
following messages: (1) Complete expansion or compression process was not detected. Click OK
to exit program. or (2) Polytropic exponent is out of range for an actual compression or
expansion. Check H min. and H max. settings. Click OK to exit program. Common errors include
leaving the air valve open during the process, not having power supplied to the transducers, or
not completing the process during the sampling period. If you get one of these messages, run the
DAQ software again by clicking on the run arrow ( ) in the upper-left hand corner (or on the
task bar click Operate and select Run from the pull-down menu) and repeat Steps 1 to 3.
4. Another window will open asking: Do you want to save volume, pressure, and temperature
data? Click OK and use the Choose or enter the path of file to replace or create window
to save the data file as Run_1.txt. (this will correspond later to Run 1 in Table 1-2) Open the
file and verify that it has been created with one header line and then three columns of data.
5. Data for Pressure (Pa), Temperature (K), and Work (J) versus Volume (cm3) are now
displayed for just the compression portion of the data set as square symbols in the remaining
three graphs of the Compression.vi window. You can now select the upper or lower bounds
on any axis to change the scale for each graph as desired. (NOTE: When you open the DAQ
software, calibration constants have already been entered for calculating the pressure and
temperature. In addition, the default settings in the top-middle panel of the Compression.vi
window are 9.0 for the H min. (cm) and 13.0 for the H max. (cm). This corresponds to the
shortest lever arm travel path and these values are used to calculate the position of the piston.
Finally, in the right panel of the Compression.vi window N min. and N max. indicate the
range for the data points displayed. Verify that these correspond to the compression process
in the original graph of all of the voltage data.)
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Notes on Graphs
The pressure versus volume graph is plotted using a log-log scale. Based on Eqn. (1-12),
the slope of a linear curve fit to ln p0 p0,1 versus ln V0 V0,1 should be the negative of the

(

)

(

)

polytropic exponent, n, for this process. A linear curve fit (using least squares minimization and
assuming the line passes through the origin) labeled Polytropic is included on the graph along
with the value for n. Also, the slope and intercept for a liner curve fit that does not assume zero
for the intercept are included to check the impact of this assumption on n. Finally, curves for an
Isentropic process ( n = γ ) and an Isothermal process ( n = 1 ) are also included.
The temperature versus volume graph is also plotted on a log-log scale. Based on Eqn. (111), this should also be a straight line. In addition to the data, this graph also includes lines for an
Isentropic process ( n = γ ) and Polytropic process where the value for n determined from the
curve fit above is used for this plot. A line for an isothermal process is not included because it
would just be horizontal. Depending on how fast you moved the piston, the predicted temperature
from the Polytropic model may not agree due to a time lag in the response of the sensor and other
factors such as frictional heating.
The work versus volume graph is plotted on a linear-log scale. The Data symbols
correspond to a numerical integration of Equation (1-2) using the trapezoidal rule and the pressure
and volume data from the previous plots. In addition to the data, this graph also includes lines for
an Isentropic process (using Eqn. (1-15) with n = γ ), Polytropic process (using Eqn. (1-15) with
n again from curve fit above), and Isentropic process (using Eqn. (1-18)).
Notes on Software
In the Compression.vi window there are two panels for input parameters and output. As
noted above, in the top middle panel of the Compression.vi window are controls for Rate (Hz),
N samples, H min. (cm), and H max. (cm) where they can all be set. For example, to collect data
for a total of 5 seconds increase the N samples to 500. Right click on the Rate (Hz) control and
select Description and Tip… from the pull-down menu to get more information about this value.
Repeat this process to get more information about any of the other items. In the right panel are
several more controls for items such as the properties for air and the calibration constants. Also,
the right panel includes indicators for output such as voltage readings and the calculated volume,
pressure, and temperature during only the expansion or compression process. Right click on the N
min. indicator and select Description and Tip… from the pull-down menu to get more information
about this value.
Procedure
1. To run the DAQ software again, click the run arrow ( ) in the upper-left hand corner (or on
the task bar click Operate and select Run from the pull-down menu).
2. Follow the steps above from the DAQ Software Setup section (NOTE: make sure to start each
case from approximately atmospheric pressure and temperature by opening and closing the
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valve before each run) to acquire and save data sets for the following conditions
(corresponding to the 8 cases in Table 1-2):
a. Fast (less than ½ second) and slow (more than 1 second) processes
b. Compression and expansion processes
c. With both limit pins inserted (short travel) and with the lower limit pin removed (long
travel). NOTE: For runs 5 through 8 below for the long travel make sure to change
H min. (cm) setting to the new height observed using the scale on the front of the
cylinder. Also, the position sensor for the piston does not function above approximately
14 cm, so we will not use that option.
Table 1-2. Eight cases for experimental test runs.

Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5
Run 6
Run 7
Run 8

Fast
Slow
Fast
Slow
Fast
Slow
Fast
Slow

Compression
Compression
Expansion
Expansion
Compression
Compression
Expansion
Expansion

Short Travel
Short Travel
Short Travel
Short Travel
Long Travel
Long Travel
Long Travel
Long Travel

3. Return the lower limit pin for short travel of the lever arm.
IV.

Report

1. Open the data files created by the DAQ system for each run either in Excel, EES, MATLAB,
or other analysis software. There is one “header” line followed by three columns of volume,
pressure, and temperature data. For the “original” data sheet for Attachment (1) make eight
tables (one for each case in Table 1-2) for just the first 10 lines of data. Note that this is just a
sample of the actual data set you will use for your analysis and these tables should all fit on 2
pages. Also, note that each data file will have a different number of rows because only data
during the actual compression or expansion process is saved.
2. Set the values from the first row of data to V0,1 , p0,1 , and T0,1 . NOTE: refer to the Modeling

(

) (
)
) , from the measured volume

section for details on nomenclature. First, calculate ln V0 V0,1 , ln p0 p0,1 , and

(

)

ln T0 T0,1 . Second, calculate dimensionless work, W

(p

V

0,1 0,1

and pressure data and using the trapazoidal rule to numerically integrate Eqn. (1-2) using

(

N 1 p
+ p0, i+1
Wi+1
2
0, i
=∑
p0,1V0,1 i=1
p0,1

) (V

0, i

− V0, i+1
V0,1

).

where this represents all the work up to each time. For Attachment (2) make eight additional
tables with these values, again just for the first 10 lines of data on 2 pages.
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(

)

(

)

3. Plot ln p0 p0,1 versus ln V0 V0,1 . For the experimental data use symbols with no lines. For
Figure 1 (a) include all the data for the four compression cases (Runs 1, 2, 5, and 6) and for
Figure 1 (b) include all the data for the four expansion cases (Runs 3, 4, 7, and 8). Use a
linear curve fit to calculate the slope for each run which corresponds to the negative value of
n given by Eqn. (1-12). Add to the plots lines for an isentropic process and an isothermal
process using Eqn. (1-12) and values for n as indicated in Table 1-1. For Table 1 list the n
values for each case.
4. In your discussion of Figure 1 and Table 1, comment on the meaning of your measured nvalues. Does n depend on process type (compression or expansion)? Does n depend on the
rate (fast or slow) of the process? How would you modify this experiment to make these
values approach the limiting cases?

(

)

(

)

5. Plot ln T0 T0,1 versus ln V0 V0,1 . For the experimental data use symbols with no lines. For
Figure 2 (a) include all the data for the four compression cases (Runs 1, 2, 5, and 6) and for
Figure 2 (b) include all the data for the four expansion cases (Runs 3, 4, 7, and 8). Add to the
plots lines for an isentropic process using Eqn. (1-11). NOTE: The isothermal case
corresponds to the x-axis.
6. In your discussion of Figure 2, comment on how your data compares to the limiting cases.
Does your data depend on process type (compression or expansion)? Does your data depend
on the rate (fast or slow) of the process?
7. For Figure 3, plot W

(p

V

0,1 0,1

) versus ln ( V

0

)

V0,1 . For the experimental data use symbols

with no lines. For Figure 3 (a) include all the data for the four compression cases (Runs 1, 2,
5, and 6) and for Figure 3 (b) include all the data for the four expansion cases (Runs 3, 4, 7,
and 8). Add to the plots lines for an isentropic process using Eqn. (1-15) and an isothermal
process using Eqn. (1-18).
8. In your discussion of Figure 3, comment on how your data compares to the limiting cases.
Does your data depend on process type (compression or expansion)? Does your data depend
on the rate (fast or slow) of the process?
V.

References
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2. POLYTROPIC PROCESS IN AN OPEN SYSTEM
WITH SUBSONIC FLOW
air pump
large bore
valves
pressure
relief valve

pressure
relief valve

temperature
sensors
electronic
console
pressure
vessel
23 L

vacuum
vessel
9L

digital meter
I/O port
selector switch
main on/off switch
air pump on/off switch

Figure 2-1. Pressure vessel used to measure temperature and pressure of air during polytropic expansion.

I.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to (1) measure the pressure and temperature of air in
the two vessels shown in Figure 2-1 during a polytropic expansion/compression for three different
rates with subsonic velocities, (2) calculate the pressure, temperature, and specific volume
predicted during the processes using models for two limiting cases (either isentropic or isothermal
expansion), and (3) compare the measurements to the model predictions to determine how the
The Armfield
Expansion Processes of a Perfect Gas app
actual expansion corresponds to the two limiting
cases.

Expansion Processes of

II.

Introduction

range of basic thermodynamic processes using air as th

Many thermodynamic processes involve the compression or expansion of a gas such as the
air-fuel mixture inside the cylinder of an internal combustion engine or the rapid expansion of a
gas used as part of a refrigeration cycle. During these processes, pressure, temperature, and specific
volume (the inverse of density) can all change. Developing simple models for how they change is
useful for engineering system design. It is also important to understand when it is valid to model
the process using assumptions such as constant temperature (isothermal), constant pressure
(isobaric), constant volume (isometric or isochoric), and constant entropy (isentropic or reversible
and adiabatic, or with no heat transfer).

THERMODYNAMICS
TH5 Expansion Processes of a Perfect G
2-1

The Armfield Expansion Processes of a Perfect Gas apparatus has been d
range of basic thermodynamic processes using air as the working fluid.

Nomenclature (with SI Units)
A

area, m2

c

specific heat, c = δ Q ρ V dT , J/kg•K

cp

specific heat at constant pressure, c p = ∂ h ∂ T

cv

specific heat at constant volume, cv = (∂ u ∂ T )v , J/kg•K

e

specific energy, e = u + V 2 2 + g z , J/kg

g

gravitational acceleration, g = 9.8066 m/s2 at standard conditions

h

specific enthalpy, h = u + p v , J/kg

n

polytropic exponent, n = c p − c

n̂
p
Q!

outward unit normal
pressure, Pa

δQ

heat transfer, J

R
t
T
u
V
V
W!

gas constant for air, R = 287.04 J/kg•K
time, s
temperature, ˚C or K
specific internal energy, J/kg
velocity, m/s
volume, m3

g
n
r

specific heats ratio, g = cp / cv

(

)

(

(

) (c − c)
v

heat transfer rate, W

work rate, W
specific volume, n = 1/r, m3/kg

density, kg/m3
Subscripts and Superscripts
CS
control surface (or control volume boundary)
CV
control volume
e
orifice exit plane
0
stagnation conditions
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)

p

, J/kg•K

Experiment
The apparatus used for this experiment, shown schematically in Figure 2-2, consists of a
23 L pressure vessel and a 9 L vacuum vessel. Large diameter pluming is used to either vent (using
ball valves V1 for the pressure vessel or ball valve V3 for the vacuum vessel) or to connect the
two vessels (via ball valve V2). In addition, to obtain a much slower rate of airflow between the
two vessels they are also connected using small diameter plumbing (via needle valve V5 and
isolating valve V6). A single air pump is used to both pressurize (via isolating valve V4) and
evacuate (via isolating valve V7) the two vessels. Note that the air pump is not designed to start
against closed valves, thus to avoid damaging the pump vents (V1 and V3) and pump isolating
valves (V4 and V7) must be opened before switching on the pump. Finally, pressure relief valves
shown in Figure 2-1 are included on both vessels to prevent over pressurization.
TOP VIEW
P

air pump

T1

T2

V1

V

V2

V4

V3

V6

V5

V7

vacuum vessel
pressure vessel
FRONT VIEW
air pump

V1

V2

V3

P

V

V4

V5

V6

V7

T2

T1

pressure vessel

vacuum vessel

Figure 2-2. Schematic diagram of the top of the pressure vessel and vacuum vessel showing valves and sensors.
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For our experiments, the amount of air in the pressure vessel is initially increased to a gage
pressure of approximately 30 kPa and/or the amount of air in the vacuum vessel is initially
decreased to a vacuum pressure of approximately 30 kPa using the air pump. From this initial
condition, either valve V2 (for a rapid process) or valve V4/V6 (for a much slower process) is
opened to allow the air to expand/compress until an equilibrium gage pressure is reached. For the
pressure vessel the air will expand resulting in a decrease in pressure and density (or increase in
specific volume). For the vacuum vessel the opposite will happen. How the temperature changes
depends on the rate of the process. For example, for a very rapid process the temperature will
decrease in the pressure vessel and increase in the vacuum vessel.
For this lab, you will measure the gage pressure (P), vacuum pressure (V) and vessel
temperatures (T1 and T2) during several process with different rates of expansion/compression.
From the measured p and T data, you will then calculate specific volume using the ideal gas law
given by

v = RT p

(2-1)

where R = Ru M is the gas constant, Ru = 8.31446 J kmol-K is the universal gas constant, and
M is the molecular weight.
Each pressure sensor is a piezo-resistive transducer that produces a voltage output that
changes linearly with pressure. They have been calibrated to directly output their readings in kPa
for a range of ±34.5 kPa. Each temperature probe is a thermistor (or thermally sensitive resistor)
consisting of a miniature semiconductor bead (as opposed to RTDs that typically use pure metals)
with extremely fine connecting leads located between two support wires at the tip of the
temperature probe assembly. Because of their small size and heat capacity, these sensors will
respond very quickly to changes in temperature. Also, they are type NTC (negative temperature
coefficient) thermistors where the measured resistance decreases non-linearly as temperature
increases.
To calculate temperature from the measured resistance, R, of a thermistor a T-R relationship
is required. A widely used and accurate relationship is the Steinhart-Hart equation (Ref. 1) that is
given by
3
1
= A + B ln R + C ( ln R )
T

(2-2)

where T is in K and R is in ohms. The coefficients A, B, and C for a given thermistor are typically
provided by the thermistor manufacturer based on a calibration for a specified temperature range.
For our thermistors with a resistance of R0 = 2000 ohms at T0 = 25 ! C , with a temperature

( ) (

)

coefficient of resistance of α T T0 = dT dR R = -3.75 % o C , and for a temperature range of
0 ˚C to 50 ˚C they are given by

A = 1.27376 × 10−3 , B = 2.60345 × 10−4 , C = 2.30915 × 10−7
2-4

(2-3)

Alternatively, we can use the simpler, but less accurate, 𝛽 parameter equation given by
T=

β
, β = −α T (T0 ) T02 , R∞ = R0 e−β
ln ( R R∞ )

T0

(2-4)

where T is in K and all resistances are in ohms. To make this method more accurate we would
have to account for the change in α T and β with temperature.
All power supplies, signal conditioning circuitry, and current protection devices are housed
in the electrical console shown to the right of the experimental apparatus in Figure 2-1. Readings
for temperature and pressure are chosen using a selector switch and read from a common digital
display. In addition, readings are sent to a computer via an I/O port. There is a main on/off switch
that controls power to all the circuitry and a pump on/off power switch allows just the pump to be
turned on and off.
Modeling
The expansion of the compressed air inside the pressure vessel and the compression of the
evacuated air inside the vacuum vessel are thermodynamic processes. To model these processes,
we define the air inside each vessel as a control volume, CV, and assume it is an ideal gas
undergoing a quasi-equilibrium process (where properties are uniform throughout the CV at each
point in time). We want to solve for the following four variables as a function of time: stagnation
pressure, temperature, and specific volume (or density) in the CV and air velocity at the control
surface, CS (thus, exiting the pressure vessel and entering the vacuum vessel). To do this we need
to use the following four equations (presented in your undergraduate thermodynamics and fluid
mechanics textbooks, Ref. 1-2): conservation of mass, momentum, and energy (or the 1st law of
thermodynamics) applied to the CV and an equation of state such as the ideal gas law given by
Eqn. (2-1) above.
Conservation of Mass
First, we apply conservation of mass to each CV defined above

!
∂
ρ dV + ∫ ρ V ⋅ n̂ dA = 0
∫
∂ t CV
CS

(2-5)

Assuming uniform properties across the orifice exit plane (normal to the flow), this reduces for a
rigid control volume to

∂ρ0
V ± ρe Ve Ae = 0
∂ t CV

(2-6)

where for the pressure vessel the sign is positive for out flow and for the vacuum vessel the sign
is negative for in flow. Using a finite difference approximation for the derivative this becomes
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ρ0,A ( t + Δt ) = ρ0,A ( t ) −

ρe Ve Ae
ρ V A
Δt , ρ0,B ( t + Δt ) = ρ0,B ( t ) + e e e Δt
VA
VB

(2-7)

where the subscripts A and B are used for the pressure and vacuum vessels, respectively. To
calculate the density in each vessel we need the density and velocity of the gas moving between
the two tanks. This requires applying conservation of energy and momentum.
Conservation of Energy (or 1st Law of Thermodynamics)
Second, we apply conservation of energy to each CV defined above

!
!
∂
e ρ dV + ∫ e ρ V ⋅ n̂ dA = Q! CV + W!CV − ∫ p V ⋅ n̂ dA
∫
∂ t CV
CS
CS

(2-8)

where Q! CV and W!CV are the net rate of heat transfer and work interactions (other than flow work)
acting on the control volume boundary, respectively. Substituting in for specific energy with
negligible potential energy and for no control volume work this reduces to

d ( ρ0 u0 )
dt

VCV

⎛
Ve2 pe ⎞
± ⎜ ue +
+
ρ V A = Q! CV
2 ρe ⎟⎠ e e e
⎝

(2-9)

where once again for the pressure vessel the sign is positive for out flow and for the vacuum vessel
the sign is negative for in flow. Next, assume an isentropic acceleration and use Eqn. (2-6) for the
exit mass flow to get
d ( ρ0 u0 )
dt

⎛
p ⎞ d ρ0
VCV − ⎜ u0 + 0 ⎟
V = Q! CV
ρ0 ⎠ dt CV
⎝

(2-10)

where the sign is now becomes negative for both vessels, thus we will not use the subscripts A and
B for the rest of this section. We then divide by VCV and expand using the chain rule to get

ρ0

du0
d ρ0
d ρ0 p0 d ρ0 Q! CV
+ u0
− u0
−
=
dt
dt
dt ρ0 dt
VCV

(2-11)

Next, simplify by canceling terms, use Eqn. (2-1) for p0 ρ0 , and eliminate dt to get

ρ0 du0 − R T0 d ρ0 =

δ QCV
VCV

(2-12)

To account for the internal energy and heat transfer, we can use the specific heat definitions for a
constant volume process, cv, and any process, c, respectively, as follows
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ρ0 cv dT0 − R T0 d ρ0 = ρ0 c dT0

(2-13)

Recall that specific heat is the ratio of thermal energy transfer to the resulting temperature change
per unit mass for a material. In addition, the constant pressure and volume specific heats are
derived by applying conservation of energy for a simple system, du = δ Q ρ V − p dv . For an ideal
gas, h and u are a function of T only, thus the partial derivatives reduce to ordinary derivatives and
R = c p − cv . Substituting into Eqn. (2-10) and rearranging we get
⎛ c − c ⎞ dT
d ρ0
v
0
=
⎜
⎟
ρ0
⎝ c p − cv ⎠ T0

(2-14)

⎛ c −c ⎞ ⎛ T ⎞
⎛ ρ ⎞
v
0
0
⎜
⎟ ln ⎜
⎟ = ln ⎜
⎟
⎝ ρ0,1 ⎠
⎝ c p − cv ⎠ ⎝ T0,1 ⎠

(2-15)

which can be integrated to obtain

where T0,1 = T0 ( t = 0 ) and ρ0,1 = ρ0 ( t = 0 ) . Finally, this reduces to

T0 ⎛ ρ0 ⎞
=⎜
⎟
T0,1 ⎝ ρ0,1 ⎠

( n−1)

, n=

cp − c
cv − c

(2-16)

To get this in terms of p and v, again use Eqn. (2-1) to get
n

⎛ v0,1 ⎞
p0 ⎛ ρ0 ⎞
=⎜
⎟ =⎜
⎟
p0,1 ⎝ ρ0,1 ⎠
⎝ v0 ⎠

n

or

p ρ n = p v n = constant

(2-17)

where n is the polytropic exponent for the polytropic process. There are several limiting cases
summarized in Table 1-1 defined as isobaric, isometric, isentropic, and isothermal processes.
Table 2-1. Four limiting cases for polytropic processes.

isobaric process
(constant pressure)

c = cp

n=0

p = constant

isometric process
(constant specific volume)

c = cv

n=∞

v = constant

isothermal process
(constant temperature)

c p = cv

n =1

p v = constant

c=0

n = c p cv = γ

p vγ = constant

isentropic process
(adiabatic and reversible)
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Momentum Equation
Third, we apply the momentum equation in the direction of the flow exiting the pressure
vessel and entering the vacuum vessel

!
∂
V
ρ
dV
+
V
ρ
V
∫ x ⋅ n̂ dA = ∑ Fx
∂ t CV∫ x
CS

(2-18)

where Fx are net surface and body forces acting on the control volume in the flow direction. This
time we apply this equation to a series of differential CV’s from the stagnant air to the orifice exit
plane. Assuming the momentum change for the air in CV, forces due to friction, and forces due to
gravity are all negligible this becomes

−V ρ V A + (V + dV ) ρ V A = p A − ( p + dp ) A

(2-19)

which reduces to

V dV = −

dp
ρ

(2-20)

In order to integrate this equation, we substitute in Eqn. (2-1) and (2-17) assuming the acceleration
of the air right before the orifice is an isentropic process where n = γ to obtain
Ve

pe1 γ
∫0 V dV = − ρe

pe

∫

p −1 γ dp

(2-21)

p0 ,A

Ve2 pe1 γ ⎛ γ ⎞ ⎡ (γ −1) γ
γ −1 γ
=
p0,A − pe( ) ⎤
⎜
⎟
⎦
2
ρ e ⎝ γ − 1⎠ ⎣

(2-22)

⎡⎛ p ⎞ (γ −1) γ
⎤
⎢ 0,A
− 1⎥
⎢⎜⎝ pe ⎟⎠
⎥
⎣
⎦

(2-23)

⎛ 2 γ ⎞ ⎛ pe ⎞
Ve2 = ⎜
⎝ γ − 1⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ ρe ⎟⎠

Similarly, if we integrate from the exit to the vacuum vessel we get

⎛ 2 γ ⎞ ⎛ pe ⎞
V =⎜
⎝ γ − 1⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ ρe ⎟⎠
2
e

(γ −1) γ
⎡⎛
⎤
⎞
p
e
⎢
− 1⎥
⎢⎜⎝ p0,B ⎟⎠
⎥
⎣
⎦

(2-24)

If we solve Eqn. (2-23) for p0,A pe and Eqn. (2-24) for pe p0,B , multiply the resulting equations
and solve back for Ve2 we get
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⎛ 2 γ ⎞ ⎛ pe ⎞
V =⎜
⎝ γ − 1⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ ρe ⎟⎠
2
e

⎡⎛ p ⎞ (γ −1) ( 2γ ) ⎤
⎢ 0,A
− 1⎥
⎢⎜⎝ p0,B ⎟⎠
⎥
⎣
⎦

(2-25)

Finally, if we set Eqn. (2-23) equal to Eqn. (2-24) we can solve for pe . Combining this result with
Eqn. (2-1) and Eqn. (2-17) we get similar results for Te and ρe given by
pe =

p0,A p0,B , Te = T0,A T0,B , ρe =

ρ0,A ρ0,B

(2-26)

Solving for Time Dependent Properties
Solving for the properties during the expansion/compression processes is done numerically
by marching forward in time using the following steps:
1. Set initial properties at t = 0 :
a. Set values for each tank: p0,A,1 , T0,A,1 = Tatm , p0,B,1 , and T0,B,1 = Tatm
b. Calculate density using ideal gas law, Eqn. (2-1): ρ0,A,1 and ρ0,B,1
c. Calculate exit properties using Eqn. (2-26): pe,1 , Te,1 , ρe,1
d. Assume values for polytropic exponents for processes in each tank: nA and nB

( )

2. Calculate properties at t = i − 1 Δt for i = 2, 3, 4,… using updated values when possible:
a. Calculate exit velocity using conservation of momentum, Eqn. (2-25): Ve, i
b. Calculate tank densities using conservation of mass, Eqn. (2-7): ρ0,A, i and ρ0,B, i
c. Calculate tank pressures using conservation of energy, Eqn. (2-17): p0,A, i and p0,B, i
d. Calculate tank temperature using ideal gas law, Eqn. (2-1): T0,A, i and T0,B, i
e. Calculate exit properties using Eqn. (2-26): pe,1 , Te,1 , ρe,1
3. Repeat Step 2 until steady state has been reached: p0,A = p0,B
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III.

Experiment

Equipment
Expansion processes of a perfect gas, Armfield Ltd., Model TH5
23 L (0.0224 m3) pressure vessel
9 L (0.0091 m3) vacuum vessel
5 ˚C to 40 ˚C operating temperatures
35 kPa maximum gage pressure relief valves
80% maximum relative humidity up to 31 ˚C, decreases linearly to 50% at 40 ˚C
2 NTC thermistors, 2 kΩ at 25 ˚C, -3.75% /˚C coefficient of resistance
2 piezo-resistive pressure transducers, ±34.5 kPa
Electronic console for TH5, Armfield Ltd.
signal conditioning circuitry for thermistors and pressure transducers
digital meter with selector switch
fan power switch
circuit breakers for fan, console, and electrical output
RCD protection
Data acquisition system (DAQ), Measurement Computing, Model USB-2408
Notes on Operation
1. Temperature and pressure data can be collected using either (1) the electronic console or
(2) a data acquisition (DAQ) system.
2. This experiment can be run in three different modes: (1) pressurized large vessel venting to
atmospheric pressure, (2) evacuated small vessel venting to atmospheric pressure, and
(3) airflow from the pressurized large vessel to the evacuated small vessel.
3. The rates for each process can range from rapid (using the large diameter plumbing) to
gradual (using the small diameter plumbing and needle valve).
Instructions on how to run this experiment for all of these options are given below. Your
laboratory instructor will provide specific instructions for which configurations and data
collection options you will use for your laboratory.
Data Acquisition (DAQ) System Configuration
1. Run the data acquisition software as instructed by the laboratory coordinator.
2. Configure the software as instructed to measure the following properties: temperature (T1)
and gage pressure (P) for the large pressure vessel and temperature (T2) and vacuum
pressure (V) for the small vacuum vessel.
3. Configure the software to acquire data as instructed at the desired scan rate.
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Procedure
Initial Setup
1. Verify that the pump outlet is connected to the pump isolating valve (V4) on the top of the
large pressure vessel and that the pump inlet is connected to the pump isolating valve (V7) on
the top of the small vacuum vessel using flexible tubing as shown in Figure 2-2.
2. Verify that the pump isolating valves (V4) and (V7) are open.
3. Verify that the large ball valve (V1) for the pressure vessel vent and that the large ball valve
(V3) for the vacuum vessel vent are open.
4. Verify that the large ball valve (V2) connecting the two vessels is closed.
5. Verify that the small isolating valve (V6) connecting the two vessels is closed.
6. From the electronic console shown in Figure 2-1, turn on the main power.
Pressurizing the Large Vessel
1. Follow the “Initial Setup” steps above.
2. On the electronic console, set the selector switch to position (P) to observe the gage pressure
inside the large pressure vessel on the digital meter and then turn on the air pump.
3. Close the large ball valve (V1) for the pressure vessel vent. Allow the pressure to rise until
the digital meter indicates a gage pressure of 30 kPa (above atmospheric pressure). Note that
the small vacuum vessel will remain at atmospheric pressure.
4. Close the pump isolating valve (V4) for the large pressure vessel and then quickly turn off
the pump. A small decrease in gage pressure after closing the valve will occur due to air
temperature changes.
Evacuating the Small Vessel
1. Follow the “Initial Setup” steps above.
2. On the electronic console, set the selector switch to position (V) to observe the vacuum
pressure inside the small vacuum vessel on the digital meter and then turn on the air pump.
3. Close the large ball valve (V3) for the vacuum vessel vent. Allow the pressure to drop until
the digital meter indicates a vacuum pressure of 30 kPa (below atmospheric pressure). Note
that the large pressure vessel will remain at atmospheric pressure.
4. Close the pump isolating valve (V7) for the small vacuum vessel and then quickly turn off
the pump. A small decrease in vacuum pressure after closing the valve will occur due to air
temperature changes.
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Pressurizing the Large Vessel and Evacuating the Small Vessel
1. Follow the “Initial Setup” steps above.
2. On the electronic console, set the selector switch to position (P) to observe the gage pressure
inside the large pressure vessel on the digital meter and then turn on the air pump.
3. Close the large ball valve (V1) for the pressure vessel vent. Close the large ball valve (V3)
for the vacuum vessel vent. Allow the pressure to increase until the digital meter indicates a
gage pressure of 30 kPa (above atmospheric pressure).
4. Close the pump isolating valve (V4) for the pressure vessel, close the pump isolating valve
(V7) for the vacuum vessel, and then quickly turn off the pump. A small decrease in gage
pressure after closing the valve will occur due to air temperature changes.
5. On the electronic console, set the selector switch to position (V) to observe the vacuum
pressure inside the small vacuum vessel on the digital meter and verify that it is below
30 kPa. If it is not, carefully open and close the large ball valve (V3) for the vacuum vessel
vent to reduce the vacuum pressure to 30 kPa.
Rapid or Gradual Change in Pressure Between Vessels
1. After increasing the pressure in the large vessel and/or creating a vacuum in the small vessel,
wait until the gage and/or vacuum pressure readings stabilize.
2. If using the DAQ System, begin recording properties. Alternatively, record the initial
temperature (T1) and gage pressure (P) for the large pressure vessel and the temperature (T2)
and vacuum pressure (V) for the small vacuum vessel from the electronic console as
indicated on the digital meter by changing the selector switch.
3. Follow ONE option below as instructed to allow air to move between vessels:
a. Rapid Process: Rapidly open the large ball valve (V2) connecting the two vessels.
NOTE: When performed correctly, the air will be heard to rush from the large vessel to
the small vessel for a very short duration.
b. Gradual Process: Verify that the small needle valve (V5) connecting the two vessels is
almost closed by turning the knob fully clockwise. Now, slightly open the small needle
valve (V5) as instructed to allow slow movement of air from the pressure to vacuum
vessel. Open the small isolating valve (V6) connecting the two vessels. NOTE: If the
airflow is audible, the needle valve is probably too far open for isothermal conditions.
4. If using the DAQ System, wait for the pressure readings to stabilize, stop recording, and then
save the data. Alternatively, record the final temperatures and pressures from the electronic
console after they have stabilized.
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IV.

Report

1. Open the data files created by the DAQ system for each run. For the “original” data sheet for
Attachment (1) use Excel to make tables for each run using just the first 10 data points after
the expansion/compression process was initiated. These tables should include time in seconds
(set to 0 s when the valve was opened), pressure readings (P) and (V) in kPa, and
temperature readings (T1) and (T2) in ˚C. Note that this is just a sample of the actual data set
you will use for your analysis and that these tables should all fit on one page.
2. Use the ideal gas law given by Eqn. (2-1) to calculate specific volume (in m3/kg) making
sure to use absolute temperature and pressure for your calculations. For the “reduced data in
spreadsheet form” for Attachment (2) make three tables that include time (for just the first 10
time steps), pressure (in kPa), temperature (in ˚C), and specific volume (in m3/kg). Again,
this is just a sample of your data and these tables should all fit on one page.
3. For Figure 1 (a), plot gage pressure versus specific volume for the pressure vessel expansion
process using the experimental data for all your runs on the same plot using symbols with no
lines. Add a power curve fit in Excel using Add Trendline for each run and display the curve
fit equation and correlation coefficient (or R2 value) on the chart. Note that the exponent for
this curve fit corresponds to the negative value of n given by Eqn. (2-17). Add to the plot
lines for an isentropic and an isothermal expansion using the average initial temperature and
pressure for your three runs to evaluate the constant in Eqn. (2-17).
4. For Figure 1 (b), plot vacuum pressure versus specific volume for the vacuum vessel
compression process using the experimental data for all your runs on the same plot using
symbols with no lines. Add a power curve fit in Excel using Add Trendline for each run and
display the curve fit equation and correlation coefficient (or R2 value) on the chart. Note that
the exponent for this curve fit corresponds to the negative value of n given by Eqn. (2-17).
Add to the plot lines for an isentropic and an isothermal compression using the average initial
temperature and pressure for your three runs to evaluate the constant in Eqn. (2-17).
5. In your discussion of Figures 1 (a) and 1 (b), comment on the meaning of your measured nvalues. Does n depend on expansion rate in general and each of your runs?
6. Using the experimental data for both vessels for a rapid expansion/compression process, for
Figure 2 (a) plot gage pressure (thus, make the vacuum pressures negative) versus time and
for Figure 2 (b) plot temperature versus time using symbols with no lines. Add to the plots
lines for gage pressures and temperatures versus time calculated using the procedure in the
Modeling section under Solving for Time Dependent Properties for an isentropic expansion
and a polytropic processes (using values for n from your curve fit from Steps 3 and 4).
7. Using the experimental data for both vessels for a gradual expansion/compression process,
for Figure 2 (a) plot gage pressure (thus, make the vacuum pressures negative) versus time
and for Figure 2 (b) plot temperature versus time using symbols with no lines. Add to the
plots lines for gage pressures and temperatures versus time calculated using the procedure in
the Modeling section under Solving for Time Dependent Properties for an isothermal
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expansion and a polytropic processes (using values for n from your curve fit from Steps 3
and 4). Note that the isothermal temperature versus time will just be a horizontal line.
8. In your discussion of Figures 2 and 3, comment on the ability of the model to predict the
temperature and pressure for the duration of the experiment. List the assumptions made for
the model and how these affect the agreement.
V.
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3. POLYTROPIC PROCESS IN AN OPEN SYSTEM
WITH SONIC FLOW
pressure
transducer

pressure
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thermocouple
conduit

pressure gage
inlet air
valve
outlet air
valves
steel
pressure
vessel

absolute
pressure
gage

Validyne
carrier
demodulator

Figure 3-1. Pressure vessel used to measure temperature and pressure of air during polytropic expansion.

I.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to (1) measure the pressure and temperature of air in
the vessel shown in Figure 3-1 during a polytropic expansion for three different expansion rates at
initially sonic velocities, (2) calculate the pressure, temperature, and specific volume predicted
during the expansion using models for two limiting cases (either isentropic or isothermal
expansion), and (3) compare the measurements to the model predictions to determine how the
actual expansion corresponds to the two limiting cases.
II.

Introduction

Many thermodynamic processes involve the compression or expansion of a gas such as the
air-fuel mixture inside the cylinder of an internal combustion engine or the rapid expansion of a
gas used as part of a refrigeration cycle. During these processes, pressure, temperature, and specific
volume (the inverse of density) can all change. Developing simple models for how they change is
useful for engineering system design. It is also important to understand when it is valid to model
the process using assumptions such as constant temperature (isothermal), constant pressure
(isobaric), constant volume (isometric or isochoric), and constant entropy (isentropic or reversible
and adiabatic, or with no heat transfer).
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Nomenclature (with SI Units)
a
A

speed of sound, m/s
area, m2

c

specific heat, c = δ Q ρ V dT , J/kg•K

cp

specific heat at constant pressure, c p = ∂ h ∂ T

cv

specific heat at constant volume, cv = (∂ u ∂ T )v , J/kg•K

e

specific energy, e = u + V 2 2 + g z , J/kg

g

gravitational acceleration, g = 9.8066 m/s2 at standard conditions

h

specific enthalpy, h = u + p v , J/kg

Ma

Mach number, Ma = V a

n

polytropic exponent, n = c p − c

n̂
p
Q!

outward unit normal
pressure, Pa

δQ

heat transfer, J

R
t
T
u
V
V
W!

gas constant for air, R = 287.04 J/kg•K
time, s
temperature, ˚C or K
specific internal energy, J/kg
velocity, m/s
volume, m3

g
n
r

specific heats ratio, g = cp / cv

(

)

(

(

) (c − c)
v

heat transfer rate, W

work rate, W
specific volume, n = 1/r, m3/kg

density, kg/m3
Subscripts and Superscripts
CS
control surface (or control volume boundary)
CV
control volume
e
orifice exit plane
0
stagnation conditions
*
critical conditions (at the speed of sound)
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)

p

, J/kg•K

Experiment
For this experiment, the pressure vessel shown schematically in Figure 3-2 is initially filled
with air to an absolute pressure of approximately 100 psia. A valve is then quickly opened to allow
the air to exit from the vessel through an orifice to the outside room. During this process, while
the air expands the pressure in the vessel drops and the specific volume increases (or the density
decreases). In addition, the temperature also decreases for a rapid expansion. For this lab, you will
measure the pressure and temperature during the expansion process for three different size orifices
using a computer data acquisition system (DAQ). You will need to calibrate the pressure
transducer for the pressure measurement. The temperature measurement is made using a T-type
thermocouple that is already calibrated. To calculate specific volume you will use the ideal gas
law given by

pv = RT .

(3-1)
pressure
transducer

pressure
relief valve

output
to DAQ

gage
pressure

outlet air
valves

inlet air
valve

thermocouple
junction

thermocouple
conduit

20.0 cm
absolute
pressure
gage

51.5 cm

steel pressure
vessel
Figure 3-2. Schematic diagram of pressure vessel and experimental equipment.

Modeling
The expansion of the compressed air inside the pressure vessel while venting is a
thermodynamic process. To model the process, we define the air inside the vessel as a control
volume, CV, and assume it is an ideal gas undergoing a quasi-equilibrium process (where
properties are uniform throughout the CV at each point in time). We want to solve for the following
four variables as a function of time: stagnation pressure, temperature, and specific volume (or
density) in the CV and orifice air velocity at the control surface, CS. To do this we need to use the
following four equations (presented in your undergraduate thermodynamics and fluid mechanics
textbooks, Ref. 1-2): conservation of mass, momentum, and energy (or the 1st law of
thermodynamics) applied to the CV and an equation of state such as the ideal gas law given by
Eqn. (3-1) above.
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Conservation of Mass
First, we apply conservation of mass to the CV defined above

!
∂
ρ dV + ∫ ρ V ⋅ n̂ dA = 0
∫
∂ t CV
CS

(3-2)

Assuming uniform properties across the orifice exit plane (normal to the flow), this reduces for a
rigid control volume to

d ρ0
V + ρe Ve Ae = 0
dt CV

(3-3)

We can write the exit velocity in terms of the exit Mach number, Mae = Ve ae , where the speed
of sound for an ideal gas is given by a = γ R T = γ p ρ to get

⎛ A ⎞
d ρ0 = − ρe γ R Te Mae ⎜ e ⎟ dt
⎝ VCV ⎠

(3-4)

In order to integrate Eqn. (3-4), we need re and Te in terms of r0.
Conservation of Energy (or 1st Law of Thermodynamics)
Second, we apply conservation of energy to the CV defined above

!
!
∂
! + W! − p V ⋅ n̂ dA
e
ρ
dV
+
e
ρ
V
⋅
n̂
dA
=
Q
CV
CV
∫
∫
∂ t CV∫
CS
CS

(3-5)

where Q! CV and W!CV are the net rate of heat transfer and work interactions (other than flow work)
acting on the control volume boundary, respectively. Substituting in for specific energy with
negligible potential energy and for no control volume work this reduces to

d ( ρ0 u0 )
dt

⎛
V2 p ⎞
VCV + ⎜ ue + e + e ⎟ ρe Ve Ae = Q! CV
2 ρe ⎠
⎝

(3-6)

Next, assume an isentropic acceleration and use Eqn. (3-3) for the exit mass flow to get
d ( ρ0 u0 )
dt

⎛
p ⎞ d ρ0
VCV − ⎜ u0 + 0 ⎟
V = Q! CV
ρ0 ⎠ dt CV
⎝

We then divide by VCV and expand using the chain rule to get
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(3-7)

ρ0

du0
d ρ0
d ρ0 p0 d ρ0 Q! CV
+ u0
− u0
−
=
dt
dt
dt ρ0 dt
VCV

(3-8)

Next, simplify by canceling terms, use Eqn. (3-1) for p0 ρ0 , and eliminate dt to get

ρ0 du0 − R T0 d ρ0 =

δ QCV
VCV

(3-9)

To account for the internal energy and heat transfer, we can use the specific heat definitions for a
constant volume process, cv, and any process, c, respectively, as follows

ρ0 cv dT0 − R T0 d ρ0 = ρ0 c dT0

(3-10)

Recall that specific heat is the ratio of thermal energy transfer to the resulting temperature change
per unit mass for a material. In addition, the constant pressure and volume specific heats are
derived by applying conservation of energy for a simple system, du = δ Q ρ V − p dv . For an ideal
gas, h and u are a function of T only, thus the partial derivatives reduce to ordinary derivatives and
R = c p − cv . Substituting into Eqn. (2-10) and rearranging we get
⎛ c − c ⎞ dT
d ρ0
v
0
=
⎜
⎟
ρ0
⎝ c p − cv ⎠ T0

(3-11)

⎛ c −c ⎞ ⎛ T ⎞
⎛ ρ ⎞
v
0
0
ln
=
ln
⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
c
−
c
T
ρ
⎝ 0,1 ⎠
⎝ p v ⎠ ⎝ 0,1 ⎠

(3-12)

which can be integrated to obtain

where T0,1 = T0 ( t = 0 ) and ρ0,1 = ρ0 ( t = 0 ) . Finally, this reduces to

T0 ⎛ ρ0 ⎞
=⎜
⎟
T0,1 ⎝ ρ0,1 ⎠

( n−1)

, n=

cp − c
cv − c

(3-13)

To get this in terms of p and v, again use Eqn. (3-1) to get
n

⎛ v0,1 ⎞
p0 ⎛ ρ0 ⎞
=⎜
=
⎟
⎜ v ⎟
p0,1 ⎝ ρ0,1 ⎠
⎝ 0⎠

n

or

p ρ n = p v n = constant

(3-14)

where n is the polytropic exponent for the polytropic process. There are several limiting cases
summarized in Table 1-1 defined as isobaric, isometric, isentropic, and isothermal processes.
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Table 3-1. Four limiting cases for polytropic processes.

isobaric process
(constant pressure)

c = cp

n=0

p = constant

isometric process
(constant specific volume)

c = cv

n=∞

v = constant

isothermal process
(constant temperature)

c p = cv

n =1

p v = constant

c=0

n = c p cv = γ

p vγ = constant

isentropic process
(adiabatic and reversible)

Momentum Equation
Third, we apply the momentum equation in the direction of the flow exiting the orifice

!
∂
Vx ρ dV + ∫ Vx ρ V ⋅ n̂ dA = ∑ Fx
∫
∂ t CV
CS

(3-15)

where Fx are net surface and body forces acting on the control volume in the flow direction. This
time we apply this equation to a series of differential CV’s from the stagnant air to the orifice exit
plane. Assuming the momentum change for the air in CV, forces due to friction, and forces due to
gravity are all negligible this becomes

−V ρ V A + (V + dV ) ρ V A = p A − ( p + dp ) A

(3-16)

which reduces to

V dV = −

dp
ρ

(3-17)

In order to integrate this equation, we substitute in Eqn. (3-1) and (3-14) assuming the acceleration
of the air right before the orifice is an isentropic process where n = γ to obtain
Ve

pe1 γ
V
dV
=
−
∫0
ρe

pe

∫p

−1 γ

dp

p0

Ve2 pe1 γ ⎛ γ ⎞ ⎡ (γ −1) γ
γ −1 γ
=
p
− pe( ) ⎤
⎦
2
ρe ⎜⎝ γ − 1⎟⎠ ⎣ 0

pe1 γ (γ −1) γ
⎛ γ − 1⎞
2 pe
⎜⎝ 2 γ ⎟⎠ γ Mae ρ = ρ pe
e
e
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⎡⎛ p ⎞ (γ −1) γ ⎤
⎢ 0
− 1⎥
⎢⎜⎝ pe ⎟⎠
⎥
⎣
⎦

⎤
p0 ⎡ ⎛ γ − 1⎞
= ⎢1+ ⎜
Mae2 ⎥
⎟
pe ⎣ ⎝ 2 ⎠
⎦

γ /(γ −1)

(3-18)

Again, use Eqn. (3-13) and (3-14) to also get
1/(γ −1)

⎤
ρ0 ⎡ ⎛ γ − 1⎞
= ⎢1+ ⎜
Mae2 ⎥
⎟
ρe ⎣ ⎝ 2 ⎠
⎦

(3-19)

T0
⎛ γ − 1⎞
= 1+ ⎜
Mae2
⎟
Te
⎝ 2 ⎠

(3-20)

From Eqn. (3-18), choked flow conditions (where Mae = 1 ) will exist for the orifice if the
vessel air pressure, p0 , compared to the room air pressure, patm, is above the following
p0 ⎡ ⎛ γ − 1⎞ ⎤
> ⎢1+
⎥
patm ⎣ ⎜⎝ 2 ⎟⎠ ⎦

γ (γ −1)

(3-21)

For air at STP (standard temperature, Tatm = 15.6 ˚C, and pressure, patm = 101.325 kPa) this
corresponds p0 > 192 kPa . The properties for choked flow conditions are denoted by V* = a, p*,
T*, and r* and are obtained by using Ma = 1 in Eqn. (3-18), (3-19), and (3-20), respectively.
Solving for Time Dependent Properties
We can now substitute Eqn. (3-19), (3-20), and (3-13) into Eqn. (3-4) to get

d ρ0 = − ρ0

⎛ ρ ⎞
γ R T0,1 ⎜ 0 ⎟
⎝ ρ0,1 ⎠

( n−1)

⎡ ⎛ γ − 1⎞
⎤
2
Ma
⎢1+ ⎜
e ⎥
⎟
⎣ ⎝ 2 ⎠
⎦

−(γ +1)/2 (γ −1)

⎛ A ⎞
Mae ⎜ e ⎟ dt
⎝ VCV ⎠

(3-22)

which we rearrange and integrate as follows
( n−1)

ρ0,1

2

ρ0

∫ρ

ρ0 ,1

−( n+1) 2
0

⎛ A ⎞
d ρ0 = − γ R T0,1 ⎜ e ⎟
⎝ VCV ⎠

t

∫
0

⎡ ⎛ γ − 1⎞
⎤
Mae2 ⎥
⎢1+ ⎜
⎟
⎣ ⎝ 2 ⎠
⎦

⎛ A ⎞
2
( n−1) 2 ⎡ (1−n) 2
(1−n) 2 ⎤
ρ0,1
ρ0
− ρ0,1
= − γ R T0,1 ⎜ e ⎟
⎣
⎦
⎝ VCV ⎠
(1− n)
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t

∫
0

−(γ +1)/2 (γ −1)

⎡ ⎛ γ − 1⎞
⎤
Mae2 ⎥
⎢1+ ⎜
⎟
⎣ ⎝ 2 ⎠
⎦

Mae dt
−(γ +1)/2 (γ −1)

Mae dt

ρ0 ⎧⎪ (1− n )
= ⎨1−
ρ0,1 ⎪
2
⎩

⎛ A ⎞
γ R T0,1 ⎜ e ⎟
⎝ VCV ⎠

t

∫

t=0

⎡ ⎛ γ − 1⎞
⎤
Mae2 ⎥
⎢1+ ⎜
⎟
⎣ ⎝ 2 ⎠
⎦

−(γ +1)/2 (γ −1)

⎫
⎪
Mae dt ⎬
⎪⎭

2/(1−n )

(3-23)

To integrate the right side of Eqn. (3-23), we need to know how Mae changes with time. Initially,
if the flow is choked, thus Mae = 1 , this can readily be simplified to get

ρ0 ⎡ (1− n ) ⎛ t ⎞ ⎤
= ⎢1−
⎥
ρ0,1 ⎢⎣
2 ⎜⎝ τ ⎟⎠ ⎥⎦

2 (1−n )

, τ=

VCV
Ae γ R T0,1

⎡ ⎛ γ − 1⎞ ⎤
⎢1+ ⎜
⎟⎥
⎣ ⎝ 2 ⎠⎦

(γ +1)/2 (γ −1)

(3-24)

We can then use Eqn. (3-13) and (3-14) to get p and T as a function of time. Note that t represents
a time constant for the system and indicates the time scale for the complete evacuation process.
We can predict how properties change with time using Eqn. (3-24) for all polytropic
exponents except n = 1 which corresponds to an isothermal air expansion, T0 = T0,1 . Using this in
Eqn. (3-4) we now get
d ρ0 = − ρ0

γ R T0,1

⎡ ⎛ γ − 1⎞
⎤
Mae2 ⎥
⎢1+ ⎜
⎟
⎣ ⎝ 2 ⎠
⎦

−(γ +1)/2 (γ −1)

⎛ A ⎞
Mae ⎜ e ⎟ dt
⎝ VCV ⎠

(3-25)

which for choked flow conditions can again be solved to get
ρ0

∫

ρ0 ,1

t
d ρ0
dt
=−∫
ρ0
τ
0

ρ0
p
= 0 = e−t τ
ρ0,1 p0,1

(3-26)

Alternatively, a solution for pressure in the vessel for all Mach numbers, including after the flow
ceases to be choked, can be obtained by numerically integrating Eqn. (3-23) for polytropic flow
and Eqn. (3-25) for isothermal flow with respect to time as shown by Thorncroft, et al. (Ref. 3).
III.

Experiment

Equipment
Pressure vessel (schedule 40 steel pipe, welded end plates), Vulcan Manufacturing
145 psia pressure rating at 100 ˚F
20.0 cm inside diameter
51.5 cm inside length
2.10 mm, 2.71 mm, and 3.58 mm orifice diameters
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!

!

!

!

Variable reluctance pressure transducer, Validyne, Model DP15-50
Carrier demodulator, Validyne, Model CD23
Absolute pressure gage (0-100 psia), Walace & Tiernan, Model 7A 233
Type-T thermocouple (18 gage), Omega
! acquisition
!
!
!
Data
system (DAQ), Measurement
Computing,
Model USB-2408
!

!

!
Data Acquisition
(DAQ) System Configuration
!

!
!

!

!

1. Run the TracerDAQ program by selecting All Programs > Measurement Computing >
! TracerDAQ > TracerDAQ from the Start menu or use the icon on the Task Bar.
!

!

!

2.! From the TracerDAQ dialog window, select Strip Chart, and click Run. The strip chart
! application window will open as shown in Figure 3-3.
!
!
!

!

!

" #!$%&!'$()*!+%,($!,+-.)(&'!/,$,
Figure 3-3. TracerDAQ window strip chart window components shown with 4 lanes of data.

This experiment
will use 2 lanes of data,0!1$+%,'$-$2&!3
one for temperature
and one for voltage. An asterisk (*)
"#$!%&'()!*#+'&!%,))
'&%!&#$!-+.(-,-!%)$$/!
-),&(24!567!#+'/8+'$9!:#$2!+*;,('(24!/+&+!0'
-!#+'/8+'$!
*#+22$<%!&#+&!%,))
'&!)+*$/!=>?@!&#$!%&'()!*#+'&!,%$%!+!%*+2!0,2*&(
!2 &!%,)) '&!)+*$/!
after the name
indicates that the component is a “hotspot” 2!&
and !+*;,('$!&#$!/+&+9!=0!&#$!*#+22$<%!/
can be used to change modes.
=>?@!&#$2!!"#$%&'( "#)*+,-!(%!,%$/!& !+*;,('$!/+&+! 2!&# %$!*#+22$<%9!
:#$2!+!/$A(*$!(2*<,/$%!*#+22$<%!&#+&!%,)) '&!B &#!)+*$/!=>?!+2/!*#+22$<%!&#+&!/ !2 &@!&#$!%(24<$C) (2&!=>?!*#+22$<%!,%$!+!
D*,''$2&!A+<,$D!&#+&!(%!,)/+&$/!+%!0+%&!+%!) %%(B<$!&#' ,4#!&#$!%(24<$C) (2&!=>?!0,2*&( 2!*+<<%9!"#$!%&'()!*#+'&!'$+/%!&#$!*,''$2&!
3.A+<,$%!
From2!&#$%$!*#+22$<%!0
the File menu select
Preferences...
to open
the Strip Chart Preference
Settings
'!$+*#!/+&+!)
(2&!(&!'$+/%!0'
-!&#$!%*+2!B,00$'!,%$/!0
'!&#$!)+*$/!=>?!*#+22$<%9!"#$!%&'()!*#+'&!-+E!
'$+/!&#$!%+-$!D*,''$2&!A+<,$D!0' -!+!*#+22$<!-,<&()<$!&(-$%!B$0 '$!(&!(%!,)/+&$/9!=2!&#(%!8+E@!+<<!*#+22$<%! 2!&#$!%&'()!*#+'&!
dialog
window.
Note
that
the
Data
file
path
indicates
where
data
files
are
stored.
Set this to
#+A$!&#$!%+-$!2,-B$'! 0!/+&+!) (2&%!(2!&#$('!)< &%9
"#$!/(%)<+E!,)/+&$!&(-$!A+'($%!0' -!/$A(*$!& !/$A(*$@!+2/!-+E!&+F$!< 24$'!&#+2!&#$!+*;,(%(&( 2!&(-$!& !+*;,('$!&#$!/+&+9
0 1+.((&1$!'+,11)12! 3!,1,4 25!/)2)$,45!,1/!+ .1$&(!)1*.$'
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:#$2!+*;,('(24!/+&+!0' -!#+'/8+'$!&#+&!%,)) '&%!* 2*,''$2&!%*+22(24!
0!+2+< 4@!/(4(&+<@!+2/!* ,2&$'!(2),&%@!%,*#!+%!&#$!GHIC
JKLL!H$'($%!#+'/8+'$@!&(-(24!(%!B+%$/! 2!#+'/8+'$!&(-$/!=>?@!+2/!(%!2 &!%E%&$-!/$)$2/$2&9
:#$2!+*;,('(24!/+&+!0' -!#+'/8+'$!&#+&!/ %!2 &!%,)) '&!* 2*,''$2&!%*+22(24@!&(-(24!(%!B+%$/! 2!%(24<$C) (2&!=>?!,%(24!&#$!
%E%&$-!&(-$'@!+2/!(%!%E%&$-!/$)$2/$2&9

the T:\ drive. Under Views ensure that Markers is selected. Click the OK button to save the
settings and close the dialog window.
4. From the Edit menu select DAQ Hardware Settings... to open the DAQ Hardware
Settings dialog window. From the first row of the DAQ Device column, select the Dev0
USB-2408 from the drop-down list that shows the device ID and device name for all boards
that have been configured by the InstaCal program. Right-mouse click on Channel 0 in the
first column and select Number of Channels to open the Number of Channels dialog
window. Set the Number of Channels to 2 and click OK.
5. When you select a device, the first channel(s) and range(s) supported by the device appear in
the DAQ Channel and DAQ Range/Mode columns. For Channel 0 and Channel 1 from
the DAQ Channel drop-down list select Ai0 and Ai1, respectively. Also, verify that the
DAQ Range/Mode is +/-10V for channel Ai0 and ˚C for channel Ai1. Click the OK button
to save the settings and close the dialog window.
6. From the Edit menu select Scan Rate/Trigger Settings.... to open the Scan Rate/Trigger
Settings dialog window. Set the Scan Rate to 20 Hz. Set the Acquire data for settings such
that the scan runs for 10 minutes. Click the OK button to save the settings and close the
dialog window.
7. From the Edit menu select Display Settings... to open the Strip Chart Display Settings
dialog window. Under the General tab, from the Time base drop-down menu select
To 5 s Per Division to set the range for each division for the horizontal axis. Under the
Lanes tab, set the Number of Lanes to 2. For Lane 0 set the Label to V, from the Scale
mode drop-down menu select Fixed, and set the Upper limit to 10 and the Lower limit to 0
to set the display range for the vertical axis. For Lane 1 set the Label to deg C, from the
Scale mode drop-down menu select Fixed, and set the Upper limit to 40 and the Lower
limit to -30 to set the display range for the vertical axis. Under the Markers tab, under
Marker Settings ensure that Enabled is selected for both Marker 0 and Marker 1. Click
the OK button to save the settings and close the dialog window.
8. Click the SET button on the strip chart application window. Under the Channels tab, verify
that for channel CH0 the destination lane is set for Lane0 and for channel CH1 set the
destination lane to Lane1. Click Exit button to close the dialong window.
9. From the Action menu select DAQ > Start (or click the Run button on the top of the strip
chart) to start acquiring data. Move the vertical marker lines to see the temperature and
voltage data at a particular time in the Strip Chart Markers window. To pause or stop data
acquisition click the Pause or Stop button on the top of the strip chart, respectively. To
playback the trace already recorded use the playback controls on the bottom of the strip chart.
Once familiar with the controls, from the Edit menu select Clear Display.
Pressure Measurement Calibration
Calibrate the pressure transducer using the “ZERO” and “SPAN” dials on the carrier
demodulator such that the 0-10 volt output corresponds to an absolute pressure of 0-100 psia.
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This will require several repetitions because the “ZERO” and “SPAN” adjustments are not
independent. An accurate calibration would use a curve fit (typically linear) to multiple data
points over a range of pressures going both up and down in pressure to account for hysteresis.
However, you will do a simple two-point calibration that assumes a linear relationship between
pressure and voltage by following the steps below:
1. With the vessel open to atmospheric pressure, use the “ZERO” dial to set the voltage output
to the absolute pressure gage reading. For example, if the absolute pressure gage reads 14.7
psia, adjust the “ZERO” dial to 14.7 on the carrier demodulator display (which corresponds
to 1.47 volts).
2. Fill the vessel with compressed air to a pressure of 90-100 psia. Adjust the “SPAN” dial on
the carrier demodulator to the absolute pressure gage reading.
3. Open the vessel to again reach atmospheric pressure. If necessary, readjust the “ZERO” dial
on the carrier demodulator to the absolute pressure reading.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 at least twice to ensure the pressure reading is calibrated.
Procedure
1. Charge the vessel to 90 psia (which is within the range of your calibration).
2. Use the DAQ system to monitor temperature and pressure. Once the temperature and
pressure are approximately constant (the pressure may decrease slightly due to leaks) stop the
DAQ software execution, clear the display, and restart the DAQ software execution to restart
data collection.
3. Open one discharge valve VERY quickly and observe the pressure and temperature data as
they are collected. They should fall simultaneously. Finally, the pressure and temperature
will approach atmospheric. After this point stop the DAQ software execution. From the File
menu select Save to open the Save As dialog window. From the Save as Type pull-down
menu select *.cvs, select a name and location, and click Save to save the file.
4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 for the remaining two discharge orifices starting approximately
from the same initial pressure. Make sure to change the file names between each run.
IV.

Report

1. Open the data files created by the DAQ system for each run. There are 8 lines of “header”
which should indicate that the sampling interval is 0.05 s corresponding to a sampling rate of
20 Hz. This is followed by the data where the measured voltages from the pressure
transducer are in column 3 and measured temperatures in ˚C are in column 4. For the
“original” data sheet for Attachment (1) use Excel to make three tables (one for each orifice)
for just the first 10 data points after the orifice was opened. These tables should include time
(set 0 s to the point at which the valve is opened), voltage reading for the pressure transducer,
and temperature (in ˚C). Note that this is just a sample of the actual data set you will use for
your analysis and that these tables should all fit on one page.
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2. To calibrate the pressure transducer you should have set the voltage to approximately 1.47
volts at a pressure of 14.7 psia and approximately to 10.0 volts at a pressure of 100 psia. Use
this to convert your voltage readings to pressure in psia and Pa. Use the ideal gas law given
by Eqn. (3-1) to calculate specific volume (in m3/kg) making sure to use absolute
temperature and pressure for your calculations. For the “reduced data in spreadsheet form”
for Attachment (2) make three tables that include time (first 10-time steps), pressure (in Pa),
temperature (in ˚C), and specific volume (in m3/kg). Again, this is just a sample of your data
and these tables should all fit on one page.
3. For Figure 1, plot pressure versus specific volume for the complete expansion process using
the experimental data for all three orifices on the same plot using symbols with no lines. Add
a power curve fit in Excel using Add Trendline for each orifice and display the curve fit
equation and correlation coefficient (or R2 value) on the chart. Note that the exponent for this
curve fit corresponds to the negative value of n given by Eqn. (3-14). Add to the plot lines for
an isentropic expansion and an isothermal expansion using the average initial temperature
and pressure for your three runs to evaluate the constant in Eqn. (3-14).
4. In your discussion of Figure 1, comment on the meaning of your measured n-values. Does n
depend on expansion rate in general and for these three orifices in particular? How could you
modify this experiment to make these values approach the limiting cases?
5. For Figure 2, plot pressure versus time for the experimental data for the smallest orifice for
the entire expansion using symbols with no lines. Add to the plot lines for pressure versus
time calculated using Eqn. (3-24) with Eqn. (3-14) and Eqn. (3-26) presented in the Modeling
section for an isentropic expansion, isothermal expansion, and polytropic expansion (using
the value for n from your curve fit from Step 3) for choked flow conditions.
6. For Figure 3, plot temperature versus time for the experimental data for the smallest orifice
for the entire expansion using symbols with no lines. Add to the plot lines for temperature
versus time calculated using Eqn. (3-24) with Eqn. (3-13) presented in the Modeling section
for an isentropic expansion and polytropic expansion (using the value for n from your curve
fit from Step 3) for choked flow conditions.
7. In your discussion of Figure 2 and 3, comment on the ability of the model to predict the
temperature and pressure for the duration of the experiment. List the assumptions made for
the model and how these affect the agreement.
V.
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4. SATURATION PROPERTIES
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Figure 4-1 Experimental apparatus for measuring saturation properties of water and steam quality.

I.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are: (1) to observe the behavior of water during the
transition from the liquid to vapor phase, (2) to measure the saturation temperature for a range of
saturation pressures for water using the experimental apparatus shown in Figure 4-1, (3) to
compare the experimental data to steam table data and models for the liquid-vapor saturation line,
(4) to use the experimental data and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation to estimate the enthalpy of
formation and compare to steam table data, and (5) to use a throttling calorimeter to measure the
quality of the steam in the exit line.
II.

Introduction

One of the most common working fluids used for thermodynamic processes and cycles is
water (either in the liquid phase, vapor phase, or a mixture of both) because of its excellent
engineering properties (e.g. high heat capacity and density), abundance, and safety. Measuring and
understanding the properties of water in each of its phases and how they are related is required for
any thermodynamic analysis. We will assume that the water tested is a pure substance that is
invariable in chemical composition. For each phase of the pure water, the chemical composition
and physical structure are assumed homogenous throughout, thus a mixture of liquid water and
water vapor (or steam) contains two phases. When a mixture of liquid water and steam exists at
equilibrium, both phases are at the saturation pressure and saturation temperature. A plot of
pressure versus temperature (called a P-v diagram) maps out the saturation line that indicates the
conditions for which vaporization (liquid to vapor phase transition) or condensation (liquid to
vapor phase transition) occur. Several experimentally developed models exist for this line. It is
also important to know the mixture quality (the ratio of the steam mass to the total mass).
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Nomenclature (with SI Units)
𝐸

energy, W

𝑔
ℎ

gravitational acceleration, g = 9.8066 m/s2 at standard conditions
specific enthalpy, ℎ = 𝑢 + 𝑝 𝑣, J/kg

𝑚
𝑚̇

mass, kg
mass flowrate, kg/s

𝑀
𝑝
𝑄̇

molecular mass, kg/kmol
pressure, Pa

𝑅
𝑅N

gas constant, 𝑅 = 𝑅N ⁄𝑀, J/kg-K
universal gas constant, 𝑅N = 8.3144598 J/kmol-K

𝑅O

measured electrical resistance of platinum sensor, Ω

𝑅Q
𝑠

corrected electrical resistance of platinum sensor, Ω
specific entropy, J/kg-K

𝑡
𝑇

time, s
temperature, ˚C or K

𝑣
𝑉

specific volume, 𝑣 = 1⁄𝜌, m3/kg
velocity, m/s

𝑊̇

work rate, W

𝑥

quality, 𝑥 = 𝑚V ⁄𝑚

heat transfer rate, W

𝑧
elevation, m
𝜌
density, kg/m3
Subscripts and Superscripts
𝑎𝑡𝑚

atmospheric conditions

𝐶𝑆
𝐶𝑉

control surface (or control volume boundary)
control volume

𝑓

saturated liquid properties

𝑓𝑔
𝑔

difference between saturated vapor and liquid properties
saturated vapor properties

𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡

in flow properties
out flow properties

𝑠𝑎𝑡

saturated conditions
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Experiment
For this experiment, the apparatus shown schematically in Figure 4-2 is used to observe a
boiling process, measure the saturation properties, and measure the quality of the steam for a range
of conditions. The equipment consists of a main rectangular pipe loop that includes a boiler on the
vertical leg on the left side. Pure water in the boiler is heated to its boiling point using a pair of
cartridge heaters located near the bottom. A sight glass on the front of the boiler allows the internal
processes to be observed, namely boiling patterns at the surface of the water while heating (or
reducing pressure) and cessation of boiling and condensation while cooling. The sight glass also
allows the liquid water level in the boiler to be monitored to insure it remains above the cartridge
heaters. Saturated dry steam leaves the top of the boiler, passes around the pipe loop while
condensing, and then returns as a condensed liquid to the base of the boiler for re-heating.
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isolating!
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throttling!
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drain!
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Figure 4-2. Schematic diagram of apparatus for measuring saturation properties of water and steam quality.

In addition to the main pipe loop, starting from the top leg is a secondary branch on the
right that can be closed off using an isolating valve during regular operation. When the isolating
valve is open, a small amount of the steam passes through a flow restriction (or throttling passage)
where it is expanded to atmospheric pressure. The condensate is then collected in a container that
can be drained off as needed. This device is called a throttling calorimeter and it can be used to
measure the quality of the wet steam after it has condensed slightly in the upper leg.
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The operating range for gage-pressure in the boiler loop is from 0 to 7 bar. A pressure relief
valve (whose outlet is plumbed to the vapor collection container) insures that the pressure never
exceeds 8 bar. To increase the pressure in the boiler or to maintain a steady stream of steam into
the throttling calorimeter at the desired system pressure, the power supplied to the cartridge heaters
is increased. The operating gage-pressure is measured using both a Bordon-type gage and an
electronic pressure transducer (P) that measures the deflection of a diaphragm (exposed on one
side to the steam and to atmospheric pressure on the other side) using a semiconductor resistance
gage. The Bordon-type gage has been included to give a real-time visual indication of the pressure
inside the equipment and the electronic pressure transducer has been included to obtain a more
accurate measurement of pressure.
The maximum working temperature of the boiler loop is 180 ˚C. The steam temperature is
measured in two locations: (T1) temperature in the top leg of the main loop at the saturation
pressure and (T2) temperature after the flow restriction in the throttling calorimeter at atmospheric
pressure. The (T2) reading is needed to calculate the quality of the steam as shown later in the
modeling section. For both measurements, a platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) is used that
measures the resistance, RT, of a platinum wire which is a strong function of its temperature. With
careful calibration and by using a precise resistance/temperature relationship such as that given by
the ITS-90 standard from NIST (a 12th order polynomial curve fit) accuracies of ±0.01 ˚C are
possible. We will use the Callendar-Van Dusen equation adopted for the DIN/IEC 60751 standard
that is simpler, but less accurate. In particular, for a PRT with a resistance of R0 = 100 W at 0 ˚C,
for temperatures ranging from 0 ˚C to 660 ˚C, the accuracy for a Class A probe is approximately
±0.15 ˚C and the resistance/temperature relationship is given by the following:
𝑅Q = 𝑅^ (1 + 𝐴 𝑇 + 𝐵 𝑇 ` ) or 𝑇 =

−𝐴 + a𝐴` − 4 𝐵 (1 − 𝑅Q ⁄𝑅^ )
2𝐵

(4-1)

𝐴 = 3.9083 × 10ef ⁄℃ and 𝐵 = −5.775 × 10eh /(℃)`
In addition to the temperature calculation, the measured resistance, RM, is obtained using a bridge
that is only correctly balanced when the temperature is 0 ˚C. Thus, for all other temperatures the
bridge is unbalanced and the measured resistance can be corrected using the following:
𝑅Q = 𝑅^ + 𝐶j (𝑅O − 100 Ω) + 𝐶` (𝑅O − 100 Ω)`
ef

𝐶j = 0.80012 and 𝐶` = 5.03373 × 10

(4-2)

/Ω

Finally, note that although PRTs have excellent accuracy and can operate over a wide range of
temperatures and pressures, the fragile elements are typically housed in protective probes resulting
in significantly slower response times.
All power supplies, signal conditioning circuitry, and current protection devices are housed
in the electrical console shown to the right of the experimental apparatus in Figure 4-1. Readings
for temperature and pressure are chosen using a selector switch and read from a common digital
display. The heater power control allows the power supplied to the cartridge heaters to be adjusted.
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Theory and Modeling
Boiling Regimes
For this experiment, the initial heating of the water by the cartridge heaters in the boiler is
performed at constant atmospheric pressure (with the vent valve open) until sufficient vaporization
of the liquid water has occurred to flush all air out of the system. Thus, only liquid water and water
vapor will eventually fill the apparatus. The vent valve is then closed and the remaining heating
occurs at constant volume. Figure 4-3 shows this three-stage process on a 𝑇-𝑣 diagram for water
assuming homogeneous properties and quasi-equilibrium conditions. While the water is heated,
the following stages (which correspond approximately to the states labeled on the 𝑇-𝑣 diagram in
Figure 4-3) may be observed through the boiler sight glass:

Figure 4-3. Temperature versus specific volume diagram for water with three process: States (1) to (2) – liquid water
heating at 1 bar, States (2) to (3) - boiling at 1 bar, and States (3) to (4) boiling at constant volume to 7 bar.

States (1) to (2): At low temperatures and heat flux, no boiling occurs. Heat transfer between the
element and the fluid is initially by conduction only. When enough heating has occurred to
decrease the liquid density next to the heater, such that buoyancy forces can overcome the viscous
forces, fluid motion begins and heat transfer is now by natural (or free) convection. During this
stage, slight swirling of the water surface may be seen. Phase change only occurs as evaporation
from the free surface of the liquid water.
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State (2): At increased heat flux, once the layer of fluid surrounding the heater reaches saturation
temperature, phase change will begin to occur at the heater surface and small bubbles of vapor will
form. These vapor bubbles will rise out of the hot liquid layer near the heater into the main volume
of cooler liquid where they condense. Final phase change occurs as evaporation at the free surface
of the liquid water. During this stage, small bubbles may occasionally be seen condensing on the
sight glass.
States (2) to (3): As the heat flux is increased further, heat transfer by natural convection continues
until most of the volume reaches the saturation temperature or higher. Many vapor bubbles now
form on the heater surface and rise through the fluid to the surface. The bubble movement results
in further agitation of the liquid water, producing increased mixing and enhanced heat transfer
from the heater to the fluid. During this stage, vigorous bubbling may be seen through the site
glass. These stages (from isolated bubbles through vigorous bubbling) are called nucleate boiling.
States (3) to (4): If heating is now continued at constant volume (with the vent valve closed), the
internal pressure of the system increases due to the increase in thermal energy of the system. As
the pressure increases the saturation temperature of the water also increases. Also, it is possible
for some of the liquid in the system to become superheated (still liquid even though it is above its
saturation temperature for that pressure due to surface tension effects). NOTE: If the pressure is
now reduced without a corresponding reduction in temperature (for example by bleeding off steam
through the vent), then the saturation temperature drops resulting in significant vaporization with
violent frothing (particularly if there has been a lot of superheating).
Pressure-Volume-Temperature Relationship
The relationship between pressure, 𝑝, specific volume, v, (or density, 𝜌 = 1 ⁄ 𝑣), and
temperature, 𝑇, for a material is commonly referred to as its 𝑝-𝑣-𝑇 relationship. An equation of
state gives this relationship; the most common one is the ideal gas law (𝑝 = 𝜌 𝑅 𝑇). For water
there is no general, simple equation of state, so we typically use compressed liquid, steam, and
superheated vapor tables to look up properties. Figure 4-4 uses data from these tables to plot
pressure versus temperature (called the 𝑝-𝑇 diagram) for water.
The 𝑝-𝑇 diagram has three curves that represent each of the phase boundaries where two
phases can co-exist. The vaporization curve shows the conditions for liquid-vapor transition at the
saturation properties. The fusion curve shows the conditions for solid-liquid transition at the
melting properties. This is a single line for pure substances and note that for water the fusion curve
is unique because it has a slightly negative slope. The sublimation curve (which is almost invisible
for water at this scale because it occurs at very low pressures) shows the conditions for solid-vapor
transition. In freeze-drying, the material to be dehydrated is frozen and its water is allowed to
sublime under reduced pressure (or partial vacuum).
The intersection of these curves is the triple point where all three phases can co-exist. At
the top of the vaporization curve is the liquid-vapor critical point where the phase boundary
between liquid and vapor vanishes. Below the critical point, the physical properties of the liquid
and the vapor change dramatically, with both phases becoming ever more similar. Above the
critical point exists a state of matter called a supercritical fluid that is continuously connected with
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both the liquid and gaseous states. For our experiment, we will operate at pressures between 1 bar
and 7 bar which corresponds to conditions that lie on the vaporization curve approximately 1 bar
above the triple point and well below the critical point. For this limited range, there are several
simple models for the vaporization curve.

Figure 4-4. Pressure versus temperature diagram for water.

The most basic model can be developed from a very simple (and approximate)
thermodynamic analysis. First, recall the second 𝑇 𝑑𝑠 equation (Ref. 1) that is derived from
conservation of energy for an internally reversible process and is given by
𝑑ℎ = 𝑇 𝑑𝑠 + 𝑣 𝑑𝑝

(4-3)

where ℎ is specific enthalpy and 𝑠 is specific entropy. For a phase change process, the saturation
temperature and pressure are constant so Eqn. (4-3) can be integrated to get
ℎlV = 𝑇mno 𝑠lV

(4-4)

where ℎlV = ℎV − ℎl is the enthalpy change during vaporization (or the heat of vaporization) and
𝑠lV = 𝑠V − 𝑠l is the specific entropy change during vaporization.
Second, recall one of the Maxwell relations (Ref. 1) given by
p

𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑠
q =p q
𝜕𝑇 1
𝜕𝑣 Q
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(4-5)

which relates partial derivatives of thermodynamic properties for fixed conditions for simple
compressible systems of fixed chemical composition. Derivation of the Maxwell relations is based
on partial differentiation rules, in particular the total differential of a function, and the symmetry
of evaluating second order partial derivatives. Again, Eqn. (4-5) can be reduced for saturated
conditions where 𝑝mno = 𝑓(𝑇mno ) and then integrated to get
𝑠lV
𝑑𝑝
p q =
𝑑𝑇 mno 𝑣lV

(4-6)

where 𝑣lV = 𝑣V − 𝑣l is the specific volume change during vaporization. Using Eqn. (4-4) to
eliminate 𝑠lV , we get the Clapeyron equation given by
ℎlV
𝑑𝑝
p q =
𝑑𝑇 mno 𝑇 𝑣lV

(4-7)

which allows enthalpy change during phase change to be evaluated from 𝑝-𝑣-𝑇 data. Assuming
𝑣V ≫ 𝑣l , and 𝑣V ≈ 𝑅 𝑇⁄𝑝 (or ideal gas behavior for the vapor phase) we get the ClausiusClapeyron equation
ℎlV
𝑑𝑃
p q =
𝑑𝑇 mno 𝑅 𝑇 ` ⁄𝑝

(4-8)

Next, if we assume ℎlV is approximately constant and integrate this equation from a fixed
saturation reference condition, 𝑝tul and 𝑇tul , to another point on the saturation line we get
𝑝
= 𝑒 en⁄Q
𝑝^
ℎlV
𝑝^ = 𝑝tul 𝑒 wxy ⁄:z Q{|x< , 𝑎 =
𝑅

(4-9)

where saturation pressure is found to be an exponential function of saturation temperature. Thus,
if we plot ln(𝑝) versus 1⁄𝑇, the slope and the intercept of a linear curve fit can be used to determine
𝑝^ and 𝑎. Since ℎlV is actually a function of temperature, this equation will be more accurate if the
reference condition is closer to the actual conditions. Finally, we can differentiate Eqn. (4-9),
substitute the result back into Eqn. (4-8), and solve for ℎlV to get
𝑝^
ℎlV = 𝑎 𝑅 p q 𝑒 en⁄Q
𝑝

(4-10)

which can be used to calculate ℎlV from experimentally determined values for 𝑝^ and 𝑎.
An example of a more accurate model for the saturation line is the given by the Tetens
equation that was first published in 1930 and is presented more recently in Ref. 2. The form of the
equation is still exponential, but it is an experimental curve fit to data given by
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𝑝
= 𝑒 n Q⁄(Q€•) for T in ˚C
𝑝^

(4-11)

𝑝^ = 0.61078 kPa , 𝑎 = 17.27 , 𝑏 = 237.3 ˚C
This equation is widely known among meteorologists and climatologists because it is easy to use
and it is relatively accurate at temperatures within the normal range of natural weather conditions
with less than 1% error for up to 100 ˚C.
Throttling Calorimeter
To calculate the quality of the steam in the upper leg of the apparatus using the throttling
calorimeter, we must apply conservation of energy for a control volume, CV, assuming uniform
properties at each inlet and outlet, given by
𝑑𝐸Š‹
𝑉`
𝑉`
= 𝑄̇Š‹ + 𝑊̇Š‹ + Œ 𝑚̇ •ℎ +
+ 𝑔 𝑧Ž − Œ 𝑚̇ •ℎ +
+ 𝑔 𝑧Ž
𝑑𝑡
2
2
••

(4-12)

‘No

where 𝑑𝐸Š‹ ⁄𝑑𝑡 is the rate of change of energy in the CV, 𝑄̇Š‹ is the net rate of heat transfer into
the CV, 𝑊̇Š‹ is the net rate of work interactions other than flow work acting on the CV, and the
last two terms are net transport of energy into the CV (Ref. 1). For steady flow of steam through
the throttling valve, 𝑑𝐸Š‹ ⁄𝑑𝑡 = 0, and for negligible 𝑄̇Š‹ , 𝑊̇Š‹ , and changes in kinetic and
potential energy this reduces significantly to the following
ℎ•• = ℎ‘No

(4-13)

Thus, enthalpy is constant for a steady, adiabatic throttling process as shown in Figure 4-4 on a
pressure versus enthalpy diagram for water with flow in at State (1) and flow out at State (2).
For the wet steam entering the throttling valve at State (1), the enthalpy of the liquid vapor
mixture is given by
ℎ•• = ℎl (𝑇j ) + 𝑥 ℎlV (𝑇j )

(4-14)

where ℎl (𝑇j ) is the enthalpy of saturated liquid at 𝑇j , ℎlV (𝑇j ) is the enthalpy of formation also at
𝑇j , and 𝑥 is the quality defined as the ratio of the mass of the vapor phase to the total mass. After
the throttling valve, if the quality of the steam entering was high enough, the water will exit at as
a superheated vapor at atmospheric pressure and the enthalpy is given by
ℎ‘No = ℎ(𝑇` , 𝑝no’ )

(4-15)

Equating Eqn. (4-14) and Eqn. (4-15) and solving for quality we get
𝑥=

ℎ(𝑇` , 𝑝no’ ) − ℎl (𝑇j )
ℎlV (𝑇j )
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(4-16)

If too much condensation occurs in the top leg and the steam is too wet, the throttling
calorimeter cannot measure the quality because the exiting fluid would still be wet steam with
unknown enthalpy. To measure the quality for this case, you need to first use a moisture separator
at constant pressure to lower the quality and then a throttling calorimeter to measure the quality of
the relatively dry steam. An example of this two-step process for an initial quality of 0.8 is shown
in Figure 4-5 as going from State (a) to State (1) before continuing to State (2). Note that the
amount of water collected in the moisture separator would also need to be measured to determine
the quality of the original steam.

Figure 4-5. Pressure versus enthalpy diagram for water with two process: States (1) to (2) – throttling from
7 bar to 1 bar (approximately atmospheric pressure) and States (a) to (1) – moisture separation at 1 bar.
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III.

Experiment

Equipment
Saturation pressure apparatus, Armfield Ltd., Model TH3
2.4 liter steam generator
12 bar gage pressure hydraulic tested
8 bar gage maximum working pressure
180 ˚C maximum working temperature
2-500 W cartridge heaters
2 platinum resistance thermometers (PRTs), 100 W at 0 ˚C, Class A
1 electronic pressure transducer with a semiconductor resistance gage
1 Bourdon type pressure gage (0-8 bar)
Electronic console for TH3, Armfield Ltd.
signal conditioning circuitry for PRTs and pressure transducer
digital meter with selector switch
heater power control
3 circuit breakers for heater, console, and electrical output
RCD protection
Procedure
Filling the Apparatus (not necessary if vessel is already full)
NOTE: Typically, the last group will have left the apparatus with distilled water still in the
system. However, if the water level has fallen below ¾ of the way up the sight glass, add water
as indicated in the steps below.
1. Insure the drain valve for the boiler is fully closed using the tool supplied.
2. Insure the drain tube for the condensate collection container runs to the drain bucket.
3. Insure the isolating valve for the throttling calorimeter is closed (lever on valve is vertical).
4. Open the filler valve on the top leg of the apparatus using the tool supplied.
5. Slowly fill the system with distilled water using the supplied funnel until the level reaches ¾
of the way up the boiler sight glass. This requires approximately 1 ¾ liters.
Preparation for Testing (expelling air from apparatus)
1. Turn on the electrical console using the main power switch.
2. Turn on the heater using the heater on/off switch and set the heater power control to maximum.
Allow the power to heat the water for approximately 10 minutes until boiling begins. During
this period use the light provided to observe the different stages described in the Theory and
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Modelling section under the Boiling Stages subheading. Also, confirm that gage pressure in
the system remains at approximately 0 bar by monitoring the Bourdon-type pressure gage.
3. Continue heating until the reading from the (T1) temperature probe is approximately 138.0 W
(corresponding to a temperature of 100 ˚C). Then, taking care to avoid the escaping steam
close the filler valve completely using the tool supplied. Verify that it is closed by watching or
listening for steam escaping as you increase the pressure in the vessel.
Saturation Properties and Throttling Calorimeter Testing
1. Keep the heater at maximum power for approximately 5 to 10 minutes until the pressure
increases to approximately 1.0 bar (100 kPa) above atmospheric pressure. Then, turn the heater
to about ¼ to ½ power in order to stabilize the readings and reach steady state. Record the
temperature probe output (T1) and the electronic pressure transducer output (P) in a
“Saturation Properties” table.
2. Open the isolating valve completely for the throttling calorimeter to bleed off a sample of
steam. Allow the readings to respond (about 30 seconds) then to stabilize and then record
temperature probe outputs (T1) and (T2) and the electronic pressure transducer output (P) in
a “Quality Measurement” table. Close the isolating valve again. NOTE: (T1) and (P) readings
will be almost the same as in the last table.
3. Repeat the cycle of the previous 2 steps for gage pressures of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 bar. Turn off
the power to the heater using the on/off switch after taking the final set of readings.
4. Open the isolating valve completely to the throttling calorimeter again and allow steam to blead
off until the pressure reaches atmospheric pressure (approximately 1 bar). Make sure to leave
the calorimeter isolating valve open during and after this process is complete. If the valve
is closed after the system reaches atmospheric pressure, but is still cooing to atmospheric
temperature, a partial vacuum will occur that can permanently damage the apparatus.
5. Turn off the electrical console using the main power switch.
Draining the Apparatus (not necessary for continued testing)
NOTE: Typically, we will leave the system filled with distilled water for the next group.
1. Open the calorimeter isolating valve and check that the internal and external pressures have
equalized at approximately 0 kN/m2 by monitoring the Bourdon-type pressure gage.
2. Open the filler valve using the tool supplied.
3. Open the drain valve for the boiler using the tool supplied.
4. Open the drain valve for the condensate collection container.
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IV.

Report

1. For Attachment (1) include the “Saturation Properties” raw data table and the “Quality
Measurement” raw data table.
2. For Attachment (2) make two additional reduced data tables that include the absolute
pressure in kPa, corrected resistance calculated using Eqn. (4-2), the temperature in ˚C
calculated using Eqn. (4-1), and the absolute temperature in K for both raw data tables from
Step 1. For the “Saturation Properties” table, add ln(𝑝) and 1⁄𝑇j . For the “Quality
Measurement” table, add ℎl (𝑇j ), ℎlV (𝑇j ), ℎ(𝑇` , 𝑝no’ ), and the quality calculated using
Eqn. (4-16). NOTE: Use either steam tables or EES to look up these properties.
3. For Figure 1, use the “Saturation Properties” table to plot ln(𝑝) versus 1⁄𝑇 for the measured
data (as symbols with no lines). Use a linear curve fit (as a line with no symbols) to
determine the slope, 𝑚, and intercept, 𝑏. Based on Eqn. (4-9) calculate 𝑝^ = 𝑒 • and
𝑎 = −𝑚. Discuss the quality of the curve fit.
4. For the Results section, estimate the values for 𝑝^ and 𝑎 using Eqn. (4-9) and the temperature
and pressure at the middle of your operating range (approximately 500 kPa absolute
pressure) for your reference properties. Compare your values to the values obtained from the
curve fit in Step 3.
5. For Figure 2, use the “Saturation Properties” table to plot saturation pressure versus
saturation temperature (in ˚C) for the measured data (as symbols with no lines). Add to
Figure 2 (as lines with no symbols) values predicted using Eqn. (4-9) with 𝑝^ and 𝑎 from
Step 3 (data curve fit) AND from Step 4 (theoretical), values predicted using the Tetens
equation given by Eqn. (4-11), and a line based on the steam tables provided in Ref. (1) or
from an online database. Discuss the quality of the agreement. Include in your comparison at
least three sources of error in your experimental measurements and errors due to the
assumptions made for your numerical calculations.
6. For the Results section, estimate the value of ℎlV using Eqn. (4-10) with 𝑝^ and 𝑎 from
Step 3 (data curve fit) at the middle of your operating conditions (approximately 500 kPa
absolute pressure). Compare this value to one obtained from the steam tables in Ref. (1) or
from an online database.
7. For Figure 3, use the “Quality Measurement” table to plot steam quality versus saturation
temperature. Explain the variation in steam quality as pressure and temperature change.
Discuss the effect steam quality might have on design consideration for a plant producing or
working with superheated water vapor.
8. For the Summary section discuss at least three ways to improve this experiment to make
more accurate measurements of saturation properties and quality.
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5. THERMAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENT

Figure 5-1 Experimental apparatus for measuring properties of a solid.

I.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are: (1) to measure the transient temperature distribution
for the rod shown in Figure 5-1 with resistance heating on one end, (2) to use a numerical method
to calculate the transient temperature distribution assuming one-dimensional heat transfer, and (3)
to curve fit the experimental data to the numerical results to calculate the thermal diffusivity, a, of
the alloy and discuss the accuracy of this measurement.
II.

Introduction

Conduction is a fundamental mode of heat transfer (or thermal energy transfer) from more
energetic to less energetic adjacent particles due to molecular interactions. It occurs in all phases
of matter and does not require motion. The rate of heat transfer by conduction (or rate of thermal
energy diffusion) for a material is determined by its thermal conductivity, k, which is a transport
property (or thermal diffusion rate coefficient). The rate of energy storage for a material is
determined by its heat capacity per unit volume: the product of its density, r, and specific heat, c,
which is defined in the previous laboratory. The ratio of these properties is defined as the thermal
diffusivity, α = k ( ρ c) , which is the ratio of the rate at which a material conducts versus stores
thermal energy and determines the rate at which a material exposed to a change in its thermal
environment will change temperature.
Accurate values for k, r, and c are required to make conduction heat transfer calculations
that predict material temperatures as a function of space and time and heat transfer rates. For
known materials, such as pure elements and common metal alloys, they can be obtained from
thermodynamic property tables. For unknown or new materials, properties can be determined by
exposing a material to a change in its thermal environment while measuring the resulting
temperature changes. These temperatures are then predicted by solving an energy conservation
equation for a range of properties until the measured and calculated values agree. This is called an
inverse heat transfer problem.
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Nomenclature (with SI Units)
Ax

area of rod normal to the x-coordinate, Ax = π 4 D 2 , m2

c

specific heat, c = δ Q ρ V dT , J/kg•K

D
E!

diameter of rod, m

E! out

rate of energy transport out of CV, W

E! g

rate of energy generation in CV, W

E! st

rate of change in energy storage in CV,

Fo

Fourier number, Fo = α Δt Δx 2

i

index for nodes in x-direction, i = 1, 2,…, N x

êx , êr , êθ

outward unit normal in x, r, and q directions

k
L
mf
n

thermal conductivity, W/m•K
length of rod and domain, m
mass fraction
index for time, n = 0, 1, 2,…

Nx

total number of nodes in x-direction

(

in

!
q′′

)

rate of energy transport into CV, W

∫ E!

st

dt = δ Q , W

heat flux (heat transfer rate per unit area) vector, W/m2

qh
qloss
qnet
qx

heat transfer rate for heater, W
heat transfer rate loss to insulation, W
net heat transfer rate into rod, W
heat transfer rate in x-direction, W

t

time, t = n Δt , s

∆t
T

time increment, s
temperature, ˚C or K

T
V

average temperature, ˚C or K
volume, m3

x, r, q

cylindrical coordinates, x = i − 1 2 Δx , m

∆x

node spacing, Δx = L N x , m

a

thermal diffusivity, α = k ( ρ c) , m2/s

r

density, kg/m3

(

)
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Experiment
For this experiment, the rod shown schematically in Figure 5-2, located inside an insulating
container, is initially at room temperature. Power is then supplied to a flat heater attached to one
end of the rod. As the heater increases in temperature, thermal energy is conducted through the rod
and to the surrounding insulation. During this process, the temperature of the rod is measured by
10 thermocouples that are located at 1.0 cm increments along the rod using a computer data
acquisition system (DAQ) at a constant time interval. Data is collected until all of the temperatures
along the rod have risen significantly.
10 thermocouples at ∆x = 1.00 cm intervals

heater
D = 1.59 cm!
(0.625 in)

metal alloy rod

L = 10.00 cm (3.937 in)
high temperature insulation

Figure 5-2. Schematic diagram of cross-section of experimental configuration.

Modeling
Analytical Solution
The temperature in the rod as a function of space and time can be determined by applying
conservation of energy to the system. An analytical solution can be obtained by using the method
of separation of variables. To do this, we first solve for the case of one-dimensional conduction in
a plane wall of thickness 2L where x = 0 is at the center of the wall as shown in Figure 5-3. The
governing equation (conservation of energy or the heat diffusion equation for transient, onedimensional conduction in partial differential form), initial condition, and boundary conditions are
given by

∂θ
∂2θ
= α 2 , θ x,t = T x,t − T 0
∂t
∂x

( )

θ ( x,t = 0 ) = 0 ,

∂θ
∂x

=0 ,
x=0
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( )

∂θ
∂x

=
x=± L

qnet
.
k Ax

(5-1)

(5-2)

q"

q"

x

wall

L

L

q"
rod

q" = 0

x' = L - x
Figure 5-3 Schematic diagram for one-dimensional transient conduction in a plane wall with uniform heat flux,

q′′ = qnet Ax , at x = ± L or rod with uniform heat flux at x ′ = 0 and insulated at x′ = L .
This can be solved by assuming a solution of the form

θ ( x,t ) = φ ( x ) + ϕ ( t ) + ψ ( x,t ) , ψ ( x,t ) = Χ ( x ) τ ( t )

(5-3)

()

()
with time due to constant surface heat flux, and ψ ( x,t ) accounts for initial profile changes that
where φ x is the steady profile shape as t → ∞ , ϕ t is the continual increase in temperature

exponentially decay to zero as t → ∞ . This reduces Eqn. (5-1) and Eqn. (5-2) to the following set
of two ordinary differential equations, initial conditions, and boundary conditions:

dϕ
d 2φ
=α 2 =C
dt
dx

ϕ (t = 0) = 0 ,

dφ
dx

=0 ,
x=0

(5-4)

dφ
dx

=
x=± L

qnet
k Ax

1 dτ 1 d 2 Χ
=
= −λ 2
2
α τ dt Χ dx

Χ ( x ) τ ( t = 0 ) = −φ ( x ) ,

dΧ
dx

=

(5-5)

(5-6)
dΧ
dx

=0

(5-7)

φ ( x ) = 12 C x 2 + Cφ ,1 x + Cφ ,2 , ϕ ( t ) = α C t + Cϕ

(5-8)

x=0

x=± L

Solving Eqn. (5-4) and Eqn. (5-6) for C and λ 2 constant we get
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τ ( t ) = Cτ e−α λ

2

, Χ ( x ) = CΧ,1 sin ( λ x ) + CΧ,2 cos ( λ x )

t

(5-9)

Applying the initial and boundary conditions given by Eqn. (5-5) to Eqn. (5-8) we get Cϕ = 0 ,

Cφ ,1 = 0 , and C = qnet

( k A L) . We can also set C

φ ,2

x

= 0 because the additive constant will be

accounted for later by the initial condition given in Eqn. (5-7). Thus, these solutions become

φ ( x) =

qnet x 2
α qnet t
, ϕ (t ) =
2 k Ax L
k Ax L

(5-10)

()

Applying the boundary conditions given by Eqn. (5-7) to the equation for Χ x given by Eqn. (5-

( )

9) we get CΧ,1 = 0 and λ n = n π L . Thus, the solution for ψ x,t becomes

ψ ( x,t ) =

2
a0 ∞
− nπ α t
+ ∑ an e ( )
2 n=1

L2

⎛ nπ x⎞
cos ⎜
⎝ L ⎟⎠

(5-11)

()

Applying the final initial condition given by Eqn. (5-7) and using φ x from Eqn. (5-10) we get

ψ ( x,t = 0 ) =

a0 ∞
qnet x 2
⎛ nπ x⎞
+ ∑ an cos ⎜
=
−
2 n=1
2 k Ax L
⎝ L ⎟⎠

(5-12)

From a Fourier series expansion for an even function

⎛ nπ x⎞
2 L
f ( x ) cos ⎜
dx ,
∫
L 0
⎝ L ⎟⎠

an =

f ( x) = −

qnet x 2
2 k Ax L

for n = 0,1, 2,…

(5-13)

()

Substituting in f x and integrating we obtain

a0 = −

2qnet L
n
qnet L
, an = − −1
3 k Ax
k Ax n π

( )

( )

for n = 1, 2, 3…

2

(5-14)

To get the final solution for the original geometry, substitute Eqn. (5-10), Eqn. (5-11) and Eqn. (514) into Eqn. (5-3) to get

T ( x,t ) − T 0

(q

net

∞
2 ( −1) −( n π )2 Fo
⎛ nπ x⎞
1⎛ x⎞ 1
= ⎜ ⎟ − + Fo − ∑
e
cos ⎜
2
⎝ L ⎟⎠
L ) ( k Ax ) 2 ⎝ L ⎠ 6
n=1 ( n π )
n

2
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(5-15)

2

where Fo = α t L is the Fourier number and represents dimensionless time. Finally, for the rod
with heating at x = 0 and an insulated tip, we can transform the coordinate system by substituting
in L − x for x to get the solution for 0 ≤ x ≤ L

(

)

T ( x,t ) − T 0

(q

net

2
∞
⎡ n π ( L − x) ⎤
2 ( −1) −( n π )2 Fo
1⎛ x⎞
x 1
= ⎜ ⎟ − + + Fo − ∑
e
cos
⎢
⎥.
2
L 3
L
L ) ( k Ax ) 2 ⎝ L ⎠
n=1 ( n π )
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
n

(5-16)

From this solution we see that as t → ∞ the final term goes to zero as expected and the profile
shape remains constant and increases uniformly with time. We can then solve for the average
temperature versus time defined as

T=

1
L

∫

x= L
x=0

⎛ q L⎞
T ( x,t ) dx = ⎜ net ⎟ Fo + T 0
⎝ k Ax ⎠

(5-17)

which can be differentiated with respect to time to get

qnet
dT ⎛ qnet L ⎞ ⎛ α ⎞
=⎜
=
2⎟
⎟
⎜
dt ⎝ k Ax ⎠ ⎝ L ⎠ ρ c Ax L

(5-18)

Note that for t > tss when the profile shape is constant, the change in temperature with time is the
same at any location. We can then write the steady profile shape in terms of the dT dt as
2
⎤
L2 dT ⎡ 1 ⎛ x ⎞
x 1
⎢ ⎜ ⎟ − + + Fo ⎥ .
T ( x,t > tss ) − T =
α dt ⎢ 2 ⎝ L ⎠ L 3
⎥⎦
⎣
0

(5-19)

By comparing a reading at the first thermocouple (at x1 = 0.50 cm ) to a thermocouple reading at
another location, the T 0 and Fo terms cancel, and the equation reduces to

(

2
2
L2 dT ⎡ ( x − x1 ) 1 x − x1
⎢
T ( x = x1 ,t > tss ) − T ( x,t > tss ) =
−
α dt ⎢ L
2
L2
⎣

) ⎤⎥ .
⎥⎦

(5-20)

After reaching steady state, α can be estimated by a curve fit to profiles calculated using Eqn. (520). Alternatively, we can calculate α directly by comparing the first thermocouple reading (at
x1 = 0.50 cm ) to the last thermocouple reading at (at x10 = 9.50 cm ) and using
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α=

0.45 L2 dT dt
, ΔT = T x = x1 ,t > tss − T x = x10 ,t > tss .
ΔT

(

) (

)

(5-21)

Time to Reach Steady State
The time required to reach a steady profile can be estimated by comparing the rate of
conduction through the rod to the rate at which energy is stored in the rod given by

−k A

∂T
∂T
∼ρc AL
∂x
∂t

(5-22)

Assuming a linear profile and solving for the time when the right side at x = L just begins to
change temperature we get

α

T ( x = 0,t ) − T 0
L
Fo =

⎡T ( x = 0,t ) − T 0 ⎤ 2
⎦
∼L⎣
t

αt 1
L2
≥
or
t
≈
SS
2α
L2 2

(5-23)

(5-24)

Numerical Solution
Alternatively, we can use the finite difference method to obtain a numerical solution which
is an approximate solution to the actual governing equation. The finite difference method, and
most numerical methods, include the following three basic steps: (1) define a mesh with elements
and nodes by breaking up the domain into smaller pieces, (2) formulate equations to solve by
applying the governing equations to each element and then reduce them to linear algebraic
equations, and (3) solve the system of linear algebraic equations using a computer.
To define the mesh, we will break up the actual domain of total length L into elements of
length ∆x as shown schematically in Figure 5-3. There is one node per element and they are
numbered i = 1, 2, 3,…, N x , thus Δx = L N x . Note that each element is a cylinder and for the
finite difference method all properties, including temperature, are assumed constant within the
element. We will also define n = 0, 1, 2,… as an index for time where n = 0 is the initial time at
t = 0 and ∆t is the increment for time. Thus, the temperature at node i at xi = (i − 1 2) Δx at time

(

)

tn = n Δt is given by Ti n = T x = xi , t = tn .
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i=1

i=2

i = 3 ...

i -1

i

... i = Nx-1

i +1

i = Nx

CV
x

∆x
L
Figure 5-3. Schematic diagram of mesh.

Next, we formulate the equations using the energy balance method by applying
conservation of energy to a control volume, CV, for element i in the center of the domain

E! in − E! out + E! g = E! st

(5-25)

where the net rate of energy into and out of the CV, ( E! in − E! out ) , and any energy generated in the
CV, E! g , must equal the rate of change of energy storage in the CV, E! st . Thermal energy is
transported into the domain at i − 1 2 and out of the domain at i + 1 2 by conduction through the
tube. The rate of conduction is given by Fourier’s law

⎛ ∂T
1 ∂T
∂T ⎞
!
q′′ = −k ∇T = −k ⎜
ê r +
êθ +
ê
r ∂θ
∂ x x ⎟⎠
⎝ ∂r

(5-26)

where for conduction in the x-direction only reduces to

∂T
!
qx = ( Ax ê x ) ⋅ q′′ = −k Ax
∂x

(5-27)

where Ax is area of the control surface, CS, normal to the x-direction. From thermodynamics, for
only sensible changes in energy storage (thus, no changes in latent, kinetic, or potential energy)
for an incompressible substance, the rate of change in thermal energy storage can be calculated
using the definition of specific heat as

∂T
∂T
E! st = ρ c V
= ρ c Ax Δx
∂t
∂t

(5-28)

Substituting these into Eqn. (5-25) and assuming conduction in the x-direction only (thus,
one-dimensional conduction along the tube with perfect insulation), constant properties inside the
element, and constant Ax we get

∂T
−k
∂x

n

∂T
+k
∂x
i−1 2

n

∂T
= ρ c Δx
∂t
i+1 2
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n

(5-29)
i

A finite difference approximation is applied to the partial derivatives to reduce Eqn. (5-29) to

(T
−k

i

n

n
− Ti−1

Δx

) + k (T

n
i+1

− Ti n

Δx

) = ρ c Δx (T

− Ti n

n+1

i

Δt

)

(5-30)

For the temporal derivative a forward difference approximation is used. For the spatial derivative
a central difference approximation at the current time is used. Thus, this formulation is called
forward time and central space (FTCS). Note that as ∆x is decreased (called mesh refinement) and
∆t is decreased the calculated temperatures become more accurate (until the limitations of floatingpoint calculations on a computer with finite precision are reached). Simplifying we get

(

n
n
Ti n+1 = (1− 2 Fo ) Ti n + Fo Ti−1
+ Ti+1

)

(5-31)

where Fo = α Δt Δx 2 is the computational Fourier number which is a dimensionless time
increment. The FTCS formulation is called explicit because the temperature at the next time step,
(n + 1) Δt , is solved for directly as a weighted average of the temperatures at the current time, n Δt
, at the same and surrounding locations (or nodes i, i − 1 , and i + 1 ).
Next, two additional equations need to be derived for the boundary nodes to account for
the boundary conditions. First, for the element at node i = 1 at x = Δx 2 we again apply
conservation of energy, but now set the heat transfer in from the left to qnet to get

(

)

(

)

T1n+1 = (1− Fo ) T1n + Fo T2n +

qnet Δt
ρ c Δx Ax

n
Ti+1
− Ti n
Ti n+1 − Ti n
qnet
+k
= ρ c Δx
Ax
Δx
Δt

(5-32)

which reduces to
(5-33)

Second, for the element at node i = N at x = L − Δx 2 we will again apply conservation of energy,
but now assume perfect insulation at the rod tip (thus, E! = 0 ) to get
out

(T
−k

n
N +1

− TNn

Δx

) = ρ c Δx (T

n+1
N +1

− TNn+1
Δt

)

(5-34)

which reduces to

TNn+1 = (1− Fo ) TNn + Fo TNn−1

(5-35)

Finally, we need to determine the net heat transfer entering the rod for Eqn. (5-33). This
will be less than the power supplied by the heater because of thermal energy loss due to heating
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up the insulation. To estimate this value we will now apply Eqn. (5-25), conservation of energy,
to a control volume that includes the entire rod to get

q

net

= qh − qloss =

∂
ρ c T dV
∂ t ∫V

(5-36)

Assuming that all the heat transfer rates and properties are constant with time and using a
summation to approximate the integral this reduces to
q

≈ρc
net

⎛T n −T0⎞
⎞
∂ ⎛ N n
T
A
Δx
=
ρ
c
A
L
∑
x
⎜⎝ t − 0 ⎟⎠
∂ t ⎜⎝ i=1 i x ⎟⎠

(5-37)

where the average temperature is approximated using

Tn ≈

1
N

N

∑T

n

i

(5-38)

i=1

Solving Eqn. (5-37) for the mean temperature versus time gives
⎛ q net ⎞
Tn =T0 +⎜
⎟t .
⎝ ρ c Ax L ⎠

(5-39)

This result is the same as Eqn. (5-17) if we substitute in the regular definition of Fo. Thus,
obtaining the slope to a linear curve fit for mean temperature versus time can be used along with
the heat capacity, ρ c Ax L , to determine the net heat transfer to the rod. Note that if the slope from
Eqn. (5-39) is used to eliminate qnet from Eqn. (5-33), the heat capacity term cancels, thus the finite
difference calculations do not actually depend on this quantity.
Solving the resulting system of linear equations for the explicit finite difference method is
straight forward because they are not coupled and can be solved directly (without iteration) by
simply marching forward in time. For our case, we will use the average measured temperatures
before the heater is turned on for the initial condition, T 0 . All temperatures for the interior nodes
are calculated using Eqn. (5-31), temperatures for the element at node i = 1 at x = Δx 2 are
calculated using Eqn. (5-33), and temperatures for the element at node i = N at x = L − Δx 2 are
calculated using Eqn. (5-35).
Stability Criterion
Finally, it is important to note that the explicit finite difference method is conditionally
stable and the solution will diverge (or “blow-up”) as time is advanced if the Fourier number (or
n
n
time step) is too large. This is because Ti n+1 will overshoot Ti n , Ti−1
, and Ti+1
which is impossible
according to the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics. From Eqn. (5-7) note that if Fo = 0 then Ti n+1 = Ti n
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n
n
as expected. As Fo increases, Ti n+1 is a weighted average of Ti n , Ti−1
, and Ti+1
as long as the

coefficients remain positive. This ceases to be true when (1− 2 Fo) < 0 which results in the
following criterion to insure stability

Fo =

α Δt
≤1 2
Δx 2

(5-40)

This result is similar to Eqn. (5-24) which estimates the time to reach steady state, but L is now
replaced by ∆x. Although the explicit finite difference method is simple to implement, this
limitation on the time step makes this method computationally inefficient for most numerical
calculations. Thus, commercial engineering analysis codes (such as Abaqus, ANSYS Fluent, etc.)
typically use the implicit finite difference method for transient simulations by default.
Uncertainty Analysis
From uncertainty propagation for multiplication and division (see Appendix B) and Eqn.
(5-21), the percent uncertainty in α is given by
2

2

⎞
⎛ u ⎞ ⎛u ⎞ ⎛ u
uα
= ⎜ 2 L ⎟ + ⎜ ΔT ⎟ + ⎜ dT /dt ⎟
α
⎝ L ⎠ ⎝ ΔT ⎠ ⎝ dT / dt ⎠

2

(5-41)

Reasonable values for the uncertainties in the measured length and individual temperatures are
uL = ±1 mm and uT = ±1 °C , respectively. To get the uncertainty in the calculated ΔT and dT / dt
, recall that the measured temperature data is given by

Ti n = T ( x = xi ,t = tn ) , where

(5-42)

xi = ( i − 1/ 2 ) Δx for i = 1,2,3,…, N x and tn = n Δt for n = 0,1,2,…, N t .
From uncertainty propagation for addition and subtraction (see Appendix B), the uncertainty in
each measurement of ΔT n at time tn is given by

uΔT n =

(u ) + (u )
2

T

T

2

= 2 uT .

(5-43)

To reduce the uncertainty, after reaching steady state at tss = N ss Δt , multiple readings are averaged
to get a better estimate of ΔT with an uncertainty as follows
N

t
1
ΔT =
ΔT n , ΔT n = T x = x1 ,t = tn − T x = x10 ,t = tn
∑
( N t − N ss ) n= Nss

(
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) (

)

(5-44)

2
t u
N t − N ss st T

uΔT =

(5-45)

where tst is the Student-t statistic given in Table B.1. The uncertainty in dT / dt comes from a
linear curve fit ( T = a0 + a1 t ) where the slope a1 = dT dt has an uncertainty of
Nt

tst s yx

udT /dt =

Nt

∑ (t

n

−t

n=0

(

)

tst s yx Δt

=

∑ ( n − N 2)

2

)

Nt

, s yx =

∑ (ε )
n

2

n=0

Nt − 1

2

( )

, ε n = T n − Tc tn

(5-46)

t

n=0

( )

where t = tmax 2 = N t 2 Δt , Tc tn = a0 + a1 tn is the calculated value using the linear curve fit
parameters, and the uncertainty in time is assumed negligible compared to temperature. Eqn. (546) can be used with the data and curve fit parameters to directly estimate udT /dt . Alternatively, we
can estimate that the uncertainty for the temperature measurement by assuming

uε n ≈

tst uT

(5-47)

Nx

and can be substituted into Eqn. (5-46) and reduced to get

udT /dt ≈

Nt + 1
Nt

N x ( N t − 1) ∑ ( n − N t 2 )

2

tst2 uT
.
Δt

(5-48)

n=0

Finally, the summation can in the denominator can be expanded to get
Nt

∑ ( n − N t / 2 ) = N t ( N t + 1) ( N t + 2 ) 12
2

n=0

(5-49)

which can be substituted and reduced to get approximately

udT /dt ≈

12
N x N t3
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tst2 uT
.
Δt

(5-50)

III.

Experiment

Equipment
Rod, Service Center Metals, aluminum alloy 6061-T6511
D = 1.59 cm (0.625 +0.004/-0.003 in), L = 10.00 cm (3.937 in)
Composition: 97.34% Al, 0.740% Si, 0.362% Fe, 0.310% Cu,
0.990% Mg, 0.154% Cr, 0.084% Zn, 0.020% Ti
Melamine foam insulation, TechLite, Plain 079, -40 ˚F to 350 ˚F
Type-T thermocouples (30 gage), Omega
DC power supply, Good Will Instrument Co., Model: GPS-3030D
Data acquisition system (DAQ), Omega, Model OMB-DAQ-56
Data Acquisition System (DAQ) Configuration

1. Window
Verify that the 10 thermocouples used to record the temperature at 1.0 cm increments along
Main Control
the rod are connected to the DAQ and connected to the computer USB port. Verify that the

When you Help
first open Personal DaqView the Main Control and Channel Configuration Windows appear.
rod is located
center ofAccesses
the insulating
container
close
the top. NOTE: The
Contents in
andthe
Index
the program’s
Help file. and
Contents
include:
Note that this section pertains to the Main
Control Window only; discussion of the Channel Configuration
Introduction
thermocouple
beads
are
welded
to
the
surface
of
the
rod
and
are
very fragile. Do NOT touch
Setting Up Personal DaqView
Window begins on page 4-6.
or pullControl
on theWindow
thermocouple
Taking an Acquisition
The Main
containsleads.
several
pull-down menus, a toolbar composed of icon buttons, and
Viewing Your Data
information boxes for status, progress [number
scans],
and file identification. Functions that can be
Frequentlyof
Asked
Questions
2. Openthrough
the “Personal
DaqView”
program
doubletheclicking
on menus.
the icon on the desktop.
Troubleshooting
obtained
the toolbar
can also be
obtainedby
through
pull-down
About Personal DaqView
Provides the program’s software version number.
You should
see the Main Control
Window:

oolbar Buttons

Channel Configuration Window
You can bring up the Channel Configuration Window by using the Configure Channel Settings button (9)
on the Main Control Window toolbar, or by selecting Channel Configuration from the Main Control
Window’s View pull-down menu.

Main Control Window

1

The Channel
Channel Configuration
Window contains a Control pull-down menu and a 2-button toolbar. The
and
the
Configuration
Button
Function window (NOTE: if you do not see this window you can
window
displays
any
one
of
tabbedWindow
spreadsheets
selecting
type of channel to be configured.
click button (9) on the Mainthree
Control
to for
re-open
thisthewindow):
TheConfiguration
tabs are labeled
Input,
Frequency/Pulse
Input,
Open
File Analog
Opens
a selected
configuration
file. and Digital Input/Output.

2

Save Configuration File

Saves the current configuration file to disk.

3

Select Active Device

Provides a list of available devices, their serial number, and device type. A
checkmark appears next to the selected device. Use the mouse to select (or
deselect) a device. “Device” in this context can include an expansion module, for
example: a Personal Daq/55 with an attached PDQ1 would be one device.

4

Arm Trigger for Disk
Recording

Arms the trigger and stores acquisition data to a designated disk file. If Auto Rearm is
selected, clicking this button puts Auto rearm in effect. This button, is also used to
disarm the data acquisition.

5

Manual Trigger

Used to trigger the device when the mode of trigger is set to “Manual.” Note that the
Manual Trigger button can not be depressed until after the trigger is armed, for
example, by first pressing button 4.

6

Update Digital Outputs

Updates digital outputs for all digital channels that are selected to “Output State.” See

Digital
Input/OutputWindow,
Spreadsheet,
page
4-14.
Channel
Configuration
Selected
for
Analog Input Spreadsheet
Digital I/O does not apply to Personal Daq/54.

Channel Configuration Window Toolbar
7

Configure Data
Accesses the Configure Data Destination window (page 4-16). Note that this window
The Channel Configuration
Window consists of two buttons (items 16 and 17) as identified by the previous
Destination
provides a means of selecting sequential destinations through an auto rearm feature.

figure and the following table.

8
9

Configure Acquisition
Button

Configure Channel
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Accesses the Configure Acquisition window (page 4-15).
Function

Brings up the Channel Configuration window. From this window you can configure

3. Click button (3) in the Main Control Window to open the Select Active Devices dialog
window. Select the box PD1 with Device Type of Personal Daq/56. Click OK button to
close the dialog window.
4. In the Channel Configuration window under the Analog Input tab verify that there are ten
Physical Channels labeled PD1_A01, PD1_A02, …, PD1_A10 corresponding to our 10
thermocouple readings. Click on On at the top of the table and from the Turn channel
on/off pull down menu select On. Click on Range at the top of the table and from the Select
input range pull down menu select Type-T. This should automatically set the Units to ˚C.
Click on Measurement Duration at the top of the table and from the Select measurement
duration pull down menu select 110 ms (60 Hz rejection). Click button (16) in the Channel
Configuration window to start acquiring data. The temperatures for all the channels should
be approximately the same (note that the variation indicates the resolution error in your
thermocouple readings). Observe the temperature reading for channel PD1_A01 for one
minute and record the maximum. Click button (17) in the Channel Configuration window
to stop acquiring data.
5. Click button (7) in the Main Control Window to open the Configure Data Destination
dialog window. Create a new Folder on the T:\ drive and enter a File name for your data.
Click the Conversion Formats button to open the File Converter Preferences dialog
window. Select the box ASCII Test (Spreadsheet) and Add timestamps to ASCII Text
files. Click OK buttons to close both dialog windows.
6. Click button (8) in the Main Control Window to open the Configure Acquisition dialog
window. Under the Trigger tab from the Source pull-down menu select Analog, from the
Channel pull-down menu select PD1_A01, from the Condition pull-down menu select
Rising, for Threshold use the last reading recorded for channel PD1_A01 with 0.5˚ C
added to its value, and for Scan Rate enter 2.000 sec. Under the Pre-Trigger tab for
Duration enter 1 Scan to record one set of temperatures before the heater power is turned
on. Under the Post-Trigger tab from the Stop On pull-down menu select Duration, for
Duration enter 60 Scans. Click OK button to close the dialog window.
NOTE: The DAQ is being set up to trigger and record data when the power to the heater is
first turned on and the temperatures in the rod start rising. The temperature reading for the
thermocouple closest to the heater, PD1_A01, is being used to trigger the DAQ. Because
thermocouple readings typically fluctuate by ±0.2 ˚C, the threshold value must set a little
higher than the maximum reading to ensure that the DAQ is not triggered prematurely. For
example, if your readings for PD1_A01 during the Step 5 one-minute period included
23.21 ˚C, 23.10 ˚C, 23.05 ˚C 23.24 ˚C, 23.15 ˚C you would use 23.7 ˚C for the trigger value.
7. Click button (4) in the Main Control Window to Arm Trigger for Disk Recording. After
the DAQ finishes calibrating the Status will indicate Waiting for analog trigger.
Procedure
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1. Make sure the power supply is off and ensure that the heater is connected to the positive (red)
and negative (black) terminals. Set the current and voltage knobs on the power supply to their
maximum settings.
2. Turn on the power supply and check that the DAQ triggers and begins collecting data after a
few seconds. The short delay is due to the heater and insulation heating up before the rod.
While the data is being collected record the voltage and current from the power supply.
3. When the DAQ finishes taking data TURN OFF THE POWER SUPPLY and open the
insulating case to allow the rod to cool. For normal experimental runs, the temperature of the
rod should increase by approximately 20 ˚C to 30 ˚C. Use the fan to cool the rod between
experimental runs if needed.
4. Verify that a text data file has been created by the DAQ in the \ASCII directory inside the
directory you created on the T:\ drive and that it can be opened with Excel.
IV.

Report

1. For Attachment (1) make a raw data table that includes time (starting from t = 0),
temperature, and location (x = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, …, 9.5 cm where ∆x = 1.0 cm).
2. Determine the minimum, maximum, and average temperature for the rod for the experiment.
Use the EES database (see Appendix C for help) for the aluminum alloy 6061 to lookup
thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat at the minimum, maximum, and average
temperature (NOTE: the temperature range for the specific heat will sometimes be out of
range for the EES database). Calculate the thermal diffusivity for your temperature range.
3. Calculate the average temperature at each time step using Excel. For Figure 1 plot average
temperature versus time (as symbols with no lines). Add a Trendline to the figure with linear
used for regression type and with display equation and R2-value both selected under options.
Calculate qnet using Eqn. (5-15) and the slope from the curve fit. Discuss the difference in
magnitude between this value and the power supplied to the heater and what it implies.
4. Use the one-dimensional, explicit finite difference method in Excel and the estimated thermal
diffusivity from Step 2 to calculate the rod temperature as a function of x and t as follows:
• Calculate Fo using Eqn. (5-16) and ∆t = 0.50 s and ∆x = 1.0 cm. Verify that Fo is less
than ½ which is required for a stable solution for the explicit finite difference method.
• Set the initial condition (at time t = 0) at all x locations to the average temperature of the
rod at t = 0 calculated using the measured temperature data in Step 5.
• Calculate the temperature for 0 < t ≤ 120 s (where t = n ∆t, n = 1, 2, 3, …, 240) using:
o Eqn. (5-9) at the left end (i = 1 or x = Δx 2 ),

(

)

o Eqn. (5-7) at the interior nodes (i = 2, 3, …, 9 or x = i − 1 2 Δx ),
o Eqn. (5-11) at the right end (i = 10 or x = L − Δx 2 ).
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NOTE: You are using the same ∆x for your calculations as you used to collect the experimental
data. We are doing this to make the comparison between the calculated and measured
temperatures easier to perform. However, this is not necessary and to obtain a more accurate
numerical solution you should reduce both ∆t and ∆x (called mesh refinement) until they no
longer have a significant impact on your solution.
5. Redo your numerical solution with Fo > ½ and observe how the solution “blows up.” For the
Results section, discuss the limitation on time step for your calculations to insure numerical
stability and describe what happens for an unstable time step.
6. To estimate the value of α from the measured temperature data, begin by estimating the time
to reach steady state, ΔtSS , using Eqn. (5-24) and the value of α from Step 2 at the average
operating temperature. Verify ΔtSS is reasonable by plotting your temperature data versus
time and observing when the slopes of the curves become constant. Then, use your data at
each time step after steady state is reached and Eqn. (5-21) to estimate α using the value for
dT / dt from Step 3. Finally, calculate the average for these values to get your final estimate
for α and use this value to update your finite difference method calculations in Step 4. This
should result in a good fit between your data and your numerical analysis.
7. For Attachment (2) make a reduced data table that includes rod temperature calculated using
the explicit finite difference method as a function of location and time for the optimum a.
8. For Figure 2 plot temperature versus location (in mm) at times t = 0, 30, 60, 90, and
120 seconds for the measured data (as symbols with no lines) and the values predicted using
the finite difference method (as lines with no symbols) for the optimum a. Discuss the
quality of the agreement.
9. For Figure 3 plot temperature versus location (in mm) at time t = 120 seconds using values
predicted using the finite difference method for the optimum a, a + 20%, and a - 20%. For
the Results section discuss how sensitive your results are to a and how this would impact
using this technique to measure a for a new material.
10. Estimate the uncertainty in your value for α from Step 6 using Eqn. (5-41), Eqn. (5-45), and
Eqn. (5-50). For the Results section compare the aluminum alloy 6061 values for α obtained
in Step 2 (from the EES database) and in Step 6 (from a fit to the steady state temperature
profile data). Include in your discussion at least five reasons they might not agree. Include in
your list uncertainties due to experimental uncertainty, modeling assumptions, and
uncertainty in actual material composition.
11. For the Summary section discuss at least three ways to improve this experiment to make
more accurate measurements of thermal diffusivity.
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6. VAPOR-COMPRESSION
REFRIGERATION CYCLE
pressureenthalpy
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current meter
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valve

Figure 6-1 Experimental apparatus for measuring vapor-compression refrigeration cycle performance.

I.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to (1) introduce the basic operation of the vaporcompression refrigeration apparatus shown in Figure 6-1, (2) calculate the cycle performance
using measured refrigerant properties and compare to ideal cycles, (3) calculate condenser and
evaporator performance using measured air properties, and (4) compare the heat transfer
calculations for the refrigerant and air sides to each other.
II.

Introduction

Refrigeration systems are used for air conditioning, heat pumps, and a wide range of
industrial applications. More generally, they are used to maintain a cold region at a temperature
below the surrounding temperature. For a refrigeration cycle, a fluid (or refrigerant) is circulated
around a closed system consisting of a series of components (typically two heat exchangers, a
compressor, and a throttling valve). For a vapor-compression refrigeration cycle, the refrigerant
changes phase from a liquid to a gas in the first heat exchangers, called an evaporator, at a
temperature below the desired temperature of the cold region. Thus, this process provides the
desired cooling. To complete the cycle the refrigerant changes phase from a gas back to a liquid
in the second heat exchanger, called a condenser. Thermodynamic analysis of the refrigeration
cycle is needed to design, characterize, and optimize its performance.
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Nomenclature (with English Engineering Units)
A

surface area, ft2

cp
COP
EER
g
h

specific heat at constant pressure, BTU/(lbm•˚F)
coefficient of performance of refrigeration cycle
energy equivalence ratio, BTU/(W•hr)
gravitational acceleration, g = 32.1740 ft/s2 at standard conditions
specific enthalpy, BTU/lbm

h

average convection coefficient, BTU/ ft2•˚R

m!

mass flowrate, lbm/hr
pressure, lbm/in2 (psia for absolute or psig for gage)

p
Q!

heat transfer rate, BTU/hr or TR

s
SEER
t
T
V
V!

specific entropy, BTU/(lbm•˚F)
seasonal energy equivalence ratio, BTU/(W•hr)
time, min
temperature, ˚F or ˚R
velocity, ft/min

W!
z

power or work rate, BTU/min
Cartesian coordinate, ft

β max

coefficient of performance for Carnot refrigeration cycle

e
g

emissivity

ηC

isentropic efficiency of compressor

ηT

isothermal efficiency of compressor

f
ω

relative humidity ratio, pv/pg
absolute humidity ratio, lbm of water vapor/lbm of dry air

volumetric flowrate, gpm or ft3/min

specific heats ratio

s

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 x 10-8 W/m2•K4 = 1.712 x 10-9 BTU/hr•ft2•˚R4
Subscripts
air
moist or humid air
C
compressor
cond condenser
CV
control volume
da
dry air
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evap
f
g
H
L
ref
sat
v
w

evaporator
saturated liquid
saturated vapor
high temperature and pressure conditions in condenser
low temperature and pressure conditions in evaporator
refrigerant
saturation
water or refrigerant vapor
condensed water

Experiment
The components used for this experiment were taken from the commercially available airconditioner shown in Figure 6-2 that can supply 5,000 BTU/hr of cooling or 0.417 tons of
refrigeration, TR. One TR corresponds to the amount of power that must be continuously supplied
during a 24-hour period to produce one ton of ice from water at 0˚C. For conversion purposes note
that 1 TR = 12,000 BTU/hr = 200 BTU/min. Room air conditioners range from 0.4-2 TR (5,00024,000 BTU/hr where published specifications often drop the /hr from the specified units) for
rooms from 100-1,500 ft2. Central air conditioners range from 1-5 TR (12,000-60,000 BTU/hr).
Thus, these components come from a fairly small air conditioning unit. Most of the original parts
have been used except for the following changes: (1) The capillary tube used for the expansion has
been replaced with a needle valve to allow adjustment of the refrigerant flow rate. (2) Both the
evaporator blower and condenser fan have been replaced with a single fan by using a duct to
connect the flow out of the condenser to the flow into the evaporator. This provides hot air or a
“load” for the evaporator even for cold ambient conditions. (3) Additional valves and ports have
been added to allow for servicing of different components and to fill the system with refrigerant.

Figure 6-2. Frigidaire 5,000 BTU/hr, 11.1 EER, 115 V, room air-conditioner (Model No. FFRA0511R1).
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A schematic diagram of the components of the vapor-compression refrigeration system
used for this experiment are shown in Figure 6-3. The refrigerant circulated through the closed
system is R-410A (a non-ozone depleting refrigerant in wide use today that is a mixture of R-32,
difluoromethane, CH2F2, and R-125, pentafluoroethane, CHF2CF3). The power supplied to the
compressor, W!C , is used to increase the refrigerant pressure from State (1) to State (2) and to
induce the flow of the refrigerant. The refrigerant flowrate is measured by the rotameter and W!
C

is estimated using the measured current and voltage supplied to the compressor motor. Again, this
experiment uses a single fan to first move room air over the condenser coils from State (1a) to
State (2a) to reject heat, Q! H , with heat transfer from the condensing refrigerant to the air. Second,
the same hot air is then moved over the evaporator coils from State (2a) to State (3a) to provide
the desired cooling, Q! L , with heat transfer from the hot air to the evaporating refrigerant.
Depending on the original humidity of the air and the final air temperature, some water vapor in
the air may condense. The pressure and temperature at states (1), (2), (3), (4), (1a), (2a), and (3a)
indicated in Figure 6-2 are measured during steady operation of the experiment.
condensate

air
3a
4

1

evaporator

.

R410a
flow

QL
expansion
valve

.

Qc

2a

sight
glass

.

compressor

Wc

fan

rotameter
3

2

condenser
.
QH
1a

air

Figure 6-3. Components of a simple vapor-compression refrigeration system.

A sketch of a typical T-s diagram for a vapor-compression refrigeration system is presented
in Figure 6-4. Typical operating conditions for this experiment are outlined below for a refrigerant
flowrate of V!ref ≈ 0.15 gpm , ambient pressure of patm ≈ 14.7 psia , and ambient temperature of

Tatm ≈ 76 ˚F . Under these conditions the compressor drew 4.0 amps at 118 V corresponding to a
compressor power of PC = 1,600 BTU hr . Your data will vary depending on the refrigerant
flowrate tested and the actual ambient conditions for your experiment.
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Compressor: At State (1) the refrigerant is a superheated vapor at pressure p1 ≈ 165 psig and
temperature T1 ≈ 90 ˚F . The compressor increases both the pressure and temperature of the vapor
to p2 ≈ 465 psig and T2 ≈ 190 ˚F at State (2). This is called dry compression. Alternatively, if the
refrigerant is wet (with dispersed liquid droplets) at State (1) the compressor can be damaged and
any lubricating oil can be washed away increasing wear.
Condenser: The refrigerant vapor cools down and then changes phase from a vapor to a liquid.
The amount of heat removed from the refrigerant during this process is Q! H ,ref ≈ 5,400 BTU/hr .
There is a small drop in pressure for the refrigerant flowing through the condenser due to viscosity,
flow separation, and secondary flow for the S-shaped tubing. Offsetting this pressure drop is an
increase in pressure associated with the decrease in velocity due to condensation. The net effect is
only a small drop in pressure in the condenser. Thus, the refrigerant will be a saturated liquid
before State (3) at pressure p3 ≈ 448 psig and temperature T3 ≈ 125 ˚F .
T

p2
p3

T2

.

Wc

.

com-!
pressed!
liquid

Qc
p4

.

T3

QH

Troom

.

super-!
heated!
vapor

p1

QL

T4

T1
liquid-vapor dome

s

Figure 6-4. Temperature, T, versus entropy, s, diagram for the vapor-compression refrigeration system.

Rotameter and Expansion Valve: The liquid refrigerant flows through a rotameter before
expanding across an expansion valve into a liquid/vapor mixture at State (4) at saturation pressure
and temperature of p4 ≈ 176 psig and T5 ≈ 62 ˚F . This is a throttling process that we can model as
being at constant enthalpy.
Evaporator: The refrigerant is vaporized completely and then heated slightly into a superheated
vapor. The amount of heat added to the refrigerant (and approximately removed from the air)
during this process is Q! L,ref ≈ 4,500 BTU/hr which represents the cooling capacity of the
refrigeration cycle. This is a little below the 5,000 BTU/hr rating for this air conditioner, indicating
that normal operation might be at a higher refrigerant flowrate or that there are some losses in
efficiency for the new configuration. Again, this process will occur with a slight pressure drop for
the refrigerant due to the same flow losses noted above for the condenser. In addition, the pressure
will now also drop as the velocity increases due to vaporization resulting in a significantly larger
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pressure drop in the evaporator than the condenser. Thus, the refrigerant will return to the superheated vapor conditions at State (1).
Airflow Analysis: On the other side of the closed refrigerant cycle there is an open flow of moist
room air over the condenser and evaporator coils. For the condenser, the moist air is heated, thus
the amount of moisture in the air remains the same. Thus, you will measure the temperature and
relative humidity of the wet air for State (1a) and just the temperature for State (2a) and assume
the humidity ratio is still the same. For this case the air temperature increased from T1a = 76 o F to

T2a ≈ 90 o F . For the evaporator, the moist air is cooled, thus if the air is sufficiently moist and the
temperature drop large enough there may be some condensation from the air. To account for this
condensation at State (3a), you will again measure the temperature and relative humidity for
State (3a). For this case the air temperature dropped to T3a ≈ 64 o F . The fan used in this installation
is rated to provide 300 ft3/min with no pressure restrictions. For this installation, for flow over the
compressor and evaporator, the fan provides approximately V!air = 285 ft 3 min . Based on this
flowrate the heat transfer rates for the air through the condenser and evaporator are
Q! H ,air ≈ 3,800 BTU/hr and Q! L,air ≈ 7,800 BTU/hr , respectively.
Modeling
We will use the measurements above for the refrigerant and airflow to calculate the
refrigeration cycle performance. For these calculations, we will apply conservation of energy for
a control volume, CV, assuming uniform properties at each in and out flow, given by
dECV
!
= Q! CV + W!CV + ∑ m
dt
in

⎛
V2
h
+
+g
⎜⎝
2

⎞
!
z⎟ − ∑ m
⎠ out

⎛
V2
h
+
+g
⎜⎝
2

⎞
z⎟
⎠

(6-1)

where dECV dt is rate of change of energy in the CV, Q! CV is net rate of heat transfer into the CV,
W! is the net rate of work interactions other than flow work acting on the CV, and the last two
CV

terms are net transport of energy into the CV. For steady operation, dECV dt = 0 , negligible
2
2) << (hin − hout ) , and negligible changes in potential
changes in kinetic energy, (Vin2 2 − Vout

energy, g (zin − zout ) << (hin − hout ) Eqn. (6-1) reduces to
Q! CV + W!CV = ∑ m! h − ∑ m! h
in

(6-2)

out

Finally, for steady flow with a single inlet and outlet, conservation of mass is given by
m! = m! in = m! out and Eqn. (6-2) reduces to

Q! CV + W!CV = m! ( hout − hin )
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(6-3)

Component Analysis for Refrigerant Flow
We will apply Eqn. (6-3) to each system component for the refrigerant cycle, where each
corresponding CV contains the component and the boundary crosses over the refrigerant flow inlet
and outlet. We will write each equation such that W!C , Q! C , Q! H , and Q! L are positive regardless if
the net rate is into or out of the system as follows:
Compressor:

W!C = m! ref ( h2 − h1 )ref + Q! C

(6-4)

Condenser:

Q! H , ref = m! ref ( h2 − h3 )ref

(6-5)

h3,ref = h4,ref (assuming Q! 34 ≈ 0 )

(6-6)

Q! L, ref = m! ref ( h1 − h4 )ref

(6-7)

Expansion valve:
Evaporator:

To evaluate Eqn. (6-4) through Eqn. (6-7), we need enthalpy values for R-410A. This can
be done using property charts or tables available from ASHRAE (American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers) handbooks, online property calculators such as at
https://www.irc.wisc.edu/properties, or a computer program such as EES. Note that typically states
(1) and (2) will be a superheated vapor and State (3) will be a compressed liquid. Thus, the
measured pressure and temperature should be sufficient to “fix the state” and look up the enthalpy
(and all other fluid properties). However, because of the uncertainty in our measurements, there
can be significant error when looking up properties near the vapor and liquid saturation lines. For
example, for water at a temperature of 212 ˚F (which is the boiling point for 1 atm), if the water
pressure is just above 1 atm it is a compressed liquid and if the water pressure is just below 1 atm
it is a superheated vapor. If the uncertainty in your pressure measurement is greater than the
difference from the corresponding saturation pressure, you will get properties for the wrong phase.
Thus, for the cases where the fluid is near the saturation line (this corresponds to State (3) for our
experiment) we will assume that we can evaluate the enthalpy using the saturation properties at
the measured temperature (which is typically more accurate than the measured pressures).
Component Analysis for Airflow
We apply Eqn. (6-2) to each system component individually for the airflow side, where
each corresponding CV contains the component and the boundary crosses over the airflow inlet
and outlet. Note that the air will typically be a mixture of dry air and water vapor, thus the moist
air mass flowrate is given by m! air = m! da + m! v where the subscripts da and v are for dry air and
water vapor, respectively. For the condenser, by conservation of mass for steady flow with no
condensation, both m! da,1a = m! da,2a and m! v,1a = m! v,2a remain constant. For the evaporator, where
condensation may occur, conservation of mass for steady flow still gives that m! da,2a = m! da,3a = m! da
remains constant, but that m! v,2a = m! v, 3a + m! w,3a where the subscript w is for liquid water. Again, we
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will write each equation such that Q! H and Q! L are positive regardless if the net rate is into or out
of the system as follows:
Condenser:

Q! H , air = m! air ( h2a − h1a )air = m! da ( h2a − h1a )da + m! v,1a ( h2a − h1a )v

Evaporator:

! air h2a,air − m
! air − m
! w, 3a h3a, air − m
! w, 3a hw, 3a
Q! L, air = m

(

)

(6-8)
(6-9)

The ratio of the mass flowrate of vapor to dry air is given by the absolute humidity ratio,
ω = m! v m! da , thus the mass flowrates can be evaluated from the measured moist air mass flowrates
using
m! air
= m!
= ω m!
, m!
(1+ ω 1a ) v,1a v, 2a 1a da

(6-10)

m! v,3a = ω 3a m! da , m! w,3a = (ω 1a − ω 3a ) m! da

(6-11)

m! da =

where w can be found using the measured dry bulb temperature, Tdb, relative humidity, φ = pv pg
, and a psychrometric chart. Alternatively, w can be calculated using the following equation
derived from an energy balance

ω = 0.622

φ pg (Tdb )

patm − φ pg (Tdb )

(6-12)

where the subscript g denotes saturated water vapor. Next, we need the enthalpy of dry air, water
vapor, and condensed water to evaluate Eqn. (6-8) and Eqn. (6-9). For dry air we assume an ideal
gas with constant specific heats to get

(h

2a

− h1a )da = c p,da (T2a − T1a )db ,

(h

2a

− h3a )da = c p, da (T2a − T3a )db

(6-13)

where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure that can be evaluated at the average temperature
of the air. For the water vapor we will use saturated water vapor properties evaluated at the dry
bulb temperature, hv ≈ hg (Tdb ) . For the liquid water we will use saturated liquid water properties

evaluated at the dry bulb temperature, hw ≈ h f (Tdb ) . Again, these can be found using property
charts or tables available from your textbook (Ref. 1), online databases, or a computer program
such as EES.
System Analysis and Performance
Applying conservation of energy to the interface between the refrigerant flow and airflow
through the condenser, the amount of thermal energy removed from the refrigerant will equal the
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amount added to the air plus any losses, thus Q! H , ref = Q! H , air + Q! H , loss . Similarly, applying
conservation of energy to the to the interface between the airflow and refrigerant flow through the
evaporator, the amount of thermal energy removed from the air should match the amount added to
the refrigerant plus any losses, thus Q! L, air = Q! L, ref + Q! L, loss . We can also apply conservation of
energy to the entire refrigerant system to get

W!C + Q! L, ref = Q! H , ref + Q! C

(6-14)

where if we substitute in the equations above we will see that this balance is inherently satisfied,
thus this is not an independent equation.
To estimate the work into the compressor we can use the measured current, I, and voltage,
V, required by the compressor to calculate the power delivered to the compressor, PC, and then use
the compressor mechanical efficiency, hm, as follows

PC = I V , W!C = ηm PC

(6-15)

Alternatively, we can also calculate the compressor work for a polytropic compression using

⎛ n ⎞ ⎛ γ − 1⎞
W!C = m! ⎜
(h − h )
⎝ n − 1⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ γ ⎟⎠ 2 1 ref

(6-16)

To estimate the heat loss from the compressor, we can use Newton’s Law of Cooling and assume
radiation from a small body to large surroundings as follows

(

Q! C = h AC (TC − T∞ ) + ε σ AC TC4 − T∞4

)

(6-17)

To evaluate the performance of the compressor, we can calculate the isentropic efficiency

(

W!C ,s m! ref h2,s − h1
ηC =
=
W!C
W!C

)

ref

(6-18)

which is the ratio of the power required for an ideal isentropic compressor versus the actual
compressor. Thus, h2,s is the enthalpy of the superheated refrigerant evaluated at p2 and s1.
Alternatively, the performance of the compressor can also be evaluated by calculating the
isothermal efficiency defined as

ηT =

(

W!C ,T m! ref TC s2,T − s1
=
W!C
W!C

)

ref

(6-19)

which is the ratio of the power required for an ideal isothermal compressor versus the actual
compressor. Thus, s2,T is the entropy of the superheated refrigerant evaluated at p2 and T1.
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The Coefficient of Performance, COP, for a refrigeration cycle is defined as

COP = Q! L,ref W!C

(6-20)

which is the ratio of the desired cooling to compressor power. The Energy Efficiency Ratio, EER,
is very similar to COP and is defined as
EER = Q! L,ref ⎡⎣ BTU/hr ⎤⎦ W!in ⎡⎣ W ⎤⎦

(6-21)

where the power units are as indicated (thus, EER has units of BTU/W•hr) and W!in is all the power
supplied to the cycle (typically for the compressor, evaporator and condenser fans, and control
systems). In addition, EER is supposed to be measured under the following conditions: inlet air
temperature to the condenser of 95 °F and inlet air temperature to the evaporator of 80 °F at 50 %
relative humidity. For W!C = W!in and if COP is measured for EER conditions, the conversion
between COP and EER becomes EER = 3.412 ⎡⎣ BTU/W ⋅ hr ⎤⎦ × COP .
The Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio, SEER, is similar to EER, but instead of being
evaluated at a single operating condition, the overall performance is evaluated for a range of
conditions that represent a typical season. Thus, SEER is calculated with the same indoor
temperature, but over a range of outside temperatures from 65 °F to 104 °F, with a certain specified
percentage of time in each of 8 bins spanning 5 °F. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) requires
that air conditioners sold since 2006 have a SEER > 13 BTU/W•hr.
Another value useful for comparison is the COP of a Carnot refrigeration cycle operating
between the temperatures in the condenser and evaporator given by

β max =

Tsat ( p1 )

Tsat ( p2 ) − Tsat ( p1 )

(NOTE: use absolute units for temperature)

(6-22)

where Tsat is the saturation temperature at the indicated pressure. Ideally, the two cycle
temperatures used in this equation represent those at which all of the evaporation, Tsat(p1), and
condensation, Tsat(p2), will occur. Alternatively, we can compare to the COP of an ideal vaporcompression cycle that assumes a saturated vapor at the evaporator outlet and a saturated liquid at
the condenser outlet given by

COPideal =

hg ( p1 ) − h f ( p2 )
h2,s,g − hg ( p1 )

(6-23)

where the subscripts g and f are for saturated vapor and liquid, respectively. Also, h2,s,g is the
enthalpy of the superheated refrigerant evaluated at p2 and sg(p1). This ideal cycle accounts for
superheated vapor in the compressor and a non-isentropic expansion valve, but still assumes 100%
isentropic efficiency for the compressor and no pressure drop in the evaporator and condenser.
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Main

Note that typically bmax > COPideal > COP for an actual cycle, however, since COP increases
slightly with superheat this may not be the case.
III.

Experiment

Equipment
Window air conditioner, Frigidaire, 5,000 BTU/hr, 11.1 EER, Model FFRA0511R1
In-line duct fan, Suncourt, 10”, 300 ft3/min free air, Model DB210-CRD
High-pressure rotameter, Hedland, Part No. 335
Needle valve, Parker, ¼” compression A-LOC, Model 4A-V4LN-B
Pressure gages, JB, Part No. 340
Type-T thermocouples (24 gage), Omega
Anemometer with temperature and humidity measurements, Model HH11A, Omega
Digital thermo-hygrometer, Model RH411, Omega
Refrigeration Cycle: Notes on Operation
1. This experiment will behave differently depending on the room temperature and humidity. In
particular, for high ambient room temperature, the compressor may overheat and a highpressure switch may shut the unit off. Thus, for these conditions you should run only at
higher refrigerant flowrates and take your data as quickly as possible.
2. The gages used to measure the refrigerant conditions indicate the operating gage pressure on
the outside of the dial and the corresponding saturation temperature for several refrigerants
on the inside of the dial. Thus, the temperature reading from the thermocouple at the
corresponding location compared to the gage reading will be (1) approximately the same for
Control Window
a saturated liquid/vapor mixture, (2) higher for a superheated vapor, or (3) lower for a subcooled liquid.
When you first open Personal DaqView the Main Control and Channel Configuration Windows appear.
Note that this section pertains to the Main Control Window only; discussion of the Channel Configuration
Data Acquisition
(DAQ)
Window
begins on page
4-6. System Configuration
The Main Control Window contains several pull-down menus, a toolbar composed of icon buttons, and
1. Open the
“Personal
DaqView”
programofbyscans],
double
on the iconFunctions
on the desktop.
information
boxes
for status,
progress [number
andclicking
file identification.
that can be
Youthrough
should the
seetoolbar
the Main
Window:
obtained
can Control
also be obtained
through the pull-down menus.

oolbar Buttons

Main Control Window

1

and
the Channel Configuration
Button
Function window (NOTE: if you do not see this window you can
click button (9) on the Main Control Window to re-open this window):
Open Configuration File

Opens a selected configuration file.

2

Save Configuration File

Saves the current configuration file to disk.

3

Select Active Device

Provides a list of available devices, their serial number, and device type. A
checkmark appears next to the selected device. Use the mouse to select (or
deselect) a device. “Device”
6-11 in this context can include an expansion module, for
example: a Personal Daq/55 with an attached PDQ1 would be one device.

4

Arm Trigger for Disk
Recording

Arms the trigger and stores acquisition data to a designated disk file. If Auto Rearm is
selected, clicking this button puts Auto rearm in effect. This button, is also used to

on the Main Control Window toolbar, or by selecting Channel Configuration from the Main Control
Window’s View pull-down menu.
The Channel Configuration Window contains a Control pull-down menu and a 2-button toolbar. The
window displays any one of three tabbed spreadsheets for selecting the type of channel to be configured.
The tabs are labeled Analog Input, Frequency/Pulse Input, and Digital Input/Output.

Channel Configuration Window, Selected for Analog Input Spreadsheet

2. Click button (3) in the Main Control Window to open the Select Active Devices dialog
Channel Configuration
Window
window. Insure that
the boxToolbar
for PD1 is selected under Name with Device Type of Personal
The Channel Configuration Window consists of two buttons (items 16 and 17) as identified by the previous
Daq/55. Click OK button to close the dialog window.
figure and the following table.

3. Click button
(8) in the Main
Control Window to open the Configure Acquisition dialog
Button
Function
window. Under the Trigger tab from the Source pull-down menu insure Immediate is
16
Enable Readings
Activates the Channel Configuration Window’s reading column. Does not affect the
selected andColumn
under Acquisition
Parameters
insure Frequency is selected and for Scan Rate
recording
of data to disk.
enter 17
0.200Disable
Hz. Readings
Click OKStops
button
to
close
the
dialog window.
the Channel Configuration Window’s reading column. Does not affect the
Column

recording of data to disk.

4. In the Channel Configuration window under the Analog Input tab verify that there are five
Physical Channels labeled PD1_A01, PD1_A02, …, PD1_A05 corresponding to 5
thermocouple readings. Click on On at the top of the table and from the Turn channel
Channel Configuration
on/off pull downWindow
menu andPull-down
select On toMenu
turn on all of the channels. Click on Range at the
The
channel
configuration
window
contains
pull-down
menu labeled,
Control.
This menu
provides
top of the table and from the Select inputone
range
pull down
menu select
Type-T.
This
shoulda
means of enabling and disabling the readings column, as do toolbar items (16 and 17).
automatically set the Units to ˚C. Click on Scale and enter 1.8 and click on Offset and enter
32 to convert from Celsius to Fahrenheit, thus change the Units to ˚F. Click on
Measurement Duration at the top of the table and from the Select measurement duration
pull down menu select 610 ms (50/60 Hz rejection). Click button (16) in the Channel
Configuration window to start acquiring data. The temperature readings for all five channels
error
inManual
4-6 Personalshould
DaqView be approximately the same (note
989394 that the variation indicates the resolution
Personal Daq
User’s
your thermocouple readings). Click button (17) in the Channel Configuration window to
stop acquiring data and close the window.
5. Click button (11) in the Main Control Window to open the Personal DaqView - Chart
Display window. Maximize this window using the controls in the upper right hand corner of
the window. From the Chart menu select Setup to open the Chart Display Configuration
Setup window. On the left select Group 1 and for the Number of charts in the selected
Group select 5. On the left select Chart 1 and insure under Selected Channels that
PD1_A01 is selected. On the left select Chart 2, under Available Channels select PD1_A02
and click Add, and insure under Selected Channels that PD1_A02 is selected. Continue this
procedure for Chart 3, Chart 4, and Chart 5. Click the top left button in this window to
Select “All” channels in setup of similar category, under Display Mode select Units Full
Scale, under Y Max enter 200 ˚F, and under Y Min enter 50 ˚F. Note that the program will
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change your input to something slightly different (such as 49.9999 ˚F). Click Close to close
the window.
6. In the Personal DaqView - Chart Display window click on the button with a picture of a
turtle to scroll slower until the scroll rate indicated in the lower right hand corner is
10 sec/div. If you click too many times, click on the button with a picture of a rabbit to
increase the scroll rate.
7. In the Personal DaqView - Chart Display window from the Control menu select Start
Charts Display or click the arrow button to start acquiring data. Temperature values will be
plotted on the scrolling display and readings for each channel will be indicated. From the
Control menu select Stop Charts Display or click the square button to stop acquiring data.
Right click anywhere on the charts and select Clear all charts & timestamp from the pop up
window to clear the display.
Procedure
1. Turn on the Omega HHF11A anemometer by holding down the power button. Record the
room air temperature, dew point (DP) temperature, wet bulb (WB) temperature, and percent
relative humidity by pressing the MODE button to cycle through each of these. Note that the
units are indicated on the right of the window. Also, DP and WB are indicated at the top of
the window. These measurements correspond to the conditions needed at the condenser inlet.
2. Turn on the fan and the compressor using the switch on the top, right hand corner of the unit.
NOTE, if you need to turn off the unit, allow for about 5 minutes before turning the
compressor back on. Commercial units have an automated control system to keep them from
turning back on immediately to protect the compressor, but ours has been removed.
3. Adjust the setting of the expansion valve to operate at a flowrate of V!ref = 0.10 gpm .
4. Monitor and insure that T1 ≥ 35 °F. This is the refrigerant temperature leaving the evaporator
coils. If T1 ≤ 32 °F, water vapor in the air blowing over the outside of the evaporator coils
may form frost which can impede airflow and damage the system. If T1 drops below this
level, open the expansion valve to increase the refrigerant flowrate and notify the instructor.
5. Allow the system to reach steady state. This should take approximately 10 minutes. Monitor
the temperatures to ensure that steady state has been attained before taking data.
6. Record the following temperatures (T in ˚F from DAQ channels as indicated or handheld
meters), pressures (p in psig from gages or barometer), relative humidity (percentages from
handheld meters), and power readings (V and amps from meter on top right corner):
VC
IC
patm

voltage for the compressor (volts)
current for the compressor (amp)
atmospheric pressure (psia)
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R-410a in vapor compression cycle:
T1 (PD1-A01), p1 compressor inlet
T2 (PD1-A02), p2 condenser inlet
T3 (PD1-A03), p3 expansion valve inlet
T4 (PD1-A04), p4 evaporator inlet

Airflow through condenser and evaporator:
Tdb,1a , f1a
condenser inlet (Step 1)
Tdb,2a (PD1-A05) evaporator inlet
Tdb,3a , f3a
evaporator outlet
Vair
air velocity (ft/min)

7. Adjust the setting of the expansion valve to operate at a flowrate of V!ref = 0.20 gpm and
repeat Steps 3 through 5.
8. Turn off the fan and the compressor using the switch on the top, right hand corner of the unit.
IV.

Report

1. For Attachment (1) make a raw data table including all measured temperatures, pressures,
flowrate variables, and power readings.
2. From your measured data for the R-410a refrigerant cycle determine the enthalpy (BTU/lbm)
from both (1) a pressure-enthalpy diagram (see attached figure and include a copy in the
Results section as Figure 1) and (2) EES (use an array for T, p, and h in the Equations
Window and make a pressure-enthalpy property plot for the Results section as Figure 2; see
Appendix C for help). Note, as discussed in the Modeling section, due to the uncertainty in
the pressure data you may need to assume saturated conditions at State (3).

h1 = h (T1 , p1 )

compressor inlet, superheated vapor at T1 and p1

h2 = h (T 2 , p2 )

condenser inlet, superheated vapor at T2 and p2

h3 = h (T3 , p3 ) ≈ h f ,3

expansion valve inlet, compressed liquid at T3 and p3
(or saturated liquid at T3)

h4 = h3

expansion valve outlet and evaporator inlet (throttling process)

3. Calculate mass flowrate of refrigerant (at temperature T3) in lbm/hr using:

⎛
⎡ lb ⎤⎞ ⎛
⎡ gal ⎤⎞
m! ref = ⎜ ρref ⎢ m3 ⎥⎟ ⎜ V!rot ⎢
⎥⎟
⎝
⎣ min ⎦⎠
⎣ ft ⎦⎠ ⎝

⎡ 1 ft 3 ⎤ ⎡ 60 min ⎤
⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
⎣ 7.48 gal ⎦ ⎣ 1 hr ⎦

4. Calculate the following in BTU/hr:

Q! H ,ref
Q!
L,ref

heat transfer rate out of refrigerant flow through condenser using Eqn. (6-5)
heat transfer rate into refrigerant flow through the evaporator using Eqn. (6-7)
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Q! C
W!

C

heat transfer rate from the compressor using Eqn. (6-17), see NOTE below
compressor work rate using Eqn. (6-4)

NOTE: For your estimate of Q! C , assume natural convection heat transfer from the
compressor with a convection coefficient of h = 10 W/m2•K = 1.8 BTU/hr•ft2•˚R, compressor
area of AC = 1.0 ft 2 , emissivity of ε = 1.0 , and compressor temperature of TC = T2 .
5. Using Eqn. (6-15) calculate the power into the compressor, PC, in BTU/hr and the
mechanical efficiency, hm. Using Eqn. (6-16) calculate the polytropic exponent, n (NOTE:
you probably want to use EES to iterate for a value, but you will need to constrain the
process to avoid dividing by zero). Using Eqn. (6-18) calculate the isentropic efficiency, hC.
6. From your measured values for the airflows determine the following:

w1a
w3a

humidity ratio for air at condenser inlet
humidity ratio for air at evaporator outlet

To find w use both (1) the psychrometric chart (see attached figure and include a copy in the
Results section as Figure 3) and (2) from EES using either Eqn. (6-12) or built in property
functions. For the psychrometric chart, a horizontal line will connect states (1a) and (2a) for
no condensation. A line with a positive slope will connect states (2a) to (3a) if there is some
condensation. For your Discussion, indicate if your humidity ratio changes make sense.
7. Calculate the flowrate of the air, V!air , in ft3/min using the measured air velocity, Vair, and an
inside diameter of 2.8 in. for the anemometer. Calculate the following in BTU/hr:

Q! H ,air
Q!
L,air

heat transfer rate into air across condenser using Eqn. (6-8), (6-10), and (6-13)
heat transfer rate out of air across evaporator using Eqn. (6-9), (6-11), and (6-13)

8. Using your heat transfer rates from the refrigerant flow, calculate the following:
COP
EER
β max

coefficient of performance using Eqn. (6-20)
energy efficiency ratio using Eqn. (6-21) in BTU/W•hr
COP of Carnot refrigeration cycle using Eqn. (6-22)

COPideal

COP of ideal vapor-compression refrigeration cycle using Eqn. (6-23)

9. For Attachment (2), make a reduced data table that includes enthalpy at each state, mass
flowrates, compressor work, heat transfer rates, and performance calculations. For
Attachment (3) include either hand calculations or an EES program (with Formatted
Equations, Arrays Table, and Solution window indicating that “No unit problems were
detected”) for all of your calculations.
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10. For your Discussion, calculate and discuss the percentage of compressor work that ends up as
heat loss, Q! C W!C . Also, compare the magnitude of your three compressor efficiencies
(mechanical, isentropic, and isothermal) and discuss their significance.
11. For your Discussion, make a table of the calculated condenser and evaporator heat transfer
rates and the percent difference between the results for the refrigerant flow and airflow sides.
Discuss how well they compare and give at least three reasons why they do not match.
12. For your Discussion, make a table of all the calculated cycle performance parameters (COP,
EER, β max , and COPideal ) and discuss their relative magnitude. Compare the performance at
the two flowrates tested and discuss their relative magnitude.
V.
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(Engineering Units)

Pressure-Enthalpy Diagram

DuPont™ Suva® 410A
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7. PREDICTION AND VERIFICATION OF PEAK
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE IN A
RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Required Pre-Laboratory Preparation:
1) Download and review the CFR operating instructions
“CFR Operating Instructions ME 350.PDF”.
2) Bring a “Flash Drive” or another USB disk drive to the lab.
3) Review the following lab instructions and procedures.
I.

Objectives
1) Measure peak temperature and pressure during the compression stroke of a spark ignition
engine.
2) Calculate the peak isentropic temperature and pressure during the compression stroke and
compare it with measurements as well as a best-fit polytropic process model.
3) Measure peak combustion temperature and pressure in a spark ignition engine.
4) Calculate the adiabatic flame temperature and corresponding pressure in a spark ignition
engine and compare them with measurements.
5) Estimate the heat transfer coefficient in a combustion chamber.
6) Identify limits to the models used and discuss the sources of errors in the measurements.

II.

Introduction

The spark ignition reciprocating engine is perhaps the most common type of internal combustion
engine in the world today and has been in continuous development for nearly a century and a
half. In its most basic operation, this type of engine follows the Air-Standard Otto Cycle, shown
in Figures 7-1 and 7-2 and described below. Note that “Air-Standard” means that the working
fluid is modeled as “air”, treated as a calorically perfect gas, even though it is really a mixture of
fuel and air and undergoes complex chemical changes during the cycle. The Air-Standard Otto
Cycle (ASOC) may be described by the following series of processes, taking place over 1 engine
crank revolution (2 strokes1), in contrast to the actual spark ignition (SI) engine cycle, which
takes place over 2 revolutions of the crank (4 strokes). The two cycles and their respective
processes are summarized below:
1) (SI only) Air and fuel mixture is entrained into a cylindrical combustion chamber during
the first stroke (the “intake stroke”), as the piston moves from Top Center position to
Bottom Center position, corresponding to a rotation of 180° of the crank. The intake
valve is opened during this stroke, and the pressure and temperature of the entering gases
are assumed constant, at atmospheric conditions (Figure 7-1a). There is no intake stroke
needed in the ASOC.

A stroke corresponds to the distance travelled by a piston, from top center (TC) to bottom center (BC), and viceversa i.e., 180° of crank revolution.
1
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2) (SI only) The intake valve closes at the bottom of the stroke, and the system is now
closed.
3) The gas is compressed in the second stroke. (Figure 7-1b, and process 1-2 in Figure 7-2).
A goal of this lab is to model the pressure and temperature at point 2 in Figure 2, and to
compare the pressure rise between 1 and 2 from this model against actual measurements.
4) The air-gas mixture burns “instantaneously”, while the piston is at Top Center at the end
of Stroke 2 (Process 2-3 in Figure 7-2). This is why the Otto Cycle is also referred to as a
“Constant Volume Combustion” cycle. It is modeled as an instantaneous heat addition
process in the ASOC. In reality (SI), combustion is not instantaneous, and must be
initiated prior to the piston reaching Top Center, a position called ignition timing (in
degrees before Top Center, BTC). Combustion typically concludes after the piston has
started to go down again. A goal of this lab is set ignition timing so that state point 3
corresponds to Top Center, and measure the state of the gas at point 3 in Figure 7-2.
5) The third stroke is the “expansion” or “power” stroke, Figure 7-1c and process 3-4 in
Figure 7-2. This is the only stroke where the working fluid does work on the
surroundings.
6) At the bottom of Stroke 3, there is a significant difference between SI and ASOC. In the
SI cycle, the exhaust valve opens (slightly before bottom center) and relieves the
combustion chamber to atmospheric pressure; in the ASOC, there is an instantaneous
heat rejection process, at constant volume, that brings the temperature and pressure down
to atmospheric level: process 4-1 in Figure 7-2, which completes the ASOC.
7) (SI cycle only) The fourth and last stroke of the SI cycle consists of an exhaust stroke; as
the piston moves from Bottom Center to Top Center, the exhaust valve remains open and
the combustion chamber is evacuated, at constant pressure and temperature. At the top of
the stroke, the exhaust valve closes, the intake valve opens, and the cycle starts again.
(Since the ASOC is a closed cycle, there is no need for an exhaust stroke, all the heat has
been rejected between States 4 and 1)
Note that the Air-Standard Otto Cycle is a closed system cycle, while the SI cycle is a partiallyclosed cycle.
This lab focuses on the processes 3 and 4 described above: the compression stroke and the
combustion process. Our main objective is to test our ability to predict the temperature and pressure
at the end of the compression stroke (State 2), and at the end of combustion (State 3).
Some important assumptions make ASOC convenient and simple from a modeling perspective,
but different from the SI cycle:
1) No intake and exhaust strokes. This is a suitable model for a SI cycle in which the intake
and exhaust strokes take place at constant pressure, as these two strokes do not contribute
to the work of the cycle. In reality, the SI cycle requires an intake stroke at lower pressure
in the combustion chamber, and an exhaust stroke at a higher pressure to expel the gases.
This creates a counter clockwise loop on the P-v diagram, which translates to a net-work
input from the surroundings. This “pumping work” reduces the net power output of the
engine. By assuming constant pressure processes, this parasitic load is eliminated (area
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2)

3)
4)
5)

enclosed in the P-v diagram by the intake and exhaust strokes is zero), and the two
strokes can be removed. This is why they do not appear on the P-v diagram in Figure 7-2.
The compression stroke is modeled as frictionless and adiabatic (i.e., isentropic). In
reality, heat transfers out of the cylinder during compression and the process is not
reversible, causing a more rapid drop in pressure during the expansion (compared to the
compression stroke), and lower observed peak pressure and temperature than modeled.
You will observe this as you motor the engine (no combustion), and the expansion stroke
does not match the compression stroke (see Figure 7-3).
Combustion is not instantaneous in the SI cycle, and the gases properties change as the
temperature changes.
The expansion stroke is modeled as isentropic, but like the compression stroke, there is
heat exchanged with the surroundings, and irreversibilities (see Figure 7-3).
The exhaust process does not start at bottom center, and it is not instantaneous.

I encourage you to review the analysis of the Air-Standard Otto Cycle presented in your
thermodynamics textbook.

Figure 7-1: The four basic strokes of the spark ignition engine
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Figure 7-2: P-v diagram representation of the ideal, Air-Standard 4-stroke Otto Cycle (ASOC).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7-3: Motoring compression and expansion for (a) an ideal, isentropic process and (b) an actual process.
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III.

Equipment
•

The engine and its accessories: a 3.25" (bore) x 4.5" (stroke) single cylinder Cooperative
Fuel Research (CFR) engine.

Figure 7-4: CFR Lab Apparatus and Test Stations

The CFR engine used in this experiment features a variable compression ratio (rc). The
compression ratio, one of the most important geometric factor affecting overall
performance in reciprocating engine design, represents the ratio of combustion chamber
volume when the piston is at the bottom of the stroke (Vt = Vc + Vd in Figure 7-1) to that
of the clearance volume, when the piston is at the top of the stroke (Vc). For this
experiment, we will keep the compression ratio constant at rc = 6.
To operate and monitor the engine operation, the test setup (shown in Figure 7-4) is
broken down into 4 distinct stations:
1.

Station 1: Electromotive TEC3 Engine Control Unit (ECU).
This station controls the basic engine operation parameters. The ECU is the
“brain” of the engine, found on all modern automotive internal combustion
engines. It is often referred to as the “engine computer”, and provides many
important engine operation parameters, such as real-time air-fuel ratio, which we
will use in this lab. Figure 7-5 shows the WinTEC3 diagnostic window that you
will see displayed, when the engine is running. You will need to adjust the
ignition timing (modified through Input “3. ADD FIXED ADV/RTD (-10 to 10
Deg)”, above the UAP input setting.) Figure 7-6 shows additional fuel control
parameters through the ECU. Ask your instructor to demonstrate that the injector
size has been calibrated properly.
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Figure 7-5: Diagnostic window of the TEC3 ECU program.
Notice the ignition timing and fuel flow rate settings.

Figure 7-6: Engine fuel control parameters. The injector size needs to be calibrated
to 20.9lb/hr for the Fuel Flow Rate readout in Figure 7-5 to be accurate.
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2. Station 2 (AVL Indimeter and associated software): This station monitors the engine
cylinder pressure, as a function of crank angle. Since the crank and piston form a ‘crankslider’ mechanism, the crank angle directly relates to the vertical position of the piston in the
cylinder, and therefore to the volume of the combustion chamber (cylinder space above the
piston). Thus, we are recording a real cycle engine P-v diagram, in real time, to compare to
the theoretical Otto Air-Standard model described above.
The procedure to initiate this monitoring is:
• From the desktop computer, open the IndiCom program.
• Toggle between Cylinder Pressure (P-q) and P-v diagrams using the tabs at the
bottom of the screen.
Hint: to take data, click the ‘Stop’ button and use Ctrl-C and Ctrl-V to copy and paste
diagrams into a MS Word file. Make sure to label each plot carefully! Restart the
program to take the next data set. Set graph size to “autoscale” for best viewing.
2. Station 3 (Emissions Bench): This station is connected to an exhaust gas analyzer, and
provides real-time exhaust gas chemical make-up and changes. It is not used for this current
lab assignment.
3. Station 4 (Westinghouse AC electric dynamometer/motor, and controller): The person at
the dynamometer (dyno) controls the engine RPM by adjusting its load. In this experiment, a
fixed RPM is not critical.
•

In addition to the engine and its related accessories, we will monitor average operating
temperature separately:
1. Cylinder Head Temperature (CHT). This is monitored by a thermocouple attached
to a sparkplug washer, and is used as our best estimate of the engine cylinder average
temperature.
2. Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT). A thermocouple is placed in the exhaust pipe,
close to the exhaust valve. This is your best estimate of the temperature for the
exhaust processes from State 4 to 1, and the exhaust stroke. EGT is monitored on
Channel T1.
3. Combustion Chamber Gas Temperature. A thermocouple, inserted directly in the
combustion chamber, continuously monitors the working gas temperature. The
combustion gas temperature is monitored with its own, independent thermocouple
reader (separate from CHT and EGT).

One problem with thermocouples in general is their relatively long time constant, meaning that
they are not accurate at resolving the rapid changes occurring in an IC engine cycle. Thus, you
are likely to obtain temperature averages over the cycle for all three temperatures being
measured, over the whole cycle.
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IV.

Modeling

Compression Stroke
To model the gas state during the engine compression stroke, we will assume that the fuel-air
mixture of the intake stroke is initially at the room ambient condition (State 1), and so may be
modeled as “air” at the lab ambient temperature and pressure. By calculating the density (Ideal
Gas Law), you may be able to estimate the gas mass in the combustion chamber at the time the
intake valve closes (and thus remains constant through the rest of the cycle).
The engine compression stroke is a polytropic process that follows the relationship:
𝑃𝑣 • = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
Since the compression stroke is rapid (and therefore essentially adiabatic), and relatively
reversible, it is customary to model it as isentropic, so that n approaches Cp/Cv for air. Refer to
Laboratory 1 for a discussion on the limiting cases of polytropic processes.
To compare this model to the actual gas compression taking place in an engine, and separate the
effect of combustion, we will run the engine in “motoring” mode. This means that the engine is
powered by the dynamometer, and that no combustion takes place (see Figure 7-3). You will
capture the P-v and P-q diagrams for this operation, for a range of speeds, and compare it to the
isentropic model. The peak pressure, corresponding to P2, will be apparent. Note that with the
compression ratio, displacement volume, P2, and the air mass in the combustion chamber all
known, you should be able to determine T2 directly, with only the Ideal Gas Law. It may be
significantly different from your direct measurement of the working gas temperature, which is
averaged over the full cycle.
Combustion Process
To model the effect of combustion on the gas state, you will start with the results of your
analysis of the compression stroke (your best estimate of State 2, especially T2). This is the fuelair mixture initial state (i.e., the reactants), before combustion. To determine the state after
combustion (i.e., State 3, the products of combustion), you will adjust the engine air-fuel ratio on
the ECU so that the engine operates at its stoichiometric point, meaning that all the oxygen has
reacted with all of the fuel. You will then model this ideal chemical reaction to estimate the
adiabatic flame temperature of the products of combustion in the chamber (T3). Note that the
density does not change throughout the combustion process (assumed to take place at constant
volume). Now, with the mixture mass and volume known, along with T3, you will estimate the
peak combustion pressure at State 3 using the ideal gas law.
Chemical Reaction Modeling
For the stoichiometric reaction of a general hydrocarbon, CxHy with air (here, air is modeled as a
mixture of oxygen and nitrogen, in 1:3.76 volumetric proportions), where the only products of
reaction are carbon dioxide, water and nitrogen, you may easily show that the balanced reaction
is given by:
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y
y
y
Cx Hy + –x+ — (O2 +3.76N2 ) → (x) CO2 +( ) H2 O+(3.76) –x+ — N2
4
2
4
For this engine application, consider gasoline to be modeled as pure octane: C8H18. Thus, with
x = 8 and y = 18, the balanced combustion reaction is:
C8 H18 + (12.5)(O2 +3.76N2 ) → (8) CO2 +(9) H2 O+(47) N2
Octane has a molar mass of approximately 114 kg/kmol; the balanced reaction above indicates
that for stoichiometric combustion, each kmol of fuel requires 12.5*4.76 kmol of air (molar mass
of approximately 29 kg/kmol), that is 1725 kg of air per kmol of octane. This gives a
stoichiometric ratio of air to fuel (AFR) of 1725 kg/114 kg, about 15.1. In practice, because the
fuel is not pure octane, the stoichiometric ratio is closer to 14.7. This is the target we will use for
engine operation. You will monitor it using an AFR readout connected to a separate Exhaust Gas
Oxygen sensor on the engine, see Figure 7-7.

Figure 7-7: MOTEC combustion AFR readout. Adjust fuel injector user adjusted pulse width (UAP)
to change its value. The engine ignition switch is also shown in this figure.
Keep it in the OFF position during the motoring part of the laboratory.
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Basic Principle of the Adiabatic Flame Temperature Calculation
The adiabatic flame temperature is found by assuming that there is no heat transfer or work
taking place during combustion. It is entirely based on the Conservation of Energy Principle: the
total enthalpy of the reactants must equal that of the products. Note that the kinetic and potential
energy of the reactants and products is negligible, and that the thermal energy of the reactant is
negligible. Essentially, the (large) CHEMICAL energy of the reactants is converted to thermal
energy in the products.
The total enthalpy of a chemical species is made up of its enthalpy of formation, established at a
reported reference temperature and pressure, plus the sensible enthalpy associated with the
change in temperature from this reference point:
∑z 𝑛• –ℎl° + ∆ℎ— = ∑ž 𝑛u –ℎl° + ∆ℎ—
•

u

(7-1)

Where the subscript i represents each of the R reactants at State 2; e represents each of the P
products at State 3; ni represents the number of moles of reactant i per mole of fuel (e.g., for
octane, ni = 1; for oxygen, ni = 12.5; etc.); similarly, ne represents the number of moles of
product e per mole of fuel; ℎl° represents the molar enthalpy of formation of the ith reactant
•

(similarly, for the product); ∆ℎ• is the change in molar enthalpy of the ith reactant, from Tref to
T2; ∆ℎu is the change in molar enthalpy of the eth product, from Tref to T3. T3, not known a priori,
is the adiabatic flame temperature and the only unknown in Eqn. (7-1). It is typically found by
iterating until the equation is satisfied. Tables of enthalpy of formation for many chemical
species are published in thermodynamics textbooks, and may therefore be used to solve this
equation iteratively. Alternatively, a computer program may be written to solve for the unknown
temperature. A sample EES program is included in the References section below.
eth
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V.

Laboratory Procedure

1. Record the laboratory atmospheric pressure and temperature, using the laboratory
barometer. This is your best estimate of State 1.
2. Follow the latest revision of the engine startup checklist “CFR Operating Instructions ME
350.pdf”. Do not start the engine (keep the ignition switch in the OFF position – see
Figure 7-7). This will allow you to better capture the state path along the compression stroke
for Part I of the lab.
Part I:

3. Motor the engine at 2 different speeds, 100 and 600 RPM, by adjusting the dynamometer
rheostat. The object is to see the effect of different speeds on the end state (if time allows,
you may add additional points to your experiment). At each speed, record the P-v and P-q
diagrams from the AVL Indimeter station. Also, measure temperatures using the two
thermocouple readers provided: CHT and EGT and working gas temperature. You should use
the “ME 350 Lab 7 Record Template.docx” to record your data. Save a copy to the desktop
and save your copy to a flash drive.
Part II:

4. Following the checklist, start the engine (turn ignition ON, Figure 7-7), and let the engine
warm up until steady-state is reached, by monitoring the engine coolant temperature.
5. Run the engine at 2 speeds, 650 to 1250 RPM (controlled with the dyno rheostat), record the
P-v and P-q diagrams on the AVL Indimeter station, as well as the three thermocouple
temperatures, AFR and fuel flow rate. You will need to monitor several additional engine
functions:
a. Air-Fuel-Ratio (AFR): adjust the User Adjusted Pulsewidth (UAP – this is the
length of time, in milliseconds, during which the fuel injector remains open) to
maintain stoichiometric AFR of approximately 14.7 at both points of operation. This
should be about 6.0 ms for 1250 RPM, and about 7.0 ms for 650 RPM.
b. The combustion process is not instantaneous. If the combustion is started late in the
cycle (referred to as late ignition timing), when the piston is near or passed Top
Center, then the peak temperature will be reached while the piston is well on its way
down to Bottom Center, not a good approximation for T3 (see Figure 7-8). We will
vary timing until the peak pressure, assumed to correspond to peak temperature, is
reached near Top Center, as per Figure 7-9, and record the timing angle in degrees
before Top Center (° BTC) (30°BTC should correspond to Figure 7-5).
c. Record fuel flow rate (liter/hour) at each speed set point.
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Figure 7-8: Late ignition timing
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Figure 7-9: Advanced ignition timing
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VI. Report:
Your report should include:
1. Calculation of the combustion chamber volume range, when operating with a
compression ratio of 6. What is the volume at Bottom Center (Vtotal), Top Center (Vc)?
What is its displacement volume (Vd)?
2. Determine State 1, and the mass of air in the combustion chamber when the intake valve
closes.
Part I:

3. Compare the indicated P-v diagrams, while motoring at different conditions, with the
models presented in Figure 7-3.
4. Compare these diagrams with a model of the compression stroke, assuming isentropic
compression. Is this a good assumption?
5. Find the best-fitting polytropic curves to match the compression stroke for your two (or
more) speed measurements, and determine the corresponding polytropic exponents,
similar to what you performed in Laboratory 1, for each of those speeds.
Part II:

6. Using your best estimate of State 2 at the actual running speeds (use your model from
Part I to get these estimates), and stoichiometric AFR, determine the adiabatic flame
temperature for State 3.
7. Using the Ideal Gas Law, determine the pressure at State 3.
8. Compare your computed State 3 it to the measured combustion chamber state point.
9. Assume that the difference between the measured and calculated T3 is due only to heat
transfer to the cylinder head. Estimate the heat transfer coefficient within the combustion
chamber needed for this to be the case, and comment on your results.
10. Identify significant sources of error and uncertainty in your model and analysis, and
comment on their magnitude. Explain how you may refine the models to reduce these
errors and uncertainties.
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VII.

References

Engineering Equation Solver (EES) program for determining adiabatic flame temperature
(Values for P2 and T2 are for illustration purposes only, and do not necessarily match yours):
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8. PERSONAL COMPUTER HEAT SINK

Figure 8-1 Computer heat sink installed in a personal computer.

I.

Objectives

For this experiment heat sinks (or fin arrays) that are used to cool computer chips
(simulated by resistance heaters) in desktop computers are tested. For a simple configuration the
objectives are to (1) measure the temperature of the base of the fin array versus heater power and
(2) compare the results to predictions from a 1-D model. For a more realistic configuration the
objectives are to (3) measure the thermal resistance for three different heat sink geometries versus
fan power and (4) compare their performance.
II.

Introduction

Heat sinks are widely used to remove thermal energy from electrical devices such as
computer chips where a significant amount of heat is generated in a very small space. The purpose
of the heat sink is to conduct heat away from the device and then provide a significant area for
convection to the surrounding fluid. Thus, they typically include a fin array made out of highly
conducting material (such as aluminum or copper) where the fin geometry is designed to maximize
surface area, but not significantly restrict the flow between the fins. For air as the fluid, a fan is
commonly used to increase the convection heat transfer.
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Nomenclature (in SI Units)
A

surface area of base of fin array, A = H w , m2

Ains

surface area of insulation exposed to air, Ains ≅ A + 2 L + Lb w , m2

Ab

surface area of exposed base between fins, Ab

Af

surface area of a single fin, Af ≅ 2 Lc w , m2

Arad

surface area for radiation, Arad ≅ A + 2 L + Lb H , m2

g
H
h∞
hf

gravitational acceleration, g = 9.8066 m/s2 at standard conditions
height of base, m
convection coefficient for air exposed to insulation, W/m2•K

hr
kair
kAl
kins
L
Lb
Lc

radiation heat transfer coefficient, W/m2•K
thermal conductivity of air, W/m•K
thermal conductivity of aluminum, W/m•K
thermal conductivity of insulation, W/m•K
fin length, m
base length, m
corrected fin length to account for convection from tip, Lc = L + t 2 , m

Lins
N

insulation thickness, m
number of active fins in array (NOTE: end fins count as single fin for one side insulated)

Nu S
qins
qh
qrad
qt
RaS
Rt,ins
Rt,b
Rt,o
Rt,N
Rt,sink
S
t
Tb
Tf
T∞
w

average Nusselt number
heat transfer through insulation on back of heat sink, W
thermal energy generated by heater, W
heat transfer by radiation from heat sink, W
heat transfer through fin array, W
Rayleigh number
thermal resistance for insulated back of fin array, ˚C/W
thermal resistance of exposed base between fins of fin array, ˚C/W
overall thermal resistance for fin array, ˚C/W
thermal resistance for N fins in array, ˚C/W
thermal resistance for heat sink, ˚C/W
fin spacing for interior fins, m
fin thickness, m
fin array base temperature, ˚C
temperature of air exposed to fins, ˚C
temperature of air exposed to insulation and surroundings, ˚C
width of base, m

(

(
)
= A − ( N + 1) t w , m2

)

convection coefficient for air exposed to fins, W/m2•K
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a
b

thermal diffusivity, m2/s
thermal expansion coefficient, β = 1/ T for an ideal gas, 1/K

esink
hf
n

effective emissivity of heat sink exposed to surroundings
fin efficiency
kinematic viscosity, m2/s

Experiment
For this lab three heat sinks (A, B, and C) that were designed to be used with a 478-contact
CPU socket (from Intel’s Pentium 4 and Celeron series CPUs with 1.38 inch square processor) are
tested. For all three, a small electrical resistance heater and a DC power supply is used to provide
a heat source (simulating the processor). A type-T thermocouple is placed between the heater and
a layer of insulation to measure the base temperature. A second DC power supply is used to provide
power to a fan. Specifications for the electrical resistance heaters, aluminum fins, insulation, and
fans are listed in Table 1. Figure 8-2 shows Test Stand 1 that is used to test all three heat sinks.
Measured data is used to produce heat sink performance plots that show calculated overall thermal
resistance versus fan power, thus allowing a comparison of heat sink performance.

Figure 8-2. Picture of Test Stand 1 used to test heat sinks A, B, and C.
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Figure 8-3. Picture of Test Stand 2 used to test heat sink C.

Figure 8-3 shows Test Stand 2 that is used to test heat sink C with forced convection
through the fins and insulation on all outer surfaces. Only heat sink C is tested this way because
of its simple fin geometry as shown in Figure 8-4. A simple model described below will be used
with the measured data to calculate the convection coefficient. In addition, the forced convection
coefficient will be compared to the value predicted by correlations for natural convection through
the fins. Finally, a simple model for radiation heat transfer will be used to estimate the relative
magnitude of heat transfer by radiation and convection for both the forced and natural convection
cases.
H = 70 mm

Lb = 3 mm
L = 30 mm

w = 90 mm

t = 2 mm

S = 2 mm

Figure 8-4. Schematic diagram of heat sink C.
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Modeling
Experimental measurements of base temperature and heater power from Test Stand 1 can
be used to calculate the thermal resistance of the heat sink using
Rt ,sink =

(T

b

− T∞ )
qh

.

(8-1)

For Test Stand 2 the experimental measurements can be combined with a simple model to
determine the convection coefficient for the airflow through the fin array. For a detailed description
of the methods used to develop the model presented below see Sections 3.6 and 9.7 from Bergman
et al. (Ref. 1).
By conservation of energy, all the thermal energy generated by the heater is transferred to
the surrounding environment by either (1) conduction then convection through the fin array,
(2) conduction and then convection through the insulation on the back, or (3) net radiation
exchange with the surroundings, qh = qt + qins + qrad . Using a resistance analogy for the heat
transfer, an equivalent resistance network can be used as shown in Figure 8-5.
Rt,N

qt

Rt,b
qins

qh
Tb

Rt,ins

T∞

qrad
Rt,rad

Figure 8-5. Resistance network heat transfer model for Test Stand 2.

Assuming steady one-dimensional conduction in the fins with constant properties and
neglecting contact resistance (or conduction losses between the heater and the fins), thermal
resistances can be calculated using
Rt ,sink

⎛ 1
1
1 ⎞
=⎜
+
+
⎟
⎝ Rt ,o Rt ,ins Rt ,rad ⎠

−1

(8-2)

−1

⎛ 1
1
1
1 ⎞
Rt ,o = ⎜
+
⎟ , Rt ,N = N η h A , Rt ,b = h A
⎝ Rt ,N Rt ,b ⎠
f
f
f
f
b
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(8-3)

Rt ,ins =

Lins
1
+
kins Ains h∞ Ains

(8-4)

1
hr Arad

(8-5)

Rt ,rad =

where the fin efficiency for a rectangular fin is given by

ηf =

tanh ( m Lc )
m Lc

2 hf

, m=

k Al t

.

(8-6)

and the radiation heat transfer coefficient (assuming that the heat sink is a small body in a large
enclosure, the surroundings temperature is the same as the ambient air temperature, isothermal fins
at the heater temperature, and using an effective emissivity for the surface of the heat sink) is given
by

(

)

hr = ε sink σ (Tb + T∞ ) Tb2 + T∞2 .

(8-7)

The convection coefficient for natural convection between the fins can be estimated using
a correlation from Bar-Cohen and Rohsenow (Ref. 2) that assumes fins at a constant temperature
equal to the base temperature and for air properties evaluated at T = Tb + T∞ 2

(

Nu S =

hf S
kair

⎡
⎤
576
2.87
⎥
=⎢
+
⎢ ( Ra S w)2 ( Ra S w)1 2 ⎥
S
S
⎣
⎦

−1 2

, RaS =

)

g β (Tb − T∞ ) S 3

να

.

(8-8)

Both the radiation model and the Nusselt number correlation assume isothermal fins. In
order to determine if this assumption is reasonable, the temperature distribution in a fin in the xdirection (for x = 0 to L) can be calculated using

(T − T ) = cosh ⎡⎣ m( L − x )⎤⎦ + ( h m k ) sinh ⎡⎣ m( L − x )⎤⎦
cosh ( m L ) + ( h m k ) sinh ( m L )
(T − T )
b

∞

Al

∞

Al

(8-9)

which is derived for the following conditions: one-dimensional conduction in x-direction,
uniform cross-sectional area, and convection at the tip. Note that m is defined above for the fin
efficiency in Eqn. (8-6).
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III.

Experiment

Equipment
Type-T thermocouples (24 gage), Omega
Data acquisition system (DAQ), Omega, Model OMB-DAQ-55
DC power supply, Good Will Instrument Co., Model GPS-3030D
Table 8-1. Specifications for Test Stand 1 experimental equipment.

Item
Heat sink A

Model
Intel C91249

Heat sink B

Intel C33218

Heat sink C
Heater

Intel C91249
Omega
KHLV-101/10
Nidec Beta V
M33422-16

Fan

Description/Specifications
Aluminum alloy with copper core,
circular fin arrangement
Aluminum alloy with copper core,
angled fin arrangement
Aluminum alloy with straight fins
Polyimide film heater, 1.0 in x 1.0 in
10 W at 28 Volts, 200 ˚C maximum
12 V DC, 0.29 A, 90 mm DIA

Table 8-2. Specifications for Test Stand 2 experimental equipment.

Item
Heat sink

Model
Intel A57855

Heater

Omega KHLV102/10-P
TechLite
Plain 079
Radio Shack
Micronta 22-127C
Intel

Insulation
DC power supply

Main ControlFanWindow

Description
Aluminum alloy with straight fins,
kAl = 166 W/m•K, see Figure 8-4
Polyimide film heater, 1.0 in x 2.0 in
20 W at 28 Volts, 120 ˚C maximum
Melamine foam, -40 to 350 ˚F
Lins = 1 inch, kins = 0.036 W/m•K at 24 ˚C
13.8 V, 1.75 A maximum
12 V DC, 0.44 A, 70 mm DIA

When you first open Personal DaqView the Main Control and Channel Configuration Windows appear.
Note that this section pertains to the Main Control Window only; discussion of the Channel Configuration
Data Acquisition
(DAQ)
Window
begins on page
4-6. System Configuration
The Main Control Window contains several pull-down menus, a toolbar composed of icon buttons, and
1. Open the
“Personal
DaqView”
programofbyscans],
double
on the iconFunctions
on the desktop.
information
boxes
for status,
progress [number
andclicking
file identification.
that can be
Youthrough
should the
seetoolbar
the Main
Window:
obtained
can Control
also be obtained
through the pull-down menus.

oolbar Buttons

Main Control Window
Button

Function

1

Open Configuration File

Opens a selected configuration file.

2

Save Configuration File

Saves the current configuration
file to disk.
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3

Select Active Device

Provides a list of available devices, their serial number, and device type. A
checkmark appears next to the selected device. Use the mouse to select (or

Channel Configuration Window
You can bring up the Channel Configuration Window by using the Configure Channel Settings button (9)
on the Main Control Window toolbar, or by selecting Channel Configuration from the Main Control
Window’s View pull-down menu.
The Channel
Channel Configuration
Window
contains(NOTE:
a Controlifpull-down
menu
andthis
a 2-button
toolbar.
The
and the
Configuration
window
you do not
see
window
you can
window
displays
any
one
of
three
tabbed
spreadsheets
for
selecting
the
type
of
channel
to
be
configured.
click button (9) on the Main Control Window to re-open this window):
The tabs are labeled Analog Input, Frequency/Pulse Input, and Digital Input/Output.

Channel Configuration Window, Selected for Analog Input Spreadsheet

2. Click button (3) in the Main Control Window to open the Select Active Devices dialog
Channel Configuration
Window
window. Insure that
the boxToolbar
for PD1 is selected under Name with Device Type of Personal
The Channel Configuration Window consists of two buttons (items 16 and 17) as identified by the previous
Daq/55. Click OK button to close the dialog window.
figure and the following table.

3. Click button
(8) in the Main
Control Window to open the Configure Acquisition dialog
Button
Function
window. Under the Trigger tab from the Source pull-down menu insure Immediate is
16
Enable Readings
Activates the Channel Configuration Window’s reading column. Does not affect the
selected andColumn
under Acquisition
Parameters
insure Frequency is selected and for Scan Rate
recording
of data to disk.
enter 17
2.000Disable
Hz. Readings
Click OKStops
button
to close the dialog window.
the Channel Configuration Window’s reading column. Does not affect the
Column

recording of data to disk.

4. In the Channel Configuration window under the Analog Input tab verify that there are five
Physical Channels labeled PD1_A01, PD1_A02, …, PD1_A05 corresponding to 5
thermocouple readings. Click on On at the top of the table and from the Turn channel
Channel Configuration
on/off pull downWindow
menu andPull-down
select On toMenu
turn on all of the channels. Left click on On for
The
channel
configuration
window
contains
pull-down
menu
Control.
This menu
provides
channel PD1_A04 and then right click andone
select
Off to
turnlabeled,
off just
this channel.
Repeat
thisa
means of enabling and disabling the readings column, as do toolbar items (16 and 17).
procedure to turn off channel PD1_A05. Click on Range at the top of the table and from the
Select input range pull down menu select Type-T. This should automatically set the Units
to ˚C. Click on Measurement Duration at the top of the table and from the Select
measurement duration pull down menu select 110 ms (60 Hz rejection). Click button (16)
in the Channel Configuration window to start acquiring data. The temperature readings for
three channels should be approximately
the same (note that the variation
indicates
theManual
4-6 Personalall
DaqView
989394
Personal
Daq User’s
resolution error in your thermocouple readings). Click button (17) in the Channel
Configuration window to stop acquiring data and close the window.
5. Click button (11) in the Main Control Window to open the Personal DaqView - Chart
Display window. Maximize this window using the controls in the upper right hand corner of
the window. From the Chart menu select Setup to open the Chart Display Configuration
Setup window. On the left select Group 1 and for the Number of charts in the selected
Group select 3. On the left select Chart 1 and insure under Selected Channels that
PD1_A01 is selected. On the left select Chart 2, under Available Channels select PD1_A02
and click Add, and insure under Selected Channels that PD1_A02 is selected. On the left
select Chart 3, under Available Channels select PD1_A03 and click Add, and insure under
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Selected Channels that PD1_A03 is selected. Click the top left button in this window to
Select “All” channels in setup of similar category, under Display Mode select
Units/Division, under Y Center enter 45 ˚C, and under Units/Division enter 4 ˚C. Note that
the program will change your input to something slightly different (such as 3.9998 ˚C). Click
Close to close the window.
6. In the Personal DaqView - Chart Display window click on the button with a picture of a
turtle to scroll slower until the scroll rate indicated in the lower right hand corner is
10 sec/div. If you click too many times, click on the button with a picture of a rabbit to
increase the scroll rate.
7. In the Personal DaqView - Chart Display window from the Control menu select Start
Charts Display or click the arrow button to start acquiring data. Temperature values will be
plotted on the scrolling display and readings for each channel will be indicated. From the
Control menu select Stop Charts Display or click the square button to stop acquiring data.
Right click anywhere on the charts and select Clear all charts & timestamp from the pop up
window to clear the display.
Procedure
Test Stand 1
1. Lift the top with the attached fan off the top of Test Stand 1. Place heat sink A in the center
of the base on top of the elevated heater. Note that there is a thermocouple attached to the
back of the heater that is connected to channel PD1_A01 on the DAQ.
2. Begin taking temperature data with the DAQ. You do not need to save the data to a file. You
will just be using the chart display to monitor the temperatures to insure steady state has been
reached before recording data.
3. Turn on the fan DC power supply, set the voltage to 12 V, and record voltage and current.
NOTE: If the heater is operated without the fan operating it is possible to exceed the
maximum temperature for the heater of 200 ˚C.
4. Turn on the heater DC power supply, set the voltage to 28 V, and record voltage and current.
5. Wait for the temperature to reach steady state (about 2-3 minutes corresponding to when the
temperature varies by less than 0.2 ˚C) and record base and room air temperatures from
channels PD1-A01 and PD1- A03, respectively.
6. Repeat Step 5 for fan voltages of 10, 8, and 6 V. Record the current for each setting.
7. Repeat steps 2 through 6 with heat sinks B and C.
8. Turn off both DC power supplies.
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Test Stand 2
1. Verify that an aluminum straight fin heat sink is installed in Test Stand 2. Note that there is a
thermocouple attached to the back of the heater that is connected to channel PD1_A02 on the
DAQ.
2. Begin taking temperature data with the DAQ.
3. Turn on the fan DC power supply.
4. Turn on the heater DC power supply, set the voltage to 10 V, and record voltage and current.
5. Wait for temperature to reach steady state (about 2-3 minutes) and record base and room air
temperatures from channels PD1-A02 and PD1- A03, respectively.
6. Repeat Step 5 for heater voltages of 15, 20, 25, and 30 V.
7. Turn off both DC power supplies and stop the DAQ.
IV.

Report

1. For Attachment (1) make a raw data table including all measured temperatures, voltages, and
currents for each run. Using the measured voltages and current, calculate the heater and/or
fan power for each run.
2. Use the Test Stand 1 data (base and room air temperatures and heater power) calculate the
heat sink thermal resistances for each fan power using Eqn. (8-1).
3. For Figure 1 plot thermal resistance versus fan power for heat sinks A, B, and C on Test
Stand 1 on the same plot. These are called heat sink performance plots. Discuss how you
expect fan power to be related to the velocity of air through the fins and if your trends make
sense. Comment on the relative performance of each heat sink.
4. For Figure 2 use the data from Test Stand 2 to plot measured base heater temperature versus
heater power as symbols and label it “forced convection data.”
5. Estimate hr for radiation from the heat sink using Eqn. (8-7) and h f for natural convection
through the fins using the Nusselt number correlation given by Eqn. (8-8). For your
calculations, assume Tb = 170 ! C , ε sink = 0.6 and h∞ = 5 W m 2 ⋅ K . Next, calculate thermal
resistances using Eqns. (8-2)-(8-6). Finally, use the calculated heat sink thermal resistance
and Eqn. (8-1) to estimate base temperature as a function of heater power. Add a curve for
this model to your plot and label it “natural convection model.” NOTE: The calculated base
temperature will only match your assumed value for a heater power of approximately 20 W.
To obtain a more accurate curve you would need to iterate until convergence at each power
which results in a slightly different curve (instead of a straight line).
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6. To fit the data for the forced convection case, assume hr is negligible (which is reasonable
because of the much lower temperatures with the fan and the reduced area for radiation
because the fan covers the top of the heat sink) and then increase h f in the thermal resistance
calculations above until your model for Tb versus qh agrees with the data for the forced
convection case. Add a curve for this model to your plot and label it “forced convection
model.” Discuss the relative magnitude of the three heat transfer coefficients.
7. For Attachment (2) make a reduced data table for Test Stand 1 that includes fan powers and
thermal resistances and for Test Stand 2 that includes heater powers, thermal resistances, and
base temperatures from your natural and forced convection models.
8. The model assumes one-dimensional conduction in the fin. Thus, the temperature should be
approximately constant across the fin thickness, t. Calculate the fin Biot number,
Bi = h f t ( 2 k Al ) , and based on its magnitude discuss this assumption. Note that the Biot

( )

number defined above is the ratio of the thermal resistance for conduction across the fin
thickness t to the thermal resistance for convection from the sides of the fin.
9. The radiation calculation and the Nusselt number correlation assume isothermal fins at the
base temperature. Use Eqn. (8-9) to estimate the tip temperature at x = L and discuss this
assumption.
V.

References

4. Bergman, T. L., Lavine, A. S., Incropera, F. P., and Dewitt, D. P., Introduction to Heat
Transfer, 6th edition, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2011.
5. Bar-Cohen, A., and W. M. Rohsenow, J. Heat Transfer, 106, 116, 1984.
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9. AIR/WATER PARALLEL FLOW
HEAT EXCHANGER
air
blower

air rotameter
heat exchanger

air
heater

breaker
box

control panel

cooling water

Figure 9-1 Experimental apparatus for measuring heat exchanger performance.

I.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to (1) measure temperature and pressure drop in the
air/water parallel flow heat exchanger shown in Figure 9-1, (2) use the temperature data to develop
a correlation for dimensionless heat transfer rate, (3) use the pressure drop data to develop a
correlation for dimensionless pressure drop, and (4) compare these results to the Dittus-Boetler
and Blasius correlations for fully-developed turbulent pipe flow.
II.

Introduction

Heat exchangers are widely used to move thermal energy from one fluid stream to another
for applications such as engine cooling, home heating systems, or even the human circulatory
system. In order to select the correct size of heat exchanger for a system it is necessary to be able
to predict total heat transfer rates and outlet temperatures for given operating conditions and
system geometry. For pump selection it is also necessary to know the pressure drop for the fluid
streams moving through the heat exchanger. For many heat exchanger applications, the flow can
be modeled as hydro-dynamically fully-developed (velocity profile remains the same in the axial
direction) and thermally fully-developed (convection coefficient remains constant in the axial
direction). For these conditions, experimentally developed correlations (equations that represent
curve fits to experimental data usually in dimensionless form) are readily available that can be
used to predict performance and guide heat exchanger and pump selection. For this experiment,
we will develop correlations for a simple heat exchanger and compare them to ones obtained by
previous researchers.
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Nomenclature (in SI Units)
Ac

cross-sectional area of tube, Ac = π 4 D 2 , m2

As

surface area of tube, As = π D L , m2

cp

specific heat at constant pressure, c p = ∂ h ∂ T

D
E!

tube diameter, m
rate of energy transport into CV, W

E! out

rate of energy transport out of CV, W

E! g

rate of energy generation in CV, W

E! st

rate of change in energy storage in CV,

f
g
h
kf
ℓ
L
m!

NuD

Darcy friction factor
gravitational acceleration, g = 9.8066 m/s2 at standard conditions
convection coefficient for air, W/m2•K
thermal conductivity of air, W/m•K
pipe length for pressure drop measurement, m
pipe length for air temperature change measurement, m
mass flowrate of air, kg/s
Nusselt number based on tube diameter, NuD = h D k f

P

tube perimeter, P = π D , m

pin
prot
∆p
Pr

air pressure before test section inlet, Pa
air pressure before rotameter inlet, Pa
air pressure drop through test section, Pa
Prandtl number, Pr = ν α

q
ReD

heat transfer rate, W
Reynolds number based on tube diameter, ReD = ( ρ V D) µ

Ta
Tw

mean air temperature for cross-sectional area, ˚C or K
wall temperature, ˚C or K

V
V!
x

average velocity of air, m/s

a

thermal diffusivity of air, α = k f

r
µ
n

density of air, kg/m3
absolute viscosity of air, N•s/m2
kinematic viscosity of air, ν = µ ρ , m2/s

in

(

∫ E!

st

volumetric flowrate of air, m3/s
Cartesian coordinate along tube axis, m

2
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p

, J/kg•K

dt = δ Q , W

( ρ c ) , m /s
p

)

Subscript
CV
control volume
Experiment
The heat exchanger used for this experiment is shown schematically in Figure 9-2. At the
airflow-inlet, a blower forces air through the experiment for a range of air velocities ranging from
approximately 5 to 40 m/s (16-131 ft/s) which is obtained by adjusting the power supplied to the
blower. After the blower, the air temperature is increased to between 54-93 ˚C (130-200 ˚F) by an
electrical resistance heater which is also controlled by adjusting the power supplied. The hot air
then enters a tube with an inside diameter of D = 2.850 cm. Based on these parameters the
Reynolds number (dimensionless ratio of inertial to viscous forces) based on pipe diameter defined
as

ReD =

ρV D
µ

(9-1)

ranges from approximately 104 to 5 x 104 (Ref. 1). For typical engineering conditions, we can
assume that flow through a tube will be turbulent (characterized by a high degree of mixing) for
ReD > 2300. The air then flows through a non-cooled entry region, with length to diameter ratio of
approximately 20, where the flow develops hydro-dynamically. For turbulent flow it takes
approximately 10 diameters for the flow to become hydro-dynamically fully-developed.

air out
outlet air !
temperature!
measurement

rotameter

cooling !
water!
out

inlet air !
temperature!
measurement

7 wall temperature!
measurements

cooling!
water!
in

air in !
through!
blower

air!
heater

test section

exit region

entry region
1.791 m

manometer !
for rotameter !
air pressure

1.924 m

manometer for test !
section pressure !
drop
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manometer !
for inlet air!
pressure

Figure 9-2. Schematic diagram of co-flow heat exchanger experiment.

Next, the air enters the test section, with length to diameter ratio of 62.8, where it is cooled
by tap water at approximately 20 ˚C (68 ˚F) flowing in the same direction (thus, this is a parallel
flow heat exchanger) through an annulus surrounding the air-flow tube. If the mass flowrate of the
water is sufficiently high compared to the mass flowrate of the air and the tube separating the air
and water is a good conductor and/or thin walled, the water and wall temperatures will remain
approximately the same at all locations. For turbulent flow in the heated test section, it will take
approximately 10 diameters from the test section entrance for the flow to become thermally fullydeveloped. Finally, the air vents to the room through a non-heated exit region and a rotameter.
Once the system is allowed to reach steady state (properties no longer change with time),
thermocouples are used to measure mean air temperature, Ta, at the test section inlet and outlet and
wall temperature, Tw, at 7 locations along the test section. In addition, manometers are used to
measure the inlet air pressure, pin, pressure drop for the air along the test section, ∆p, and air
pressure just before the rotameter, prot. Finally, the volumetric flowrate of the air, V! , is measured
with the rotameter that is calibrated for air at standard temperature and pressure. Thus, the actual
temperature and pressure in the rotameter are needed to calculate the flowrate for actual conditions.
Modeling
The heat transfer rate by convection from the air to the wall, which is needed to determine
heat transfer performance for the heat exchanger, is given by Newton’s Law of Cooling and defined
for internal flow as

q = h As (Ta − Tw )

(9-2)

where h is the convection coefficient, As is wall surface area, Ta is mean air temperature, and Tw is
wall temperature (Ref. 2). A dimensionless form of h is given by the Nusselt number (ratio of
convection to conduction heat transfer through the fluid) defined as
NuD =

hD
kf

(9-3)

where kf is the thermal conductivity of the fluid. Note that for internal flow the tube diameter, D,
is used for the length scale for the Nusselt number.
We will use a simple model combined with the experimental measurements indicated
above for temperature, pressure, and flowrate to calculate the convection coefficient. We begin by
applying conservation of energy

E! in − E! out + E! g = E! st
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(9-4)

to a control volume, CV, that spans the cross-section of the airflow and is of differential width, dx,
in the axial x-direction. The net rate of energy transfer for the CV, ( E! in − E! out ) , includes the energy
carried into and out of the CV by the fluid and the convection heat transfer from the air to the wall
given by Eqn. (9-2). The energy generated in the CV is zero ( E! g = 0) . Assuming the flow has
reached steady state, the rate of change of energy storage in the CV is also zero ( E! st = 0) . Thus,
Eqn. (9-4) reduces to

(

)

! c p Ta, x − Ta, x+dx − h P dx (Ta − Tw ) = 0
m

(9-5)

where m! is mass flowrate of the air through the tube, cp is specific heat of the air at constant
pressure, and P = π D is tube perimeter. A Taylor series expansion in increment form can be used
to evaluate the temperature at x + dx where we neglect higher order terms to get

Ta, x+dx = Ta, x +

dTa
d 2T dx 2 d 3Ta dx 3
dT
dx + 2a
+ 3
+… ≈ Ta, x + a dx
dx
dx
dx 2! dx 3!

(9-6)

Substituting this into Eqn. (9-5) and integrating from the air inlet to the outlet we obtain

∫

Ta , out

Ta , in

dTa
P
=−
(Ta − Tw ) m! c p

∫

x= L
x=0

h dx

(9-7)

Assuming Tw is constant and h is constant (which is true for hydro-dynamically and thermally
fully-developed flow), this can be integrated and solved for h to get
h=−

⎛T
−T ⎞
ln ⎜ a, out w ⎟
P L ⎝ Ta, in − Tw ⎠

m! c p

(9-8)

which can be used to calculate Nusselt number as defined in Eqn. (9-3).
In addition to the heat transfer performance, we will also consider the flow performance
which is characterized by the pressure required to move the fluid through the heat exchanger. The
pressure drop, ∆p, for internal flow is often given alternatively by the major head loss (represents
the conversion of mechanical to thermal energy in a straight pipe due to viscosity and is specified
with units of length) and is given by the Darcy-Weisbach equation (Ref. 1) as
hL major =

⎛ ℓ ⎞ ⎛V2 ⎞
Δp
= f ⎜ ⎟⎜
ρg
⎝ D ⎠ ⎝ 2 g ⎟⎠

(9-9)

where ℓ is pipe length over which ∆p is measured, V = m! ( ρ Ac ) is average air velocity, r is the
air density, and Ac = π 4 D 2 is tube cross-sectional area. Solving for the dimensionless Darcy
friction factor we get
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⎛ D ⎞ ⎛ Δp ⎞
f =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ 1
⎝ ℓ ⎠ ⎝ 2 ρ V 2 ⎟⎠

(9-10)

For each experimental test condition, we will calculate NuD and f and then plot them versus
calculated ReD. Next, we will obtain a curve fit to both sets of data to get correlations for NuD and
f as a function of ReD. Many previous researchers have obtained similar correlations for turbulent
flow in a tube. One commonly used correlation for f for hydro-dynamically fully-developed
turbulent flow in a smooth tube is the Blasius correlation (Ref. 1) given by

f = 0.316 ReD−1 4

⎡ 2,300 < Re < 105
D
for ⎢
⎢ ℓ D > 10
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

(9-11)

One commonly used correlation for NuD for hydro-dynamically and thermally fully-developed
turbulent flow in a smooth tube for a low to moderate temperature difference between the wall and
fluid is a modified form of the Dittus-Boetler correlation (Ref. 2) given by

NuD = 0.023 ReD4 5 Pr n

for

⎡ 0.6 < Pr < 160
⎢
4
⎢ ReD > 10
⎢
⎢⎣ L D > 10

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

(9-12)

where Pr is the Prandtl number (dimensionless ratio of thermal to momentum diffusion rates
which is a thermodynamic property of the fluid), n = 0.4 for heating, and n = 0.3 for cooling. All
properties for this correlation are calculated at the mean temperature of the fluid. This correlation
can be used for either a constant wall temperature or uniform wall heat flux boundary condition.
We will use the same power law relationships given by Eqn. (9-11) and Eqn. (9-12) for our
correlations when curve fitting our data.
III.

Experiment

Equipment
Heat transfer apparatus, E. Reader & Sons Ltd., Ref. No. 30299
Rotameter, Rotameter Mfg. Co. Ltd., Tube No. R447359/W
Incline manometer (0.005 in H2O resolution), Dwyer Instruments Inc.
U-tube manometer (0.0.05 in H2O resolution), Dwyer Instruments Inc.
Type-K thermocouples (24 gage), Omega
Thermocouple thermometer, Omega, Model 670
Procedure
1. Turn on the cooing water system as follows:
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a. Turn on the red lighted COOLING WATER SWITCH located to the right of the heat
exchanger near the corner of the room. Let the water circulate for 2 to 3 minutes to flush
any air out of the system.
b. Open the COOLING WATER SUPPLY ball valve located to the left of the heat
exchanger by pulling the arm completely down (vertical position). After 1 to 2 minutes
close the two PET COCK DRAIN valves (horizontal position) attached to the heat
exchanger test section.
c. Open the COOLING WATER RETURN ball valve located to the left of the heat
exchanger by pushing the arm completely up (vertical position).
d. Adjust the NIBCO TRIM VALVE located downstream of the COOLING WATER
SUPPLY ball valve until the DWYER RATE-MASTER FLOWMETER reads 5 gpm.
2. There are three heaters: two on/off resistance heaters and one variable resistance heater (or
rheostat). Ensure the two heaters are set to off and the heater and blower regulators are off by
turning them fully counter-clockwise (see Figure 9-3). Set the breaker box switch to on (see
Figure 9-1) and press the blower start button on the front of the control panel.
3. Turn the air blower regulator fully clockwise to set the airflow rate to its highest setting of
approximately 2500 ft3/hr which can be read using the air rotameter (see Figure 9-1).

thermocouple
rotary switch box

heater
regulator
heater on/off
switches
blower
start/stop

blower
regulator

Figure 9-3 Control panel for operating heat exchanger apparatus.

4. Set the thermocouple rotary switch box to position 1 which corresponds to the “air
temperature downstream of the heater.” Use the OMEGA MICROPROCESSOR
THERMOMETER, MODEL HH23, to monitor the temperature. NOTE: Make sure the
thermocouple reader SENSOR SELECT MODE is set to type K.
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5. Double-click on the Heat_Exch_Air_Water icon on the desktop to start the data acquisition
(DAQ) system software that will be used to monitor all other thermal couple readings. Click
OK for the popup window that instructs you to “Make sure both hot air and cold water
streams are on and then click OK to continue.”
6. Set the flowrate for the hot air (QH, scfh) as indicated by the flowmeter. All of the other
default values for the Input Parameters are correct. Hold down Ctrl-H to open the Context
Help window. Hover the mouse over any of fields to see more information in this window.
7. Click START to begin reading the thermocouple data. All of the readings will be displayed
numerically under Output Parameters and graphically in the lower left corner.
8. Turn on and adjust the heater switches as needed to maintain an air temperature between
60 °C (140 °F) and 90 °C (194 °F) at position 1 throughout the experiment (to avoid boiling
the water). For the highest flowrate this will correspond to turning on the UNREGULATED
HEATER SWITCH NO 1 and setting the HEATER REGULATOR to approximately 140.
9. Monitor the system to check for steady-state which is indicated by green squares next to the
readings for TH,1 and TH,2. These squares turn green when the coefficient of variation
(standard deviation divided by mean) for the last 10 readings drops below the percentage in
the upper right-hand corner. Click the red CALC off button to switch it to a green CALC on
button to have the program calculate the performance parameters for the heat exchanger and
the temperature of the hot air at the intermediate axial locations.
10. After the system reaches steady-state to save the temperature data enter a file name in the
Data file path field and then click the red SAVE off button to switch it to a green SAVE on.
Data are appended to the file name indicated until the button is clicked again. Temperatures
saved are as follows:
Ta,in, Ta,out
TC1, … , TC7
Tw1, … , Tw7

mean air temperature at inlet and outlet, ˚C
mean cold water temperatures at locations (1) through (7), ˚C
wall temperatures at locations (1) through (7), ˚C

In addition, record the following pressures and flowrate:
patm
p1, gage
∆p
prot, gage
Trot
V!
cal

atmospheric pressure in room, mm Hg
gage air pressure at test section inlet, in H20
air pressure drop for test section length of ℓ = 1.924 m , in H20
gage air pressure at inlet to rotameter, in H20
air temperature at inlet to rotameter, ˚C (position 8 on switch box)
air volumetric flowrate based on calibration at STP, ft3/hr

11. Take additional data for a total of five airflow rates that span as broad a range as possible.
After all data has been collected exit the DAQ software by clicking the STOP button.
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12. With the blower still running turn off all the heaters by (1) turning the heater regulator fully
counter-clockwise and (2) setting the two on/off switches to off. When the temperature
reading at position 1 on the switch box cools to below 180 °F turn off the blower by
(1) turning the blower regulator fully counter-clockwise and (2) pushing the stop button on
the front of the control panel.
13. Turn off the cooling water system as follows:
a. Close the COOLING WATER RETURN ball valve located to the left of the heat
exchanger by pushing the arm completely down (horizontal position).
b. Close the COOLING WATER SUPPLY ball valve located to the left of the heat
exchanger by pulling the arm completely up (horizontal position). Open the two PET
COCK DRAIN valves (vertical position) attached to the heat exchanger test section.
c. Turn off the red COOLING WATER SWITCH located to the right of the heat
exchanger near the corner of the room.
14. Turn off the electrical power by switching the breaker box to off.
IV.

Report

1. For Attachment (1) make a raw data table including all measured temperatures, pressures,
and volumetric flowrate of air (uncorrected) for each run.
2. For Attachment (2), begin by converting the raw data to SI units, calculate mean
temperatures, and calculate absolute pressures as indicated:
Ta, in, Ta, out
mean air temperature at inlet and outlet, ˚C
Ta, m
mean air temperature in test section, Ta, m ≈ (Ta, in + Ta, out ) 2 , ˚C
7

Tw

mean wall temperature for locations (1) through (7), Tw ≈ ∑ Tw,i 7 , ˚C
i=1

p1

absolute air pressure at test section inlet, p1 = p1, gage + patm , Pa

∆p

air pressure drop for test section length of ℓ = 1.924 m , Pa

pm

mean air pressure in test section, pm ≈ p1 − Δp 2 , Pa

prot

absolute air pressure at inlet to rotameter, prot = prot , gage + patm , Pa

V!cal

air volumetric flowrate based on calibration at STP, m3/s

3. Use the ideal gas law to calculate the test section mean air density, ρ m = pm (R Ta, m ) , and
the rotameter air density, ρ f ,rot = prot (R Trot ) , both in kg/m3. Look up air properties in SI
units (absolute viscosity, µ, thermal conductivity, kf, specific heat at constant pressure, cp,
and Prandtl number, Pr) at each Ta, m assuming a pressure of 1 atmosphere (which is a
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reasonable approximation because these properties are not a strong function of pressure).
Add these results to Attachment (2).
4. Calculate corrected volumetric flowrate of air in the rotameter in m3/s using Appendix A for
an aluminum solid weight (or float) of density ρs = 2,700 kg/m 3 , calibration fluid density of

ρ f ,cal = 1.225 kg/m 3 for air at 15 ˚C and 1 atm, and using ρ f ,rot calculated in the previous
V! . Add these results to
step. Calculate the mass flowrate of air in kg/s using m! = ρ
f ,rot

rot

Attachment (2).
5. Calculate the following for the air in the test section: volumetric flowrate in m3/s using
V! = m! ρ m , mean velocity in m/s using V = V! Ac where Ac = π 4 D 2 , and Reynolds
number, ReD using Eqn. (9-1). Add these results to Attachment (2).
6. Calculate the heat transfer coefficient, h, in W/K•m2 using Eqn. (9-8) and the Nusselt
number, NuD, using Eqn. (9-3). Add these results to Attachment (2).
7. Calculate the friction factor, f, using Eqn. (9-10). Add these results to Attachment (2).
8. For the Results section, discuss if the assumption of constant wall temperature that is used to
calculate Nu and f from your experimental data is reasonable. Calculate the ratio of the
change in wall temperature compared to the change in air temperature for each ReD. Does the
validity of this assumption change with ReD?
9. For the Results section, discuss if the assumption of constant air properties at Ta,m that is used
to calculate NuD and f from your experimental data is reasonable. For your discussion,
calculate the percent change in density and viscosity for each ReD. Does the validity of this
assumption change with ReD?
10. Calculate NuD using the modified Dittus-Boelter correlation given by Eqn. (9-11) and f using
the Blasius correlation given by Eqn. (9-12) for each ReD from your experiment. For the
Results section, make a table that includes your data and correlation calculations for NuD and
f for each ReD. Add a column to this table with the percent differences for each and discuss
the agreement. As part of your discussion, consider the conditions for which the correlations
are valid such as hydro-dynamically and thermally fully-developed flow, constant wall
temperature, and turbulent flow. Also, consider sources of error for your measurements such
as when measuring actual wall temperatures and mean air temperature at each cross-section.
11. For Figure 1 make a plot of NuD versus ReD that includes your experimental data (symbols
only) and the modified Dittus-Boelter correlation (line with no symbols) for your Results
section. Add a power trend line (or curve fit) to the plot and display the resulting equation.
Discuss the agreement.
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12. For Figure 2 make a plot of f versus ReD that includes your experimental data (symbols only)
and the Blasius correlation (line with no symbols) for your results section. Add a power trend
line (or curve fit) to the plot and display the resulting equation. Discuss the agreement.
V.
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10. AIR/AIR PARALLEL AND COUNTER
FLOW HEAT EXCHANGER
DAQ module

wall temperature
thermocouples

rotameters

heat exchanger
test section
air
heater
quick disconnects
air temperature
thermocouple plugs

temperature
controller
Figure 10-1 Experimental apparatus for measuring heat exchanger performance.

I.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to (1) introduce the basic operation of the air-to-air
heat exchanger shown in Figure 10-1 for both parallel flow and counter flow conditions, (2)
measure fluid and wall temperatures in the air/air heat exchanger and calculate actual heat
exchanger performance parameters, (3) use modeling to predict the performance for ideal flow,
and (4) compare the experimental and modeling results.
II.

Introduction

Heat exchangers are widely used to move thermal energy from one fluid stream to another
for applications such as engine cooling, home heating systems, or even the human circulatory
system. In order to select the correct size of heat exchanger for a system it is necessary to be able
to predict total heat transfer rates and outlet temperatures for given operating conditions and
system geometry. For pump selection it is also necessary to know the pressure drop for the fluid
streams moving through the heat exchanger. For many heat exchanger applications, the flow can
be modeled as hydro-dynamically fully-developed (velocity profile remains the same in the axial
direction) and thermally fully-developed (convection coefficient remains constant in the axial
direction). For these conditions, experimentally developed correlations (equations that represent
curve fits to experimental data usually in dimensionless form) are readily available that can be
used to predict performance and guide heat exchanger and pump selection. For this experiment,
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we will use fluid and wall temperature measurements to calculate the actual performance
parameters such effectiveness, e, and NTU, number of transfer units, and then compare these
values to those predicted using modeling and previously developed correlations.
Nomenclature (in SI Units)
𝐴
𝑐.

surface area, m2
specific heat at constant pressure, 𝑐. = (𝜕ℎ⁄𝜕𝑇). , J/kg•K

𝐷
𝐷w
𝐸̇••

diameter, m
hydraulic diameter, 𝐷w = 4 𝐴 ⁄𝑃, m
rate of energy transport into CV, W

𝐸̇‘No
𝐸V̇

rate of energy transport out of CV, W

𝐸̇mo

rate of change in energy storage in CV, ∫ 𝐸̇mo 𝑑𝑡 = 𝑄, W

rate of energy generation in CV, W

ℎ
convection coefficient of air, W/m2•K
𝑘l
thermal conductivity of air, W/m•K
𝑚̇
mass flowrate of air, kg/s
NTU number of transfer units
𝑁𝑢¤ Nusselt number based on tube diameter, 𝑁𝑢¤ = ℎ 𝐷 ⁄𝑘l
𝑃
wetted perimeter, m
𝑃𝑟
Prandtl number, 𝑃𝑟 = 𝜈⁄𝛼
𝑞
heat transfer rate, W
𝑅𝑒¤ Reynolds number based on tube diameter, 𝑅𝑒¤ = (𝜌 𝑉© 𝐷)⁄𝜇
𝑅𝑒« thermal resistance, K/W
𝑇
mean air temperature for cross-sectional area, ˚C or K
𝑇«
wall temperature, ˚C or K
𝑈
overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2•K
𝑉©
average velocity of air, m/s
̇𝑉
volumetric flowrate of air, m3/s
𝑥
Cartesian coordinate along tube axis, m
𝜀
heat exchanger effectiveness
𝜌
density of air, kg/m3
𝜇
absolute viscosity of air, N•s/m2
𝜈
kinematic viscosity of air, 𝜈 = 𝜇⁄𝜌, m2/s
Subscript
𝐶𝑉
control volume
𝑐, ℎ cold and hot flow
𝑖, 𝑜
flow inlet and outlet
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Experiment
The heat exchanger used for this experiment is shown schematically in Figure 10-2. At the
air heater inlet, air from the building compressed air system enters the experiment at room
temperature and is then increased to approximately 60 ˚C (140 ˚F) by passing through an electric
resistance heater. A proportional, integral, and differential (PID) temperature controller is used to
determine the power output of a solid-state relay (SSR) that maintains this temperature within
±1 ˚C. The hot air then enters a stainless-steel tube with an outside diameter of 𝐷‘ =
0.953 cm (3/8 in) and a wall thickness of 𝑡 = 0.71 mm (0.028 in). Surrounding this tube is a
Schedule 40-1, inch NPS, PVC pipe with inside diameter 𝐷 = 2.66 cm (1.05 in) and a wall
thickness of 3.38 mm (0.133 in). Relatively cold air (also from the building compressed air system
at room temperature) flows through the annular space between the stainless-steel tube and the PVC
pipe. A 4/2 way rotary valve is used to make the cold airflow go in either the same (position A) or
opposite (position B) direction as the hot air in the stainless-steel tube for either a parallel flow or
counter flow heat exchanger, respectively.
benchtop digital !
temperature controller!
with internal 5A SSR!
controll output

computer with input !
from temperature!
controller and DAQ

air out!
to room
air flowrate!
50-500 SCFH

DAQ
power!
out

air in!
from!
compressor

Tw,1

Th,1

Tw,2

Tw,3

Th,2

Tw,4

air heater
Tc,1
quick connect !
air hose couping

air flowrate!
10-100 SCFM

Tc,2

air in from !
compressor

4/2 way !
rotary valve
B

A

air out !
to room

Figure 10-2. Schematic diagram of co-flow heat exchanger experiment.

For both the hot and cold airflows, the flowrate is measured and controlled using an in-line
rotameter with a built-in control valve. Volumetric airflow rates for the experiment can range from
25 to 250 liters/min (50 to 500 scfh) for the hot air in the tube and from 5 to 50 liters/min (10 to
100 scfh) for the cold air in the annulus. Recall that flow through a tube or annulus is turbulent (or
characterized by a high degree of mixing) at high values of Reynolds number (defined as the
dimensionless ratio of inertial to viscous forces). We will assume turbulent flow for
𝑅𝑒¤° =

𝜌 𝑉© 𝐷w
> 2300 , 𝐷w = 4 𝐴 ⁄𝑃
𝜇
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where r is density, µ is viscosity, V is average velocity, Dh is the hydraulic diameter, Ac is the
cross-sectional area, and P is the wetted perimeter (Ref. 1). For the tube, 𝐷w = 𝐷• = 𝐷‘ − 2 𝑡 =
0.801 cm (0.319 in) which corresponds to approximately 3,250 < 𝑅𝑒¤° < 32,500. Thus, for the
flow in the tube the flow regime will be assumed turbulent. For the annulus, 𝐷w = 𝐷 − 𝐷‘ =
1.71 cm (0.644 in) which corresponds approximately to 180 < ReDh < 1800 . Thus, for the flow in
the annulus the flow regime will be assumed laminar.
The length of the heat exchanger test section is approximately L = 1.5 m (5.0 ft) which
corresponds to a length to hydraulic diameter ratio of approximately L / Dh ≈ 160 for both the tube
and the annulus. For laminar flow, the hydraulic and thermal development lengths can be
approximated by the following correlations:
p

𝐿
𝐿
q
≈ 0.05 𝑅𝑒¤° , p q
≈ 0.05 𝑃𝑟 𝑅𝑒¤°
𝐷w w´µt‘
𝐷w owut’‘

(10-2)

where Pr is the Prandtl number which is approximately 0.7 for air at STP. Thus, for laminar flow
near transition the flow will be developing both hydro-dynamically and thermally for most of the
test section. For turbulent flow, both the hydraulic and thermal development lengths are
approximately the same and equal to about 10 diameters. Thus, for turbulent flow the flow will be
both hydro-dynamically and thermally fully-developed for most of the test section.
Once the system is allowed to reach steady state (where properties no longer change with
time), thermocouples are used to measure mean hot and cold air temperatures, 𝑇w and 𝑇 , at the
test section inlets and outlets and wall temperature, 𝑇« , at 4 locations along the test section. In
addition, the volumetric flowrates of the hot and cold air, 𝑉̇w and 𝑉̇ , are measured with rotameters
that are calibrated for air at standard temperature and pressure. Thus, the actual temperature and
pressure in the rotameter are needed to calculate the flowrate for actual conditions.
From these measurements, the heat transfer for each air stream can be calculated by
applying conservation of energy
𝐸̇•• − 𝐸̇‘No + 𝐸̇V = 𝐸̇mo
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to two separate control volumes, CVs; one for the hot airflow and one for the cold airflow. Both
CVs span the cross-section of the flow and extend the length of the test section. The net rate of
energy transfer for the CV, (𝐸̇•• − 𝐸̇‘No ), includes the energy carried into and out of the CV by the
fluid and the convection heat transfer either out of the hot air in the tube or into the cold air in the
annulus. Also, for the cold airflow CV there is energy transfer to the room air, but we will assume
this is negligible. The energy generated in the CV is zero, (𝐸̇V = 0). Assuming the flow has reached
steady state, the rate of change of energy storage in the CV is also zero (𝐸̇mo = 0). Finally, assuming
only sensible heat transfer (no phase change), incompressible fluid, and constant specific heats,
𝑐. , Eqn. (10-3) reduces to
𝑞w = 𝑚̇w 𝑐.,w :𝑇w,• − 𝑇w,‘ < = 𝐶w ∆𝑇w
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𝑞 = 𝑚̇ 𝑐., :𝑇 ,‘ − 𝑇 ,• < = 𝐶 ∆𝑇

(10-5)

where the subscripts h and c are for hot and cold air, the subscripts i and o are for inlet and outlet
flow, 𝑚̇ = 𝜌 𝑉̇ is the mass flowrate, 𝐶 = 𝑚̇ 𝑐. is the fluid heat capacity rate (Ref. 2), and ∆𝑇w =
:𝑇w,• − 𝑇w,‘ < and ∆𝑇 = :𝑇 ,‘ − 𝑇 ,• < are the changes in temperature of the hot and the cold
airflows.
The effectiveness of the heat exchanger, a dimensionless performance parameter for a heat
exchanger, can then be calculated using
𝜀w =

𝑞w
𝑞’n¶

, 𝜀 =

𝑞
𝑞’n¶

, 𝑞’n¶ = 𝐶’•• :𝑇w,• − 𝑇 ,• <

(10-6)

where 𝑞’n¶ is the maximum possible heat transfer between the two air streams, :𝑇w,• − 𝑇 ,• < is the
maximum temperature difference, and 𝐶’•• is the minimum value of 𝐶w and 𝐶 (Ref. 2 and Ref. 3).
Because we are comparing the actual heat transfer to the maximum possible we must get 𝜀 < 1.
Again, note that for a heat exchanger with an outer surface that is perfectly insulated by
conservation of energy 𝑞w = 𝑞 and 𝜀w = 𝜀 . For our actual heat exchanger 𝑞w = 𝑞 + 𝑞·‘mm , thus
we should expect to get 𝑞w > 𝑞 and 𝜀w > 𝜀 .
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Modeling
For a heat exchanger the log mean temperature difference (LMTD) method can be used to
predict the heat transfer between the streams, 𝑞, the outlet temperatures, and the heat exchanger
effectiveness given the size of the heat exchanger and the inlet conditions (Ref. 2). This is a global
(or one-dimensional) method of analysis that assumes the following: uniform cross-sectional
properties, perfectly insulated exterior, negligible axial conduction in each fluid and changes in
potential and kinetic energy, and constant specific heats and convection coefficients. We will
consider two different configurations: (1) parallel flow where the cold and hot streams move in
the same direction as shown in Figure 10-3 and (2) counter flow where the cold and hot streams
move in opposite directions as shown in Figure 10-4.

Th,i
Cc

Tc

Ch

Th

dq

Th

Tc + dTc
Th,o

Th + dTh

∆T1

heat transfer !
surface area

∆T2

∆T

Tc,o

Tc

Tc,i
dx

x

dx
1

2

Figure 10-3. Schematic diagram of concentric tube, parallel flow heat exchanger.
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Tc + dTc
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Th

dq

Th

Tc
∆T1

Th + dTh

Th,o
∆T

heat transfer !
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∆T2

Tc,o

Tc,i

Tc

dx

x

dx
1

Figure 10-4. Schematic diagram of concentric tube, counter flow heat exchanger.
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2

Parallel Flow Configuration
For the parallel flow configuration, at section (1) both fluids are at the inlet which
corresponds to the maximum temperature difference, ∆𝑇j = 𝑇w,• − 𝑇 ,• . At section (2) both fluids
are at the outlet which corresponds to the minimum temperature difference, ∆𝑇` = 𝑇w,‘ − 𝑇 ,‘ . As
the fluid streams move through the heat exchanger, ∆𝑇 approaches zero asymptotically with
increasing length. Note that in this configuration we must have 𝑇w,‘ > 𝑇 ,‘ . For our model we begin
by applying the energy balances given by Eqn. (10-4) and Eqn. (10-5) to a control volume, CV, of
differential length, 𝑑𝑥, in flow direction to get heat transfer as follows
𝑑𝑞 = −𝑚̇w 𝑐.,w 𝑑𝑇w = −𝐶w 𝑑𝑇w , 𝑑𝑇w = − 𝑑𝑞⁄𝐶w
𝑑𝑞 = 𝑚̇ 𝑐., 𝑑𝑇 = 𝐶 𝑑𝑇 ,

𝑑𝑇 = 𝑑𝑞⁄𝐶

(10-7)
(10-8)

where Eqn. (10-7) is the heat transfer out of the hot fluid and Eqn. (10-8) is the heat transfer into
the cold fluid which again are equal if we can assume no external losses. Subtracting the last two
equations we get the change in temperature difference as follows
𝑑(∆𝑇) = 𝑑𝑇w − 𝑑𝑇 = −𝑑𝑞 p

1
1
+ q
𝐶w 𝐶

(10-9)

Substitute in 𝑑𝑞 = 𝑈 𝑑𝐴 ∆𝑇 from Newton’s Law of Cooling for internal flow to get
1
1
𝑑(∆𝑇) = −𝑈 𝑑𝐴 ∆𝑇 p + q
𝐶w 𝐶

(10-10)

1
1
1
=
+ 𝑅« +
(ℎ𝐴)
𝑈𝐴 (ℎ𝐴)w

(10-11)

where 𝑈 is an overall heat transfer coefficient, 𝐴 is the surface are between the fluid streams, ℎ is
the convection coefficient, and 𝑅« is any additional thermal resistances due to conduction and
fouling. Next, integrate Eqn. (10-10) from section (1) to section (2) to get
`

¸
j

`
𝑑(∆𝑇)
1
1
= −𝑈 ¸ 𝑑𝐴 p + q
∆𝑇
𝐶w 𝐶
j

∆𝑇`
1
1
ln p
q = −𝑈 𝐴 p + q
∆𝑇j
𝐶w 𝐶
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Finally, use Eqn. (10-4) and Eqn. (10-5) to eliminate Ch and Cc to get
ln p

∆𝑇`
:𝑇w,• − 𝑇w,‘ < :𝑇 ,‘ − 𝑇 ,• <
q = −𝑈 𝐴 ¹
+
º
∆𝑇j
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞 = 𝑈 𝐴 ∆𝑇·’ , ∆𝑇·’ =

(∆𝑇` − ∆𝑇j )
ln(∆𝑇` ⁄∆𝑇j )

(10-13)

where ∆𝑇·’ is the log-mean temperature difference. This result is analogous to internal tube flow
with constant surface temperature and is sometimes called single stream heat exchanger flow.
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Counter Flow Configuration
For the counter flow configuration, at section (1) is the hottest portion of both fluid streams
with temperature difference ∆𝑇j = 𝑇w,• − 𝑇 ,‘ . At section (2) is the coldest portion of both fluid
streams with temperature difference ∆𝑇` = 𝑇w,‘ − 𝑇 ,• . Note that we can now have 𝑇w,‘ > 𝑇 ,‘ .
Similar to above the change in temperature difference now becomes (for Tc rising in -x direction)
1
1
𝑑(∆𝑇) = 𝑑𝑇w + 𝑑𝑇 = 𝑑𝑞 p − q
𝐶
𝐶w

(10-14)

Again, substitute in dq from Newton’s Law of Cooling for internal flow to get
𝑑(∆𝑇) = 𝑈 𝑑𝐴 ∆𝑇 p

1
1
− q
𝐶w 𝐶

(10-15)

Again, integrate from section (1) to section (2) to get
`

¸
j

`
𝑑(∆𝑇)
1
1
= 𝑈 ¸ 𝑑𝐴 p − q
∆𝑇
𝐶
𝐶w
j

ln p

∆𝑇`
1
1
q = 𝑈𝐴p − q
∆𝑇j
𝐶
𝐶w
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Finally, again use Eqn. (10-4) and Eqn. (10-5) to eliminate Ch and Cc:
∆𝑇`
:𝑇 ,‘ − 𝑇 ,• < :𝑇w,• − 𝑇w,‘ <
ln p
q = 𝑈𝐴¹
−
º
∆𝑇j
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞 = 𝑈 𝐴 ∆𝑇·’ , ∆𝑇·’ =

(∆𝑇` − ∆𝑇j )
ln(∆𝑇` ⁄∆𝑇j )

(10-17)

Note, this is the same result as for parallel flow, but ∆𝑇j and ∆𝑇` are now defined differently. For
either case, we can now use this with Eqn. (10-6) to estimate the heat exchanger effectiveness.
𝜀-NTU (Number of Transfer Units) Method
The 𝜀-NTU method uses the results of the LMTD method to give heat exchanger
performance in terms of three dimensionless parameters where NTU is defined as
NTU =

𝑈𝐴
= 𝑓(𝜀, 𝐶t )
𝐶’••

𝐶t = 𝐶’•• ⁄𝐶’n¶ ≤ 1

(10-18)
(10-19)

where 𝐶t is the heat capacity ratio. Note that for all boilers, condensers, and single stream heat
exchangers where 𝐶’n¶ ≫ 𝐶’•• , 𝐶t = 0 for all flow configurations.
To derive the NTU relationship for parallel flow, begin by rewriting Eqn. (10-12) in terms
of NTU, 𝐶’•• , and 𝐶t as
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∆𝑇`
1
1
𝑈𝐴
(1 + 𝐶t )
ln p
q = −𝑈 𝐴 p + q = −
∆𝑇j
𝐶w 𝐶
𝐶’••
NTU =

−ln(∆𝑇` ⁄∆𝑇j )
(1 + 𝐶t )

(10-20)

Next, for 𝐶’•• = 𝐶w and from Eqn. (10-4), Eqn. (10-5), and Eqn. (10-16)
𝜀=

𝑞w
𝑞’n¶

=

𝑇w,• − 𝑇w,‘
𝐶’••
𝑇 ,‘ − 𝑇 ,•
, 𝐶t =
=
𝑇w,• − 𝑇 ,•
𝐶’n¶ 𝑇w,• − 𝑇w,‘

∆𝑇` 𝑇w,‘ − 𝑇 ,‘ :𝑇w,‘ − 𝑇w,• < + :𝑇w,• − 𝑇 ,• < + :𝑇 ,• − 𝑇 ,‘ <
=
=
∆𝑇j 𝑇w,• − 𝑇 ,•
𝑇w,• − 𝑇
∆𝑇`
= 1 − 𝜀(1 + 𝐶t )
∆𝑇j

(10-21)

Substitute into Eqn. (10-20) to get
NTU = −

ln[1 − 𝜀(1 + 𝐶t )]
(1 + 𝐶t )

or

𝜀=

1 − exp[−NTU (1 + 𝐶t )]
1 + 𝐶t

(10-22)

where the same result is obtained for 𝐶’•• = 𝐶 . A similar derivation can be performed to develop
the NTU relationship for counter flow in terms of 𝜀 and 𝐶t . The result is given by
1
𝜀−1
ln p
q
(𝐶 − 1)
𝜀 𝐶t − 1
NTU = Á t 𝜀
for 𝐶t = 1
(1 − 𝜀)

1 − exp[−NTU (1 − 𝐶t )]
⎧
1 − 𝐶t exp[−NTU (1 − 𝐶t )]
or ε =
NTU
⎨
for 𝐶t = 1
⎩ (1 + NTU)

(10-23)

Finally, experimental data can be used to estimate NTU by starting with the definition of
NTU given by Eqn. (10-18), substituting in for 𝑈𝐴 from Eqn. (10.13) from the LMTD method,
and then substituting in for q from Eqn. (10-4) or Eqn. (10-5) to get
NTU ≈

𝐶w ∆𝑇w
𝐶 ∆𝑇
≈
𝐶’•• ∆𝑇·’ 𝐶’•• ∆𝑇·’

(10-24)

where for the experimental data, due to heat transfer losses for the cold stream to the room air,
these two values will typically not be the same. In addition, the analysis assumes constant
convection coefficients which is not always valid for developing flow.
Convection Coefficients
To use Eqn. (10-13), we need to calculate 𝑈 using Eqn. (10-11). For our heat exchanger
with a clean, thin stainless-steel tube separating the streams we can assume 𝑅« ≈ 0, thus we just
need values for ℎ for inside a tube and annulus. We will estimate values using experimentally
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developed correlations for Nusselt number (a dimensionless form of h defined as the ratio of
convection to conduction heat transfer through the fluid) given by
𝑁𝑢¤° =

ℎ 𝐷w
4𝐴
, 𝐷w =
𝑘l
𝑃

(10-25)

where kf is the thermal conductivity of the fluid. Recall that the LMTD model assumes constant
𝑈. This assumption is valid for hydro-dynamically and thermally fully developed flow, thus all of
the correlations below will correspond to these conditions. Note that the actual conditions in the
heat exchanger can be significantly different and these correlations will underestimate ℎ and 𝑈.
For flow in a tube where 𝐷w = 𝐷, if the flow remans laminar based on the condition in
Eqn. (10-2), 𝑁𝑢¤ = 4.36 for constant heat flux and 𝑁𝑢¤ = 3.66 for constant surface temperature
(Ref. 2). If the flow is turbulent, one commonly used correlation for flow in a smooth tube for a
low to moderate temperature difference between the wall and fluid is a modified form of the DittusBoetler correlation (Ref. 2) given by
𝑁𝑢¤ = 0.023

⁄
𝑅𝑒¤É Ê

𝑃𝑟

•

0.6 ≲ 𝑃𝑟 ≲ 160
for Ë 𝑅𝑒¤ ≳ 10É Î
𝐿⁄𝐷 ≳ 10
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where Pr is the Prandtl number (dimensionless ratio of thermal to momentum diffusion rates
which is a thermodynamic property of the fluid), n = 0.4 for heating, and n = 0.3 for cooling. All
properties for this correlation are calculated at the mean temperature of the fluid. This correlation
can be used for either a constant wall temperature or uniform wall heat flux boundary condition.
For flow in an annulus where 𝐷w = 𝐷 − 𝐷‘ , if the flow remans laminar again based on the
condition in Eqn. (10-2), values for 𝑁𝑢¤° are given in Table 10-1 with perfect insulation on the
outer surface and for either constant surface temperature or constant heat flux on the inner surface
(Ref. 4). For our case 𝐷‘ ⁄𝐷 = 0.357, thus using linear interpolation 𝑁𝑢¤° = 6.67 for constant 𝑇m
and 𝑁𝑢¤° = 7.25 for constant 𝑞m . If the flow is turbulent, to a first approximation the DittusBoetler correlation can be used with 𝐷w for either boundary condition.
Table 10-1. Nusselt number for laminar hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed flow in an
annulus with perfect insulation on outer surface and constant surface temperature on inner surface.

𝑫𝒐 ⁄ 𝑫
0.05
0.10
0.25
0.50
»1.00

𝑻𝒔 constant
17.46
11.56
7.37
5.74
4.86

𝒒𝒔 constant
17.81
11.91
8.02
6.25
5.39

cold air !
in annulus
hot air !
in tube
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III.

Experiment

Equipment
Stainless steel 304 welded tubing (3/8 in OD, 0.319 in ID, 6 ft length)
PVC clear pipe (1 in - SCH 40, approximate 1 ft length sections)
Flowmeters (air variable area, polycarbonate with stainless steel valve, 50-500 SCFH,
5 in scale), Dwyer Instruments, Model RMB-56-SSV
Air process heater (120 V, 200 W, 1-8 CFM, 3/8 in DIA), Omega, Model AHP-3741
Universal benchtop digital controller, Platinum Series, Omega, Model CS8DPT
Pipe plug TC probe, Omega, Model TC-T-NPT-G-72
Quick disconnect TC probe (stainless steel, 1/8 in DIA, 6 in length, type T, grounded,
miniature connector), Omega, Model TMQSS-125G-6
DAQ module (8 thermocouple channels, 14-bit, USB interface), Measurement
Computing, Model USB-TC
Setup
1. For the hot airflow inside the tube, ensure that the compressed airflow inlet is connected to
the heat exchanger on the left side upstream of the air process heater using flexible tubing
and quick disconnect fittings.
2. For the cold airflow inside the annulus, ensure that the compressed airflow is connected to
the flowmeter and the 4/2-way rotary valve using flexible tubing and quick-disconnect
fittings. Set the 4/2-way rotary valve to the A position for parallel flow (thus, the compressed
airflow inlet is on the left side with the heater).
3. Slowly open the compressed airflow valves (one provides air to the tube and the other
provides air to the annulus) until the volumetric flowrate for both flows is 100 scfm. Use the
valves on the front of each flow meter to fine tune the adjustments. Note that the two lines
are connected, thus they are not independent and some iteration may be required.
4. For the Measurement Computing DAQ module ensure that the USB cable is connected to the
computer and that thermocouples for the air inlets, air outlets, and wall temperature readings
are connected.
5. For the Platinum Series universal benchtop digital controller ensure that its USB cable is
connected to the computer, power output 1 is connected to the air process heater, and a
thermocouple cable from the TC plug after the heater is plugged in. Turn on the digital
controller using the power switch on the back right-hand side. After the initial startup
sequence, the larger LED display labeled PV (for process value) should indicate oPER for
operating mode and the smaller LED display labeled SV (for setpoint value) should indicate
the current setpoint temperature of 60.00 ˚C. However, if the unit was turned off in a
different mode PV may indicate INIt for initializing mode or ProG for programming mode.
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Procedure
1. Start the DAQ software by double clicking on the Heat Exchanger icon on the desktop. This
will open the Heat_Exch_Air_Air.vi window and a window prompting you to Make sure
both hot and cold fluid streams are on with a minimum flowrate of 50 scfh and then click OK
to continue. For the Experimental Setup section above, flowrates are set to 100 scfh, so this
condition is satisfied and you can click OK.
2. In the Heat_Exch_Air_Air.vi window, in the Input Parameters panel on the top-left side
the following parameters can be set (but leave them at their default values for now):
𝑇Ô
𝐷
𝐿
𝑥
𝑄 , 𝑄w
𝑐., , 𝑐.,w
𝜌 , 𝜌w

setpoint temperature for the benchtop controller
diameter of inner tube for heat exchanger calculations
length of test section for heat exchanger
axial location of the wall temperature probes
volumetric flowrate of cold and hot air flows (𝑉̇ and 𝑉ẇ in Experiment section)
specific heat at constant pressure for cold and hot air flows
density of cold and hot air flows

3. Click the START button to begin heating the airflow in the tube and measuring
temperatures. You should see the PV display on the benchtop controller begin to increase in
magnitude for about 3 minutes until it reaches the setpoint temperature value of
approximately 60 ˚C. In the Heat_Exch_Air_Air.vi window for the graph on the lower-left
side you should see a plot of cold flow temperature, 𝑇 , hot flow temperature, 𝑇w , and wall
temperature, 𝑇« , versus axial location. The values plotted are all displayed in the Output
Parameters panel on the right side.
NOTE: If the program cannot open communications with the benchtop controller and/or the
DAQ module you will get a warning message. Cancel the execution and quit the program.
Open the Settings and ensure that under Devices for Other devices that the benchtop
controller listed as USB Serial Device (COM6) and the DAQ module listed as USB-TC are
visible. If they are not, check the USB cable connections, ensure they now appear, and then
reopen the Heat_Exch_Air_Air.vi.
4. Monitor the system to check for steady-state which is indicated by green squares next to the
readings for TC,1, TC,2, TH,1 and TH,2. These squares turn green when the coefficient of
variation (standard deviation divided by mean) for the last 10 readings drops below the
percentage in the upper right-hand corner. Once the readings approximately reach steady
state after about 5 minutes, click the CALC off button so that it now reads CALC on. The
program will now use the LMTD method to estimate and display 𝑇 and 𝑇w at each of the
same measurement locations for 𝑇« . In addition, other performance parameters such as 𝜀 ,
𝜀w , 𝑈, and NTU are also displayed.
5. After reaching steady state, record 𝑄 (or 𝑉̇ ), 𝑄w (or 𝑉̇w ), 𝑇 ,j , 𝑇 ,` , 𝑇w,j , 𝑇w,` , and 𝑇« at the 4
axial locations.
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NOTE: If you run too many other software programs (such as Excel, a web browser, etc.)
while collecting data the Heat_Exch_Air_Air.vi may not be able to sample/buffer data at the
specified rate and will stop reading data or give a warning. If possible, press STOP to send
the command to the benchtop controller to stop heating and halt the execution of the
program. The PV display on the benchtop controller should again start blinking red and start
decreasing. Then rerun the DAQ software by clicking on the run arrow ( ) in the upper-left
hand corner (or on the task bar click Operate and select Run from the pull-down menu) and
click the START button to turn the heater back on. If it is not possible to halt execution this
way, then just quit and rerun the program as usual for Windows.
6. Increase the volumetric flowrate for hot airflow in the tube to 200 scfh using the compressed
air valves and the flowmeter valves while keeping the cold annulus airflow at 100 scfh.
Again, some iteration may be required.
7. In the Input Panel change 𝑄w to 200 scfh and then repeat Steps 4 and 5.
8. Repeat Steps 6 and 7 for hot air volumetric flowrates of 300 and 400 scfh.
9. Set the 4/2-way rotary valve to the B position for counter flow (thus, the compressed airflow
inlet is on the right side).
10. Repeat the heat exchanger tests for the 4 volumetric airflow rates from the parallel flow
configuration. Note that the first case will take about 10 minutes to reach steady state.
11. Press STOP to stop heating and halt the execution of the program. After the temperature has
dropped by at least 10 ˚C, close the compressed air valves to turn off the airflow. Turn off the
power to the benchtop digital controller using the power switch on the back right-hand side.
IV.

Report

1. For Attachment (1) make a “Parallel Flow” raw data table and a “Counter Flow” raw data
table that includes cold and hot air volumetric flowrates and all the measured temperatures.
This corresponds to 8 flowrate test conditions.
2. For Figure 1 for your Results section, make a plot of 𝑇 , 𝑇w , and 𝑇« versus axial location
using your data from Attachment (1) at the lowest air flowrates for both the counter flow and
parallel flow configurations. For your Discussion section, comment on the trends in the data
and if they make sense. Also, comment on if either configuration is more effective at
changing the temperature of the airflow and possible reasons.
3. For Attachment (2) make a “Parallel Flow” reduced data table and a “Counter Flow” reduced
data table for all 8 flowrate test conditions. Include the following calculations for both the
cold and hot air flows (assuming ideal gas behavior and negligible pressure drops in the tube
and annulus, 𝑝no’ ≈ 𝑝t‘o ≈ 𝑝’ , which are valid assumptions for our conditions):
• Rotameter density, 𝜌t‘o = 𝑝no’ ⁄(𝑅 𝑇t‘o ), using the temperature at the test section exit
• Actual volumetric flowrate in ft3/hr using Eqn. (A-5)
• Mass flowrate in kg/s using Eqn. (A-6)
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Fluid heat capacity rate, 𝐶 = 𝑚̇ 𝑐. , temperature change from inlet to outlet, ∆𝑇, and heat
transfer, 𝑞, in W using Eqn. (10-4) and Eqn. (10-5)

4. For Figure 2 for your Results section, make a plot of ∆𝑇 and ∆𝑇w versus 𝑉̇w in ft3/hr using
the data from Attachment (2) for both the counter flow and parallel flow configurations. For
your Discussion section, comment on the trends in the data and if they make sense. Also,
comment on if either configuration is a more effective at changing the temperature and
possible reasons.
5. For Figure 3 for your Results section, make a plot of 𝑞 and 𝑞w versus 𝑉ẇ in ft3/hr using the
data from Attachment (2) for both the counter flow and parallel flow configurations. For your
Discussion section, comment on the trends in the data and if they make sense. Also, comment
on if either configuration is a more effective at transferring heat and possible reasons.
6. For Attachment (3) make a “Parallel Flow” performance data table and a “Counter Flow”
performance data table for all 8 test conditions. Include the following calculations for both
the cold and hot air flows:
• Heat exchanger effectiveness, 𝜀, using Eqn. (10-6)
• Overall heat transfer coefficient, 𝑈, using Eqn. (10-13) where for 𝑞 use 𝑞 and 𝑞w from
the calculations in Attachment (2), the area is the surface area between the hot and cold
flows, and ∆𝑇·’ is the same for the hot and cold flows
• Number of transfer units, NTU, using either Eqn. (10-18) or Eqn. (10-23)
7. For your modeling predictions, at the same 8 test conditions for both the hot and cold air
flows calculate the following:
• Mean temperature in the test section using 𝑇’ = (𝑇j + 𝑇` )⁄2
• Mean density in the test section using 𝜌’ = 𝑝no’ ⁄(𝑅 𝑇’ )
• Mean velocity in the test section using 𝑉© = 𝑚̇⁄(𝜌’ 𝐴 ) where 𝐴 is cross-sectional area
• Reynolds number, 𝑅𝑒¤° , using Eqn. (10-1)
• Nusselt number, 𝑁𝑢¤° , using a correlation or table from the Convection Coefficient
section and heat transfer coefficient, ℎ, using Eqn. (10-25)
• Overall heat transfer coefficient, 𝑈, using Eqn. (10-11) assuming all areas are
approximately equal and 𝑅« ≈ 0
• Number of transfer units, NTU, using Eqn. (10-18)
• Heat exchanger effectiveness, 𝜀, using Eqn. (10-23) and Eqn. (10-24)
8. For Table 1 (a) for parallel flow and Table 1 (b) for counter flow for your Results section,
from Attachment (2) include 𝑉̇ in ft3/hr, 𝑉ẇ in ft3/hr, 𝑈 in W/m2•˚C, and 𝑈w in W/m2•˚C and
from your modeling results from Step 7 include 𝑈 in W/m2•˚C. For your Discussion section,
compare the relative magnitude of 𝑈 to 𝑈w and explain which one you expect to be lower
and why. Also, compare the relative magnitude of 𝑈w to 𝑈 and discuss at least three reasons
why they might be different.
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9. For Table 2 (a) for parallel flow and Table 2 (b) for counter flow for your Results section,
from Attachment (2) include 𝑉̇ in ft3/hr, 𝑉ẇ in ft3/hr, NTU and NTUw and from your
modeling results from Step 7 include NTU. For your Discussion section, compare the relative
magnitude of NTU and NTUw and explain which one you expect to be lower and why. Also,
compare the relative magnitude of NTUw to NTU and discuss at least three reasons why they
might be different.
10. For Table 3 (a) for parallel flow and Table 3 (b) for counter flow for your Results section,
from Attachment (2) include 𝑉̇ in ft3/hr, 𝑉ẇ in ft3/hr, 𝜀 and 𝜀w and from your modeling
results from Step 7 include 𝜀. For your Discussion section, compare the relative magnitude of
𝜀 and 𝜀w and explain which one you expect to be lower and why. Also, compare the relative
magnitude of 𝜀w to 𝜀 and discuss at least three reasons why they might be different.
V.
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APPENDIX A
ROTAMETER CALIBRATION
fluid outlet

calibration!
flowrate lines
solid weight!
or float
tapered!
flow tube

fluid inlet
Figure A-1 Picture and schematic for a rotameter used to measure volumetric flowrate.

A rotameter, a type of variable area flowmeter, is a device used to measure the volumetric
flowrate, V! , of a fluid flowing in a tube. It consists of a solid weight, often called a float, located
inside a tapered flow tube as shown schematically in Figure A-1. It must be oriented vertically
with the tube cross-sectional area increasing in the upwards direction. When fluid moves at a
steady rate through the tube, there is a balance between the float drag, 𝐹¤ , and float buoyancy
force, 𝐹•N‘´ , acting upwards and the float weight, 𝑊, acting downwards given by
𝐹¤ + 𝐹•N‘´ = 𝑊

(A-1)

The dimensionless drag coefficient, 𝐶¤ , can be used to calculate drag as follows
j
𝐹¤ = ` 𝜌 𝐴m 𝑉© ` 𝐶¤

(A-2)

where 𝜌 is fluid density, 𝐴m is maximum cross-sectional area of the solid weight normal to the
flow, 𝑉© = 𝑉̇ Ö𝐴l is average fluid velocity, and 𝐴l is minimum area for the flow between the tube
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and the float. The solid weight density, 𝜌m , and volume, 𝑉m , are used to calculate the float weight,
𝑊 = 𝜌m 𝑉m 𝑔, and the float buoyancy force, 𝐹•N‘´ = 𝜌 𝑉m 𝑔. Substituting into Eqn. (A-1) we get
j
`

𝜌 𝐴m 𝑉© ` 𝐶¤ = (𝜌m − 𝜌) 𝑉m 𝑔

(A-3)

Note from Eqn. (A-3) that the right side is constant, thus for approximately constant 𝐶¤ in order
for the left side to also remain constant as 𝑉̇ increases, 𝐴l must also increase, which corresponds
to upward movement of the float for the tapered flow tube.

reading!
level

Figure A-2 Schematic for how to read a float for a variable area flowmeter.

To calibrate a rotameter, a standard fluid (usually air or water) at calibration pressure, 𝑝 n· ,
temperature, 𝑇 n· , and density, 𝜌 n· , is allowed to flow through the rotameter over a range of known
flowrates. Based on calibration data, a scale is drawn on the flow tube. The standard technique for
drawing (and then reading) the scale is to align the highest point of greatest diameter on the float
with the corresponding known flowrate marked on the scale as shown for several float geometries
in Figure A-2.
For many applications the fluid will not be at the same operating conditions or can be a
fluid different from the one used for calibration. Thus, the fluid will have a different density in the
rotameter, 𝜌t‘o , and the indicated flowrate will need to be corrected. To derive a correction
equation, we divide Eqn. (A-3) for actual rotameter conditions (with subscript rot) from the same
equation for calibration conditions (with subscript cal) to get
𝑉̇ n·
1⁄𝜌 n· − 1⁄𝜌m
=×
1⁄𝜌t‘o − 1⁄𝜌m
𝑉̇ t‘o

(A-4)

where we assume 𝐶¤ and 𝐴l are approximately constant for the two different operating conditions.
In addition, for an ideal gas where the density of the fluid, 𝜌 = 𝑝⁄(𝑅 𝑇) from the ideal gas law, is
much less than that of the solid float this can be further reduced to get
𝑉̇ n·
𝜌t‘o
𝑝t‘o 𝑇 n·
= ×p
q = ×p
qp
q
𝜌 n·
𝑝 n· 𝑇t‘o
𝑉̇t‘o

(A-5)

These assumptions are reasonable for our experiments, but for a more accurate measurement the
rotameter should be calibrated with the actual fluid at the actual flow conditions. As a result,
detailed calibration sheets for additional fluids and flow conditions can often be provided by the
rotameter manufacturer.
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Finally, by definition the mass flow rate can be calculated by multiplying the volumetric
flowrate by the fluid density.
𝑚̇ = 𝜌t‘o 𝑉̇ n·

(A-6)

For steady flow, by conservation of mass this will be the same at any location throughout a closed
flow system with a single flow passage. Thus, the volumetric flowrate can be calculated at any
other location using the local fluid density. If the density at standard conditions, defined by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology, NIST, as a temperature of 20 ˚C (68 ˚F) and a
pressure of 1 atmosphere, is used to calculate the volumetric flowrate then “standard” is added to
the units. For example, for English units it is common to use standard cubic feet per hour (SCFH)
or standard cubic feet per minute (SCFM) for air for volumetric flowrate.
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APPENDIX B
MEASUREMENT ERROR REVIEW
I.

Introduction

All measurements have some error defined as the difference between the measured value
and the true value of a variable. Uncertainty is an estimate of the error in a measured variable.
II.

Minimum Error

The error in any measurement is at least the minimum error defined as plus or minus onehalf the least count

1
minimum error = ± (least count)
2

(B-1)

where the least count is the resolution of the instrument or the smallest measurement division. This
error is also referred to as resolution error.
Note that the error may be greater than the minimum error because of the nature of the
reading. For example, you can measure your height with a scale that reads to the nearest
0.1 millimeter. However, can you measure your height that accurately with your eye? Sometimes
your measuring device is more accurate than your measurement, therefore you should claim a
higher uncertainty.
III.

Instrument (or Calibration) Error

There may be significant error for your instrument reading due to errors in your calibration.
In particular, the device you read can only be as accurate as the device used for calibration.
Additional error can result from uncertainties in the calibration curve-fit parameters. Factors that
can affect this error are variation in device behavior with operating temperature, hysteresis, and
sensitivity to variations in local atmospheric pressure and gravity. Calibration uncertainties are
typically available on the device or in their operating manual.
IV.

Statistical Error

When measurements are fluctuating, a single measurement is not sufficient to calculate the
uncertainty for the quantity being measured. An error due to statistical fluctuations, also called
random error or precision error, should be estimated. To estimate the statistical error, or calculate
the uncertainty, we will assume the following: (1) Gaussian or normal distribution for the
experimental data. Thus, a histogram of many data points should look like a “bell curve.” (2) The
variable being measured is continuous, like pressure or length, and not discrete, like the number
of students. (3) The population (number of possible measurements) is infinite. For the infinite
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population, we define the population mean as µ and the population standard deviation as s. Each
data sample will have a finite number of measurements, n. The sample mean, x , is calculated
using

x=

1 n
∑x
n i=1 i

(B-2)

and the sample standard deviation, s, is calculated using
1/2

n
⎡ 1
⎤
s=⎢
(xi − x )2 ⎥ .
∑
⎢⎣ ( n − 1) i=1
⎥⎦

(B-3)

Estimating µ and Error for Known s
In the rare case when the population standard deviation is known, an estimate of the
population mean and its uncertainty (the ± value) with 95% confidence is

µ≅x±

1.96 σ
n

(95% confidence)

(B-4)

and an estimate of an instantaneous value (or single value of the population), xi, and its uncertainty
with 95% confidence is

xi ≅ x ± 1.96 σ (95% confidence) .

(B-5)

Note that Equations B-4 and B-5 are applicable to any size sample as long as s is known or can
be estimated.
Estimating µ and Error for Unknown s
Typically, measurements are taken and nothing is known about the standard deviation of
the actual population. The standard deviation of the sample is the only information we have to
calculate the uncertainty. A statistical analysis known as the Student t test can be employed to
estimate the population mean and its uncertainty as

µ≅x±

ts
n

(B-6)

and to estimate an instantaneous value and its uncertainty as

xi ≅ x ± t s .
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(B-7)

The value of t varies with confidence level and the number of measurements, n. For 95%
confidence, the values of t are listed in Table 1 as a function of n-1. Note that as n becomes large
the value for t becomes 1.960 as our estimate for s is approaching s. As expected, this causes
Equations 6 and 7 to reduce to Equations 4 and 5, respectively.

t statistic for 95% confidence.
n −1
t
t

Table A.1 Values of

n −1
1
2
3

12.706
4.303
3.182

8
9
10

2.306
2.262
2.228

4
5
6
7

2.776
2.571
2.447
2.365

15
20
30

2.131
2.086
2.042
1.960

:

Estimating µ and Error for Unknown s and s
There are times when neither s nor s are readily available, but you may still be able to
estimate the uncertainty. For example, suppose you are estimating the mean level of water flowing
through an open channel. Visually you observe that, despite the fluctuation in the water level, the
level never fluctuates by more than ± 0.5 inch. You can then replace 1.96 s term in Equation 4 or
5 with 0.5 inch to get

µ≅x±

0.5 in.
n

.

(B-8)

As can be seen by the above, the error in estimating µ may still be reduced by taking a large
sample of measurements and averaging them, since the uncertainty is still divided by
V.

n.

Total Error

The total error is the combination of all the individual errors in a measurement. The total
uncertainty is calculated by taking the root-sum-square of all the individual uncertainties, ui,
including those due to minimum error, calibration errors, and statistical error as follows
Total Error ≅ u12 + u22 + u32 +! .

(B-9)

Note that if the measurement does not fluctuate this means that the statistical error is very small
compared to the minimum error and the statistical error can be neglected. Conversely, if the
measurement fluctuations are much greater than the minimum error the statistical error will
dominate and the minimum error can be neglected.
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VI.

Uncertainty in Calculated Quantities

Once you have made measurements in the laboratory, you are often going to use these
values to calculate other quantities. How do the uncertainties in your measurements affect the
calculated result? We will use a technique called Uncertainty Propagation to estimate this
uncertainty. We begin by defining a function R = R(x1 , x2 ,...) , where x1 , x2 ,... are measured
quantities. These measured quantities have uncertainties ux ,ux ,! . For the equations below, all
1

2

measured quantities are assumed to be independent and the uncertainties are assumed to have the
same confidence level.
General Uncertainty Propagation
The uncertainty in R can be determined by
2
2
uR = uR,x
+ uR,x
+! ,
1

2

(B-10)

where

uR,x =
i

∂R
u
∂xi xi

(B-11)

This technique will be illustrated by the example below.
Given: Consider the following function

F=

AB 2
C 1/3

where A is measured to be 30 ± 5 kg, B = 1.5 m/s ± 5%, and C = 10.7 ± 1.3 m3. Calculate F and
its uncertainty.
Solution: First, the nominal value of F is found by substituting in nominal values of A, B, and C

F=

AB 2
C 1/3
2

(30 kg ) ⎛⎜⎝ 1.5 ms ⎞⎟⎠ ⎛ 1 N ⎞
F=
1/3
⎜⎝ 1 kg ⋅ m/s 2 ⎟⎠ = 30.63 N
10.7 m 3

(

)
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To find the propagated uncertainty, first we find the relative errors, uR,x using Equation B-11
i

uF ,A =

∂F
u
∂A A

uF ,A =

u
B2
u =F A
1/3 A
A
C

uF ,A = (30.63 N)

(5 kg)
= 5.11 N
(30 kg)

uF ,B =

∂F
u
∂B B

uF ,B =

u
2 AB
uB = 2 F B
1/3
B
C

uF ,B = 2(30.63 N) ( 0.05) = 3.06 N = 3.06 N

uF ,C =

∂F
u
∂C C

uF ,C

1 AB 2
1 u
=−
u =− F C
4/3 C
3C
3 C

uF ,C

1.3 m 3
1
= − ( 30.63 N )
= −0.95 N
3
10.7 m 3

(
(

)
)

Finally, substituting these values into Equation (9), we obtain

uF = uF2 ,A + uF2 ,B + uF2 ,C

uF =

(5.11 N ) + (3.06 N ) + ( −0.95 N )
2

2

Therefore, the final answer is
F = 31 ± 6 N
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2

= 6.08 N

Uncertainty Propagation for Addition and Subtraction
This method applies the result of the General Uncertainty Propagation section to the
special case when R is formed only by adding or subtracting all the xi’s multiplied by constant
coefficients, Ci's. Thus, R has the special form

R = R(x1 , x2 , ...) = C1 x1 + C2 x2 +…

(B-12)

The uncertainty in R can then be determined by

(

uR =

C1 ux

1

) (
2

+ C2 u x

) +!,
2

2

(B-13)

Uncertainty Propagation for Multiplication and Division
This method applies the result of the General Uncertainty Propagation section to the
special case when R is formed only by multiplying or dividing all the xi’s multiplied by a constant,
C. Thus, R has the special form

R = C x1m1 x2m2 …

(B-14)

where the mi's are constant exponents. The uncertainty in R can then be determined by

uR
=
R

2

2

⎛ ux ⎞ ⎛ ux ⎞
1
2
⎜ m1 ⎟ + ⎜ m2
⎟ +! ,
x
x
⎝
⎝
1 ⎠
2 ⎠

(B-15)

where each term is given in dimensionless form called the fractional or percent uncertainty. This
method will be used to solve for the uncertainty for the same example given above.

Solution: To find the propagated fractional uncertainty substitute F into using Equation B-11
2

2

2

uF
=
F

⎛ u A ⎞ ⎛ uB ⎞ ⎛ 1 uC ⎞
⎜⎝ A ⎟⎠ + ⎜⎝ 2 B ⎟⎠ + ⎜⎝ 3 C ⎟⎠

uF
=
F

⎛ 1 1.3 m 3 ⎞
2
⎛ 5 kg ⎞
+
2
×
0.05
+
(
)
⎜⎝ 30 kg ⎟⎠
⎜⎝ 3 × 10.7 m 3 ⎟⎠ = 0.1985 = 19.85%

2

2

uF = 0.1985 × 30.63 N = 6.08 N
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using the earlier result for F. This is consistent with our earlier result for uF.
VII.

First-Order Least Squares Method or Linear Regression

A polynomial curve fit to measured data, yi at xi, can be obtained by minimizing the sum
of the square of the deviation between values estimated using curve fit parameters (a0, a1, …, am)
and each data point. For the first order (m = 1) or linear case, the curve fit equation is given by

yc (x) = a0 + a1x

(B-16)

where the y-intercept, a0, and slope, a1, are given by
n

a0 =

n

n

n

∑x ∑x y −∑x ∑ y
i

i=1

i

2
i

i

i=1

i=1

i

i=1

2

n
⎛ n ⎞
x
−
n
xi2
∑
∑
i⎟
⎜⎝
⎠
i=1

n

a1 =

i=1

n

n

∑ xi ∑ yi − n ∑ xi yi
i=1

(B-17)

i=1

i=1

2

n
⎛
⎞
x
−
n
∑ xi2
⎜⎝ ∑ i ⎟⎠
n

i=1

(B-18)

i=1

for n data points. Variability of yi about the regression line is given by
n

s 2yx =

∑ ⎡⎣ yi − yc (xi ) ⎤⎦
i=1

2

ν

(B-19)

where n is the degrees of freedom. In general, ν = n − (m +1) , thus for linear regression ν = n − 2 .
Variability of the data about the mean y value is given by
n

s 2y =

∑ ( yi − y )
i=1

2

n −1

(B-20)

The R 2 value (also called the coefficient of determinations) measures the strength of correlation
between x and y and is given by

R 2 = 1−

s 2yx

ν
s (n − 1)
2
y

The uncertainty in the true slope, m, predicted by this method is given by
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(B-21)

1/2

⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
1
⎢
⎥
m = a1 ± t s yx n
2⎥
⎢
⎢ ∑ ( xi − x ) ⎥
⎣ i=1
⎦

(B-22)

and the uncertainty in the true y-intercept, b, predicted by this method is given by
1/2

⎡
⎤
⎢1
⎥
2
x
⎥
b = a0 ± t s yx ⎢ + n
2⎥
⎢n
∑ ( xi − x ) ⎥
⎢
⎣
⎦
i=1

(B-23)

Note that the least-squares minimization method makes the following assumptions:
1. For any fixed x, the possible values of y constitute a population with a mean µyx called the
conditional mean of y at x. The linear regression equation is a curve fit to µyx. It is assumed that
this true regression line exits.
2. All populations of y-values are normally distributed and have the same standard deviation.
Thus, the statistical population spread at one x-value is identical to that at any other x-value.
3. Successive samples of y values are independent of each other.
4. The x values used in the curve fit are assumed to be precise, with no uncertainty. Thus
regression produces only an uncertainty in the y-values about the curve fit.
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APPENDIX C
INTRODUCTION TO EES
EES (pronounced “ease”) is a general purpose “Engineering Equation Solver” developed
by F-Chart Software (www.fchart.com) that can be used to solve systems of coupled non-linear
algebraic, differential, and integral equations. One useful feature of EES is that it includes a
property database for hundreds of substances that can be used for your calculations and to create
property plots. In addition, it allows you to assign units to your variables so that you can check
that all your equations are dimensionally consistent. To demonstrate some EES features useful for
this class, instructions for creating two property plots for an ideal vapor-compression cycle
operating between two known pressures are given below for refrigerant R-134a. For more detailed
EES instructions refer to the EES Getting Started, EES Online Help, and EES Manual links
available at the web site listed above.
Ideal-Vapor Compression Cycle Calculations:
1. Start EES from any computer in one of the ME Department labs by double clicking on the
EES icon on the desktop. You can also use EES on your own computer by either accessing it
through a remote server or by downloading a free student copy. Instructions on how to do
both of these are available at: http://me.calpoly.edu/resources/software/
Getting Started
Chapter 1
2. The Equations Window should be open. If it is not open, from the Windows pull down menu
select Equations. Note that below the menu bar there is a toolbar containing small buttons to
th
EES
commands
distributed
among used
nine EES
pull-down
menus. (A For
tenthexample,
user-defined
provide
access are
to the
most frequently
menu commands.
the 20menu
can
be placed
to left
the shown
right ofbelow
the Help
menu.
discussion
of the If
Load
Textbook
button
from the
will also
openSee
the the
Equations
Window.
you move
the
cursor
over
a
button,
after
a
few
seconds
an
explanation
of
the
function
of
the
button
will
command File menu in Chapter 3.) A brief summary of their functions follows. Detailed
appear. Depending
on your EES
version
your toolbar
may be slightly different.
descriptions
of the commands
appear
in Chapter
3.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7 8

9

10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30

Note that a toolbar is provided below the menu bar. The toolbar contains small buttons
3. Type the line below in the Equations Window to set the unit system to English units.
which provide rapid access to many of the most frequently used EES menu commands.
If
Alternatively, from the Options pull down menu select Unit System or use the 9th toolbar
you
move
over a button
and wait
for Unit
a fewSystem
second,and
a few
willunits.
appear to
button
to the
opencursor
the Preferences
window
for the
selectwords
English
explain the function of that button. The toolbar can be hidden, if you wish, with a control in
$UnitSystem
ENG (Options
MASS DEG
PSIA F
the
Preferences dialog
menu).
4. The
Type
the linemenu
below
in the Equations
set the above
name of
refrigerant
as aSystem
string
System
represented
by the Window
EES icontoappears
thethe
file
menu. The
variable. Note that a comment is added to this line using quotations.
menu is not part of EES, but rather a feature of the Windows Operating System. It holds
commands
that allow window
moving, resizing, and switching to other applications.
chem$
= 'R134a'
"Refrigerant"

The File menu provides commands for loading, merging and saving work files and libraries,
and printing.
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The Edit menu provides the editing commands
to cut, copy, and paste information.

The Search menu provides Find and Replace commands for use in the Equations window.

5. Type the lines below in the Equations Window to set the operating pressures for the cycle.
Note that the data is being added as an array so that it can be later plotted on a property plot.
Also, note that the units for the first two pressures are set in these lines and the remaining
array pressures will have the same units.
p[1]
p[2]
p[3]
p[4]
p[5]
p[6]

=
=
=
=
=
=

40 [psia] "Evaporator pressure"
185 [psia] "Compressor pressure"
p[2]
p[2]
p[1]
p[1]

6. Type the lines below in the Equations Window to look up the entropy values for the cycle
from the property tables in EES. Alternatively, instead of typing in these lines directly you
can use the Options pull down menu and select Function Info or use the 8th toolbar button to
open the Function Information window. In this window you would select Thermophysical
Properties, Real Fluids, Entropy, and R-134a from the upper options and then from the
Independent Properties select Pressure and Quality. Finally, you would click Paste to insert
the selected function into the Equations Window and then edit it for each particular array
value as indicated below.
s[1]
s[2]
s[3]
s[4]
s[5]
s[6]

=
=
=
=
=
=

Entropy(chem$,P=p[1],x=1)
s[1]
Entropy(chem$,P=p[2],x=1)
Entropy(chem$,P=p[2],x=0)
Entropy(chem$,P=p[1],H=h[5])
s[1]

"Saturated vapor"
"Isentropic compression"
"Saturated vapor"
"Saturated liquid"
"Liquid/vapor mixture"

7. Type the lines below in the Equations Window to look up the enthalpy values for the cycle
from the property tables in EES. Again, you could use the Function Information window
for this process as well.
h[1]
h[2]
h[3]
h[4]
h[5]
h[6]

=
=
=
=
=
=

Enthalpy(chem$,P=p[1],x=1)
Enthalpy(chem$,P=p[2],S=s[2])
Enthalpy(chem$,P=p[3],x=1)
Enthalpy(chem$,P=p[4],x=0)
h[4]
"Adiabatic expansion"
h[1]

8. Type the lines below in the Equations Window to look up the enthalpy values for the cycle
from the property tables in EES. Note that the DUPLICATE command is used to write six
equations with the same format.
DUPLICATE i=1,6
T[i] = Temperature(chem$,P=p[i],S=s[i])
END
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9. From the Options pull down menu select Variable Info or use the 7th toolbar button to open
the Variable Information window. Unselect the box next to Show array variables to set
the entire array to the same units. The units for the pressure array, p[], should already be set
to psia. Set the units for enthalpy, h[], to BTU/lbm, temperature, T[], to F, and entropy, s[], to
BTU/lbm-F and click OK.
10. From the File pull down menu select Save or use the 2nd toolbar button to save your file.
11. From the Windows pull down menu select Formatted Equations or use the 21st toolbar button
to open the Formatted Equations window. Verify that your equations are correct. Note that
your comments appear as blue text.
12. From the Calculate pull down menu select Check/Format or use the 10th toolbar button to
check your equations. In the Information window that opens you should see a message that
indicates that there are 25 equations and 25 variables and that no syntax errors were
detected. Of course the number of equations and variables must be the same for the problem
to be properly specified.
13. From the Calculate pull down menu select Solve or use the 11th toolbar button to solve your
equations. This will open a Solution window with a message indicating that no unit problems
were detected and an Arrays Table window with your property results. Note that you did not
list the equations in the order in which they are solved. This is unlike what is required in a
structured programming language such as Fortran or a Matlab script file. In particular, the
enthalpy is used to find the entropy at State (5), but it is not specified until later in the code.
Thus, an unknown variable can appear on the left side of the equation.
14. In the Arrays Table window right click on the arrow in the upper right hand corner of the
title row for one of the columns to open the Format Array Table Column window. Note
that you can use this window to change the column format and set units for the variable.
15. From the Plot pull down menu select Property Plot or use the 19th toolbar button to open the
Property Plot Information window. Select R-134a for the fluid and for Type select T-s to
create a temperature versus entropy plot for R-134a. Keep the box next to Include lines of p
selected and add lines for 40 psia and 185 psia. Deselect the box next to Include lines of v or
h. Keep the box next to Show lines of constant quality selected and click OK.
16. From the Plot pull down menu select Overlay Plot or use the 17th toolbar button to open the
Setup Overlay on T-s: R134a window. For X-Axis select s[] and for Y-Axis select T[]. Select
the box next to Automatic Update to have the plot reflect any changes you make in your data.
Select the box next to Show array indices and click OK. This will create an overlay plot of
the ideal refrigeration cycle on top of the property plot. You can move the array indices so
they do not overlap and edit most of the items on the plot, such as axes ranges and text, by
double clicking on them.
17. Complete operations similar to the last two steps to create a pressure versus enthalpy plot for
R-134a with an overlay plot of the ideal refrigeration cycle. In the Plot Window there will
now be two tabs for each of your plots. Save your file.
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